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MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
NOVEMBER 11, 1986 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
President Dyck call ed the meeting to o r der at 3:35 
p.m. 
II. SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY 
President Dyck welcomed Provost David Maxwell , whom he 
had invited to discuss the Instructional Productivity 
Formula (Attachment A. ) To begin, the Provost gave 
two caveats abou t the state spending formula. First, 
such f o rmulae are political documents a nd much of the 
c ontent does not r est on any objective cost studies. 
The formula is designed to keep universities from 
fighting each o t her on the floor of the legislature. 
It reflects historical allocations, as tested or 
checked aga inst t he preceding three to five years ' s 
allocations. It i s tested at the university-wide 
level, desp ite the fact that it is constructed at 
lower l evels . The Provost can show everyone where 
the numbers came from but asked that they not expect 
too much . The second caveat is that the first 
differences are much more meaningful than the 
magnitudes. In o t her words , the changes and the 
2. 
reasons for these changes are the i mportant things to 
look at when studying the allocations over time. 
The Provost then took the Senate through the Instruc­
tionl Productiv ity Formula (IPF.) It follows the 
South Carolina formula for appropriations to state 
universities, which is basically student credit hour 
driven, on a nine month basis. It is important to 
look at the changes in instructional costs as 
opposed to the appropriations themselves. 
The Provost noted some problems in the formula. With 
"R", the 25% research credit for the preceding year's 
grant income is actually a 20% return from the s tate 
because of a later revenue step which requires the 
University to produce 20% of its own money . Also 
the University never gets full formula funding. 
The Provost referred to Table 2 in the document "South 
Carolina Commissi on on Higher Education 1986-87 
Appropriations Formula for Continuing Operations " 
(Attachment B) to explain how the ratios for section 
II 2 in the IPF are determined . These student/ 
faculty ratios do not represent the actual situation. 
They began artificially although they do trail 
reality. In section II of the IPF, the number of FTE 
professors stemming from the number of students 
derived from the number of credit hours results in 
3 . 
the appropriations for the ith unit . Again the 
Provost stressed that only changes not magnitudes 
should be noted. 
Section III of the IPF measures the change in instruc­
tional productivity . It is a measure of the purely 
financial and operational side of what is happening to 
a unit . 
The Provost's Office is trying to work out an incen­
tive program using this formula . There is another 
part to the formula needed to determine bonuses , 
which the Office does not yet have data to support, 
because there is little or no existing data as they 
go back in time . 
President Dyck asked for an expl anation of the 1-20 
(instructional faculty salaries) and the 1-30 
(research facu l ty salaries) accounts and their use. 
The Provost responded that the number of professors 
technically should come from 1-20, but that the 
University views research faculty as faculty and uses 
it in calculations. Appropriations from the state do 
not differentiate between the two and the University 
can make dec i s i ons from the department level on up 
about what percentage of time is spent in research 
without influence from the state . 
4 . 
The Provost said that as soon as a defensible bonus 
system is developed, the /:'l IP will be monitored 
for each college and there wil l be an incentive -­
augmentation in budget -- for units with the most 
change. Senator Madison asked if the Commission 
on Higher Education ratios will be adjusted to fit 
reality and the Provost said no. Madison asked if 
there will be a way to weight the /J IP over time, 
for units that may, for example , have consistently 
been operating at peak efficiency . The Provost 
indicated that this was the problem with the formula 
and that a table had not yet been built to solve it. 
Senator Snels ire asked how the quality of instruction 
would be measured so that t here will be no decline . 
The Provost said that there was no way to measure 
quality. He knows, however, that we cannot afford 
a 15:1 university-wide student/ faculty ratio . Over 
history , Clemson has had a 16:1 or 17:1 ratios and no 
one suggested then that quality had been lowered. 
Other equivalent universities have such ratios with 
good quali ty instruction. Clemson 's challenge is to 
raise the rat i o and not affect quality. Senator 
Calhoun asked how programs such as the Honors Program 
will be protected . The Provost said that there is a 
separate quirk in the formula for honors funding. 
5. 
Senator Polk asked if t here was any research available 
about accepted norms in class size in certain 
disciplines . The Provost reported that a few years 
ago, Dean Schwartz conducted a survey of Clemson 
department heads and discovered that class sizes were 
actually lower than department heads' ideals. 
President Dyck asked how the artificial student/ 
faculty ratios used by the CHE could be changed and 
if there was any desire among Group 1 universities to 
do so. The Provost replied that they would have to 
be changed one at a time after presenting a strong 
case. Any effort otherwise would be self-defeating 
and cause political problems. President Dyck also 
asked if the 24 and 18 hours is not excessive for 
masters and PhD students, especially if this figure 
is for only nine months. The Provost responded that 
there was not enough use of research courses. He then 
said that much of what he had been saying was true for 
summer school if multiplied by .6, but not all. 
The Provost then discussed the chart "Commission on 
Higher Education 1986-87 Formula for Clemson Univ­
ersity" prepared by L. W. Martin, 7/ 28 / 86 (in 
Attachment A . ) It identifies how to split the 
colleges and student credit hours against HEGIS 
codes and then goes through the first f our steps of 
6 . 
the formula. Again the Provost asked that not much 
value be p l aced on the absolute magnitude of the 
figures and said that they would need several year s 
of data to determ i ne changes . 
Concern was agai n expressed by the Senators about the 
student/ faculty ratio , Senator Nowaczyk noting that, 
using Martin's chart, it would figure at 19:1. The 
Provost said that the University does not support that 
ratio, although the CHE might. Senator Polk noted 
that an increase t o a 17:1 ratio would be one of 16% 
and asked how long this was expec ted to take. The 
Provost responded that if it occurred rapidly, the 
University could pick up $2 mi llion of the $5 million 
it will be short next year . This is not possible, but 
we need to start raising the ratio immediately because 
financially next year will be rough. Not all areas of 
the University need to raise the ratio, but there are 
courses that could bear higher ratios. 
Senator Birrenkott suggested that the cap on enroll­
ment be lifted o r otherwise a ll changes will have to 
be internal. The Provost replied that enrollment is 
actually drifting upward. Expansion ought to come in 
graduate areas , but money is needed up front for that. 
It is true that the University will need not to fill 
positions , etc ., for internal changes. 
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The Provost then discussed "Ne t Instructional Cost 
1986-87" (final page of Attachment A . ) He said that 
looking at the relationship between colleges and 
seeing changes over time were again important. Just 
because the expenditures exceeds the formula, it 
should not be concluded that they should be equal; 
column 2 will generally be smaller than column 3. 
President Dyck commented that with the need for 
emphasis at the graduate level, that the ratios were 
unrealistic . Senator Mullins asked if the productivity 
in administrative areas was being examined . The 
Provost said they and also auxiliaries were being 
studied to see if they are doing the best they can do . 
President Dyck asked how faculty should communicate 
their suggestions. The Provost responded that they 
could speak to him at any time . He reminded the 
Senate that he is more familiar with the situation in 
Columbia and at the CHE and asked that faculty not try 
to deal directly with the CHE. 
Senator Nowaczyk asked what a dean in an average 
college should be doing t o increase effectiveness. 
The Provost responded that t he crucial economic 
variable is class size. A dean should look honestly 
and carefully at increasing class size without 
8. 
affecting quality . Look at multi-section courses and 
at cutting or offering more infrequently upper 
division electives . 
President Dyck asked the Provost to comment on the 
"Budgeting and Planning Guide Manual: Budget 
Assessment" (Attachment C.) The Provost said that 
he had not devised this, but that it was an attempt 
to go back to something approximating a base, although 
not exactly zero-based. The rationale behind it is to 
cut more than the amount needed to return to Columbia 
and to use the difference to aid University-wide 
programs, and to force reordering of priorities in 
colleges. 
President Dyck thanked the Provost for speaking to the 
Senate. 
III . APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
The minutes of the October 14, 1986 meeting were 
approved as corrected. 
IV. COMMITTEE REPORTS 
A. Policy: Senator Linvill gave the report 
(Attachment D.) 
B. Research: Senator Birrenkott gave the report 
indicating that the Committee had met twice . The 
first meeting was a wrap up discussion on SDI 
9 . 
policy and overhead . They are starting to consider 
the Emerging Technology and Marketing Center and 
the Clemson University Research Foundation (CURF) 
and met to discuss these issues with Stan Nicholas, 
B.E . Gilliland, the Office of University Research 
Advisory Board, and selected faculty members . The 
Committee will also be looking at the CHE Task 
Force on Excel l ence ' s report and seeing how it's 
research program compares with President Lennon ' s 
plan. 
President Dyck noted that the second meeting was an 
important one given the fact that there had been 
minimal facu lty input about the CURF until this 
meeting. Departments and colleges need to think 
about the va l ue of the Foundation to faculty 
members in assisting them to do research and 
then commun i cate with Birrenkott or Nicholas . 
Senator Bi rrenkott said that President Lennon had 
attended the meeting and spoken in favor of the 
research program . Lennon also said that he had 
received comments about the quality of undergrad­
uate educat i on and stated that quality must be 
maintained and the total thrust of the University 
must not be skewed . The Committe may possibly 
have recommendations at the next meeting . 
10. 
C. Scholastic Policy: Senator Nowaczyk gave the 
report (Attachment E.) 
D. Welfare: Senator Calhoun read the report 
(Attachment F) and passed out copies of the Fall 
Semester 1986-87 Faculty Salary Report (Attachment 
G.) 
E. Ad Hoc Committees: 
Fine Arts: Senator Nowaczyk reported that the 
Committee was finalizing their report and should 
have it by next month . 
F. University Commissions/Committees: 
Telecommunications: Senator Madison gave the 
report (Attachment H) , noting that the committee 
had been formed by V.P. Larson and had two faculty 
representatives . He requested that the Senate 
supply him with their comments and suggestions, 
indicating that if additional telecommunications 
services are needed, there will have to be a strong 
campaign for them because of budgetary restraints. 
Scholarships and Awards: Senator Calhoun reported 
that the Committee had met to consider a list for 
Who 's Who in Colleges and Universities and had 
added a few names. There are two Rhodes Scholar 
candidates on campus and one alumnus who is a 
11. 
candidate. 
Graduate Studies and Research : Senator Hedden 
said that the Committee discussed the graduate 
degree curr i culum form , GS - 2 , and intend to suggest 
that it be made optional for students if the 
curriculum is published in the catalog . They 
d i scussed but reached no dec i sion on the time limit 
for receipt of a PhD . They would like to make it 
more uniform , discussing a six year period after 
becoming a candidate , with the requirement that 
qualifying exams be retaken at the end of that 
period if the PhD was not complete and the 
candidate wished to continue . Senator Hedden would 
welcome comments and suggestions on this issue . 
Senator Birrenkott said that the Committee had not 
mentioned a problem with 800 level courses, which 
was , however , discussed at the last President ' s 
Council meeting . A policy had been discussed but 
never actual l y passed, requiring that there be 
eighteen hours of 800 level courses in a masters 
program . The Graduate School says that it was 
passed but will not be implemented. The issue 
has been remanded to the Committee on Graduate 
Studies for further discussion . 
12 . 
V. PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Attachment I) 
President Dyck commented on some of the items in the 
report. He noted that the Advisory/ Executive 
Committee meeting with President Lennon (Item 8) had 
been profitable and that results were forthcoming in 
the areas of governance and the quality of undergrad­
uate education . The Ad Hoc Committee to look at the 
commission structure (Item 12) resulted from this 
meeting, with a membership of Joe Mullins, chair , 
Senators George Carter and Clay Hipp, and David 
Senn and Jerry Reel. There is also a related 
resolution under new business about better communica­
tion with the deans . The Provost ' s memo (Attachment 
A) desiring faculty input on the IPF and today's 
meeting with the Provost is result of that meeti ng, 
as well as President Lennon ' s comments at the 
Research Committee meeting mentioned above . President 
Lennon also wrote President Dyck asking that the 
Senate consider an award or reward to recognize 
quality instruction . This letter will be given to 
the Welfare Committee for considertion . 
President Dyck commented on Item 11 . Senator Nowaczyk 
said that a past president of the Faculty Senate had 
said that the mandatory use of student evaluations of 
faculty was a violation of an agreement made between 
Dean Hurst and the Faculty Senate that teaching 
13. 
evaluatlon would not be mandatory. 
President Dyck noted that V. P . Larson would be meeting 
with the Advisory/Executive Committee on November 13 
to discuss the Budget Assessment (Attachment C; Update 
Item 3.) They hope to find out how faculty can become 
more involved in planning for the assessment. 
The Deans have approved the Continuing Education 
proposal (Attachment J; Update Item 4), but asked that 
it go to the faculty for review. President Dyck asked 
that the faculty consider two features: 1) the need 
for faculty to have quality control and 2) the problem 
of the potentia l for credit courses to sneak in TV 
courses , for example. This should be discussed at the 
department level. 
President Dyck commented that the Senate's reception 
for the Board of Trustees (Update Item 7) will be 
scheduled for sometime in January . He hopes that a 
discussion of governance will also take place at this 
time. 
VI . OLD BUSINESS 
There was no o l d business . 
VII. NEW BUSINESS 
Senator Birrenkott introduced Resolution 86-11-1 
I 
14. 
(Attachment K) and moved for adoption. The motion 
was seconded. He stated that this stemmed from a 
discussion at the Advisory/ Executive Committee meeting 
about how to improve faculty communication with the 
deans and department heads. Senator Linvill suggested 
a friendly amendmen t to add the word "regular" in the 
third "Whereas " and the "Therefore." Senator Hedden 
said that Forestry and Recreation Resources holds no 
regular meeting but that he would agree with the 
resolution. Senator Birrenkott said that it should 
serve as a friend l y reminder to deans who may not have 
thought of it . Senator Calhoun noted that it also 
resulted from a question asked by President Lennon 
about the deans ' knowledge of Faculty Senate 
activities when the President met with the Advisory/ 
Executive Committee. The resolution passed 
unanimously . 
Senator Huey presented the Ad Hoc Committee on the 
Planning Board ' s recommendation on select i ng faculty 
representatives to the Facilities Planning Committee 
(Attachment L) and moved acceptance . The motion was 
seconded. There was no discussion . The resolution 
passed unanimously and will be sent to the Faculty 
Manual Committee and through channels to t he V.P. f o r 
Business and Finance. 
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Senator Nowaczyk presented the proposal for restruc­
turing ; the Appeals and Admissions-Exceptions 
Committees (Attachment M) and moved adoption. The 
motion was seconded. He explained the background, 
which had been discussed in past Senate meetings. He 
suggested that, if passed , the proposal be forwarded 
to the Commiss i on on Undergraduate Studies for their 
next meeting and then let the Appeals and Continuing 
Enrollment Committee determine how to implement it. 
The resolution passed unanimously . 
Senator Nowaczyk moved adoption of Resolution 86-11-2 
on admission standards for summer institutes (Attach­
ment N and background in Attachment O.) The motion 
was seconded . Considerable discussion followed. 
Senator LaTorre said that a discussion with Director 
of Admissions Mattox had seemed to indicate that the 
idea was to lower standards so that an increased 
enrollment would result, thereby allowing these 
institutes to survive. Seantor Bryan stated that we 
are not lowering standards but merely bringing 
students in at a regular leve l to give them a glimpse 
of college life. Senato r Reichenbach read a statement 
(Attachment P) submitted by a colleague in Nursing. 
Senator Nowaczyk responded to that statement by saying 
that this resolution does not address the issue of 
older students mentioned in the statement. The 
16. 
mechanism fo r admissions is already in place ; a 
commi ttee could change the 15 hour limit to an 18 hour 
limit without creating a whole new policy . 
Senator Linvill viewed th i s as a good way to support 
recruiting in some colleges. Offering a low level 
course br ings p r ospec tive student s to campus . Senator 
Huey sa id that he felt that it was bad to i nvite 
someone who will not be able t o make it and then 
become discouraged. Senator Mullins agreed; a student 
who i s a junior in high school may not be nearly well 
enough prepared, so if he is brought in early , he 
should have higher SATs . Senator Bryan noted that 
football players i n these courses have worse scores 
than some of these special students. Senator Madison 
said that there was a need for academically mature , 
q ual ity students in these programs. Because of the 
problem of immediacy, Senator Nowaczyk said that a 
Senate decision had to be made. The issue would be 
be going directly to the Pres i dent ' s Council . The 
resolution passed. 
Senator Derr asked for the Senate ' s comments on 
suggestions from the Traffic and Parking Committee . 
She indicated t hat there are between 600 to 1000 
fewer employee spaces than there are employees . Part 
of this problem results from employees who have more 
17. 
than one car on campus at one time in use by spouse or 
child and from students, undeterred by tickets, who 
park in employee spaces. Senator Derr presented 
several options for discussion. To prevent an 
employee from having more than one car on campus at 
a time, a) only one decal could be assigned per 
employees to put on one chosen car which must be 
driven to campus or , b) all cars in an employee's 
family could be registered but only one, identified 
with a removable decal hung on the rearview mirror, 
could be an campus at a time. Only three senators 
supported hav ing as many cars as the employee wanted 
on campus at the same time; the rest were opposed. 
There was some support for the single sticker, for 
another (as of yet undetermined) method, and for 
keeping the system the way it is, with slightly 
stronger support for the removable decal. 
To keep students from parking in employee spaces, the 
Traffic and Parking Committee is considering raising 
fines for everyone and including an incentive/penalty 
system where if the fine is paid in x number of days, 
only 50% is due . If the fine is left until the next 
semester, 150% would be paid . Many students let their 
fines build up and have their parents pay them when 
the fines appear on the next tuition bill. This 
18. 
suggestion met with a mixed response, which included 
additidnal suggestions for Senator Derr to take back 
to the ·committee . 
Because of the la te hour, two items of new business 
-- a resolution on appointment of academic administra-
tors and a resolution on an invitation to the NSF 
Director -- were deferred to the next meeting. 
Senator Mullins also passed out a resolution on 
graduation attendance so that Senators could consult 
with their constituencies before considering it at the 
next meeting. 
VIII. INFORMATION 
President Dyck noted that the Advisory/Executive 
Committee had decided to experiment and send out 
additional copies of the Senate agenda for placement 
in coffee rooms, etc. It is hoped that this will 
encourage communication about Senate issues. 
IX . ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:30 p . m. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Margery N. Sly 
Secretary 
Senators absent: Baron, Daniels, Leap. 







PROVOST ANO VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
October 28, 1986 
MEMORANDUM . 
TO: Council of Academic Deans 
FROM: W. David Maxwell, Provost ltif .& fY'--1 
SUBJECT: Instructional Productivity Formula 
Attached is the most recent version of the instructional 
productivity formula. Please send copies of this formula to each 
of your department heads and ask them to share this f ormula with 
the members of their departments. Any suggestions for 
improvement that faculty members may have would be greatly 
appreciated. 
You will note that only the basic formula is included. The 
section on the distribution of the "bonus" is not i nclude d 
because we have not yet cleared up all the data problems 
involved. 
Please emphasize to your faculty that instructional 
efficiency is only one aspect of our teaching effort. We are 
also concerned with the quality of this effort and with the 
overall relationship of the faculty in each department to their 
students. Efficiency is a concern, however, because it is 
becoming increasingly evident that our present ratio of F.T.E. 
students to F.T.E. faculty (approximately 15:1) is not one that 
we can sustain, given the level of support that we can expect 
from the State. 
Thus we must take steps to improve thi s ratio. The 
challenge is to do so without a diminution of the quality o f our 
teaching effort. I am confident that with the support of the 
faculty we can do so. Our history and the experience o f othe r 
excellent unive rsities suggest that a goal of 17:1 as a ratio i s 
not unrealistic. 
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Please also assure your faculties that the "Second Century" 
program with its emphasis upon research and its relationship to 
economic development does not mean any lessened emphasis upon 
teaching. Teaching is and will continue to be our primary 
emphasis and we will continue to require documented evidence of 
teaching effectiveness as one of the criteria for tenure and 
promotion. Again we have a challenge that I am certain that our 
faculty can meet. To become an outstanding university we must 
greatly expand our research activity. In most instances this 
will actually increase the quality of the instruction that we 
provide. Our challenge, however, is to ensure that in no 
instances is this increased emphasis upon research detrimental to 
our teaching effort. 
I am depending upon you and your department heads to gain 
the faculty support and involvement that we need in order to 
become both a more efficient and a more renowned university. 
WDM/ ep 
Attachment 
cc: President Max Lennon 







I. Change in Net Instructional Costs 
Let: 
x = Faculty salaries on E & G instructional account (1-20) 
y = Faculty salaries on E & G state research account (1-30) 
R = Sponsored research expenditures 




1986- 87 (Academic Year) 
the ith unit: 
Or, generalizing: 
~X +AY - .25~R = LlIC 
II. Change in Appropriations 
1. ~et : 
SCH= Student credit hour production 
U = Undergraduate F . T.E . 
M - Master's level F.T . E. 
D = Doctoral level F.T.E. 
u/g = Undergraduate subscript 
g - 1 = Master's level subscript 
g-2 = Doctoral level subscript 
F = Total number of F.T.E. students 
Then, for the ith unit the number of F.T.E. students is: 
(SCHu/g + 30) + (SCHg-l + 24) + (SCH + 18) = F g- 2 
Or, 
U + M + D = F 
AMENDED 9/llj/ljb 
2. Let: 
S/F = Student- faculty ratio 
P = No. of F . T . E . professors 
S = Average salary of a professor 
A= Appropriations 
thThen , for the i~ unit, the number of professors is: 
(U + S/F I)+ (M + S/F 1 ) + (D + S/F 2 ) = P u g g- g -
And, for the ith unit, the appropriations are: 
p x s = A 
And , for the ith unit, the change in appropriations, from one 
year to the next is: 
-
= !:l AAt At-1 
III. Change in Instructional Productivity 
Let: 
IP= Instructional productivity 
thThen, for the i~ unit: 
= 
Or, generalizing : 
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PROVOST ANO VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
September 25, 1986 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Council of Academic Deans 
FROM: W. David Maxwell, Provost~ .J1Y'-
SUBJECT: C.H.E. Formula Data for 1986-87 
Attached are some data prepared by Linda Mar t in and in which 
you should be interested. It was a difficul t job t hat Linda d i d 
and it is the best data we have. 
The final column is one "data point" that we intend to u s e 
in the "productivity" formula. If the records permit, Linda 
plans to construct this same analysis f or several past y e ars. 
Incidentally, the headi ng "Fall 85" should be "Fall 84." 
WDM/ ep 
Attachment 
cc: Vice President David Larson 
Mrs. Linda Martin 
207 SIKES HALL • CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA 2963• ·5 101 • TFI FPM('\.,. OM •C<C ••• • 
CLE~SON 
UNIVERSIT"'Y" 
PROVOST ANO VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
October 2, 1986 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Council of Academic Deans 
FROM: W. David Maxwell, Provost V/; 1-v'-
SUBJECT: Preliminary Computation of 
"Net Instructional Cost" for 1986-87 
Enclosed is a preliminary computation of "Net .Instructional 
Cost" CIC) for 1986-87. You will recall that changes in this 
measure play an important role in our instructional productivity 
model. 
Not too much should be read into the absolute magnitudes 
depicted. For example, it should not be concluded that the 
formula appropriation should be large enough to cover budgeted 
salaries. The relationship of the magnitudes within a given 
column are more meaningful. 
Most meaningful will be the changes in "Net Instructional 
Cost" over time. When tables such as the attached are available 
for several years we will be able to construct this most 
meaningful measure. 
With these caveats in mind the formula appropriations for 
faculty salaries (Col. 2) are also included to permit you to make 
other comparisons . 
WDM/ep 
Attachment 
cc: Vice President David Larson 
Mrs. Linda Martin 
Mr. Al McCracken 
Mr. Jim Roberts 
/ 
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end Attachment A 
Net Instructional Cost (IC) 
1986-87 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) (4) ( 5) 
Formula Net 
Appropriation Budgeted Fonnula Instruc-
for Faculty Salary Research tional 
College Salaries* Exoenditure** Credit Cost (IC )xxx 
Agri $1,357,341 $3,057,900 $523,641 $2,534,259 
Arch 1,405,042 2,153,302 2,774 2,150,528 
Educ 1,706,340 2,036,632 2,036,632 
Engr 4,313,124 7 ,154,781 542,740 6,612,041 
FRR 675,917 1,035,747 118,273 917,474 
c & I 3,917,885 5,633,776 103,515 5,530,261 
Lib Arts 4,287,039 5,303,540 5,194 5,298,346 
Nursing 650,464 1,194,308 1,194,308 
Sciences 6,510,848 8,692,517 474,381 8,218,136 
* Step 4a of the CHE formula. Not offset by the revenue step, 
the adjustment for teaching assistants or for less than full 
formula funding. Does not include appropriations for instructional 
support, departmental administration , or academic support . 
** Basic E & G unclassified and graduate assistant salaries budgeted 
for 1986-87. Does not reflect any budget cut. 
xxx Column (3) minus Column (4) 
Attachment B 
SOUTH CAROLINA COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION 
1986-87 APPROPRIATION FORMULA 
FOR CONTINUING OPERATIONS 
The Appropriation Formula provides for eauitable sharin5 of state 
taxpayer support for South Carolina's public colleges and universities. 
Realistic appropriations are computed imoartiallv by using actual 
enrollments, proven scudent/faculty ratios, uniform salary assumptions, 
and justifiable avera5e _percentages to cover the agreed programs 
(instruction, research, public service, etc.) of the institutions. 
********************** 
1. STUDENT CREDIT HOURS Use the number of credit hours produced, by 
academic discipline, during the fall 1985 and spring 1985 semesters. 
Include half credit for contact hours in physical education and 
remedial courses unless credit hours toward a degree are avarded for 
such courses. (See CHE Report 14) Use actual fall 1985 headcount 
enrollment for medicine and dentistry. 
2. FTE (FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT) STUDEnS 
Divide undergraduate credit hours by 30 
professional (Lav) " " " 28 
master's level " " 24" 
and doctoral 18" " " 
to determine the number of FTE scudents to be taught. 
NOTE: From Table l determine the appropriate Academic Discipline Table 
2, 3, or 4 to be us~d in calculating steps 3, 4a, and 4b for your 
institution. 
3. FTE TEACHING FACULTY To find the number of FTE teaching faculty 
positions required, divide the number of FTE scudents at each level 
and in each academic· discipline by an appropriate student/faculty 
ratio. 
4. INSTRUCTION 
a. Compute the cost of teaching faculty salaries by multipiying 
the F'!E teaching faculty by peer group faculty salary average 
for each discipline and level (plus improvements of 6% for 
1985-86). 
b. Multiply the cost of teaching faculty salaries for each 
discipline and level by the corresponding peer group 
instructional support percentage co obtain total cost for 
instructional support. 
c. a+ b • total coses for instruction. 
5. RESEARCH 
25; of prior year sponsored research and non-general fund research 
expenditures at your institution equals total coses for research. 
6. PUBLIC SERVI CE 
25: oi prior year sponsored public service and non-general fund 
public service expenditures at your institut!on equals total costs 




7. ACADEMIC SUPPORT - LI13RARIES 
10% of total instructional costs (as determined in step 4c) to cover 
library acquisitions and operations equals total costs for academic 
support - libraries. 
8. ACADEMIC SUPPORT - OTHER 
12: of total instructional costs (as determined in step 4c) and 12% 
of steps 5 (Research) and 6 (Public Service) equals total costs for 
academic support - . other. 
9. STUDEfr SERVICES 
$150 - 1st 4,000 headcount students, $125 - 2nd 4,000 headcount 
st:udents, $100 - 3rd headcount st:udents, $75 - all over 12,000 
headcount students enrolled fall 1984, plus $3 per student credit 
hour as determined in step l equals total costs for gtudent services. 
10. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF PLANT 
a. For physical plant general services, use Fo1:1nula I, Table 5. 
b. For building maintenance, use Formula II, Table 5. 
c. For custodial services, use Formula III, Table 5. 
d. For grounds maintenance, use Formula IV, Table 5. 
e. Add the actual 1984-85 expenditures for utilities (see Table 6 
for definitions) x 1.0812. 
f. The sum of lOa through lOe equals total costs for operation 
and maintenance of plant. 
11. INST!TUT!ONAL SUPPORT 
a. Sub-total steps 4c, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. 
b. 157. of this total or $50,000 (whichever is larger) equals total 
costs for institutional support. 
12. UNIQUE COSTS 
Funding to provide for unique costs and to respond to 
differences which exist among institutions because of dif ferent 
roles and missions, which are not provided for in previous steps, 
may be requested. Items includ~d should be of such nature as to 
require subjective analysis and judgement. When requests for such 
items are included, they must be subjectively justified (to include 
how the item is unique, special or not included in previous 
components of the formula) and specific amounts of costs by program 
must be detailed as to personnel services, equipment and other 
operating expenses. 
13. STATE EMPLOYER CONTRI'BUTIONS 
Use state employer contributions as calculated by Sta te Personnel 
Division for personnel included in the programs funded by t he 
Formula. 
14. COST OF EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL OPERATIONS 
a. Add the amounts calculated in steps lla, l lb, and 13. From 
this total, su~tract the amount of teaching faculty salaries 
for academic discipline 2800, Military Science, computed i n 
step 4. 
3 
b. Of the total number of FTE teaching faculty required, determine 
the proportion to be filled by teaching assistants. (Use the 
proportion on fall 1984 CHE Report 9, unless justification for 
a different proportion is presented). Multiply the number of 
FTE teaching assistants required by $X,X:CX (difference betYeen 
average salary of faculty other than teaching assistants and 
average salary of teaching assistants for fall 1984 for your 
institution), plus improvements of 6% for 1985-86. (See CHE 
Report 10) 
c. Subtract the amount calculated in step 14b from the amount 
calculated in 14a • .This is the total cost of educational and 
general (E & G) operations. 
15. REVENUE TO BE GENERATED BY THE INSTITUTION Ill SUPPORT OF EDUCATIONAL 
AND GENERAL OPERATIONS. 
ultiply the amount calculated in step 14c by .19 (S.C. State .ll, 
MUSC and USC School of Medicine .05). Multiply the resulting amount 
by l.xxx (Where .xxx equals the percent out-of-state students, at 
the undergraduate and first-professional levels only, enrolled in 
fall 1984). This is the total revenue to be generated by the 
. institution for E & G operations. 
16. STATE FUNDS REQUIRED TO SUPPORT EDUCATIONAL AND GENERAL OPERATIONS 
Subtract the amount calculated in step 15 from the amount calculated 
in step 14, and add the amount calculated in step 12. This is the 
amount of State funds required to support educational and general 
operations excluding summer school. 
17. STATE FUNDS REQUIRED TO SUPPORTS~ SCHOOL 
Use the total number 6£ credit hours produced for summer 1985, by 
discipline and level. Multiply by the faculty salary credit hour 
costs, by level and discipline, on table 7. Add the totals for each 
discipline. Multiply by .60. This is the amount generated for 
summer school. 
18. TOTAL STATE FUNDS REOUTRE'D TO SUPPORT ANNUAL EDUCAT!ONAL AND 
GE~ERAL OPERATIONS 
Add the amount calculated in step 17 to the amount calculated in step 
16. 
ADOPTED BY C.H.E. ON JUNE 6, 1985. 
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October 21, 1986 
ME-iORANDUM TO: Vice Presidents, Deans, Department Heads, Directors 
FROM: Max Lennon, President 
SUBJECT: University Management: Budgeting--Analysis and Control 
I came to Clemson because I believe this University is a great insti­
tution with an exciting future. 
In managing the daily activities and administration of the University, 
you, and the faculty, shape and decide its future. Your plans, goals and 
vision of the future mark an exciting new era in Clemson's history, one which 
has already presented us with innumerable challenges and choices. At the same 
time, few situations requiring us to make decisions are simple or one-
d imens iona1. 
The South Carolina economy, like the nation and the world, is feeling 
and reflecting the effects of change, adaptation and restructuring. Difficult 
choices and decisions face every leader in this state, you included. 
Even before I arrived in Clemson;I asked ~ach academic area to examLne 
institutional strengths and establish priorities for the University. In 
addition, as you know, leaders from both the public and private sectors came 
to campus to work with us in defining priorities and outlining strategies for 
action on them. Clemson's Second Century Plan was the result. I believe that 
the areas outlined in that plan are vital to South Carolina's -- and the 
nation's -- health, economic growth, security and quality of life. It is 
essential, therefore, that we do not allow our current fiscal difficulties to 
stop us from energetically pursuing those goals. Looking to the future, 
although we can assume a steady-state economy over the next several years, we 
cannot afford just to drift in times of such turbulence and change . The 
future will not just take care of itself; we must bend it in our direction . 
I believe that we can continue to move forward with our goals and plans 
if we try to learn how to manage our operations more knowledgeably, more 
thoughtfully, more creatively. First, we must focus more intently on the 
major activities and goals of each organization. We need to examine and 
clarify the University's total resource base and determine how to improve the 
quality of our decisions and the integrity of our priorities. We will need to 
make difficult decisions about controlling costs while maintaining and 
developing programs of high quality. The budget assessment process outlined 
in this manual is designed to lead us in this direction. 
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I have found that oftentimes budgeting seems to carry a certain mystique. 
People imagine that one afternoon the executive administration sits down and 
decides how to divide the budgetary pie and allocates the University's 
financial resources when in reality most of those decisions are being made on 
a day-to-day basis. Each of us makes minor operating decisions without 
realizing that we may in fact be making major budgetary decisions. I would 
like to see the budget process reformed such that both administrators and 
faculty members will feel a sense of responsibility for the way their actions 
affect the entire budget process and the University. That is the only way he 
or she will feel in a position to help change the impact of the programs and 
activities he or she advocates. One thing is sure, the continuing impact of a 
series of across-the-board budget reductions will ultimately be detrimental to 
Clemson's most important programs. In the future, with your help in this 
assessment period, budget reductions must be differentially applied and must 
come through careful planning in order to minimize any further erosion of 
quality programs. The initiation of this process is designed to help us make 
sure that we make the best use of the University's scarce resources through 
selective reductions and reallocations. 
Regardless of the financial roatlblocks in this or future years, I am 
committed to helping you manage your organization more creatively and bolster 
morale by creating clear incentives to at least reward your organization's 
most productive, creative efforts. To accomplish this, I have directed Vice 
President David Larson and his staff to undertake a thorough, comprehensive 
University-wide budget assessment and analysis of all areas: Academics, 
Administrative/Institutional Support, Auxiliaries, Athletics, and our land 
grant public service activities (PSA). We must be better informed and 
prepared to look at everything and compare expenditures across organizational 
and functional areas. 
Conducting this assessment will require your organization's time and 
effort over the next ninety days. However, I sincerely believe these steps 
are necessary in order to improve our budget flexibility and control, boost 
morale and increase our understanding and perspective on University-wide 
needs, resources and priorities. 
Finally, as there are no easy, short-cut methods to successfully 
managing a complex research university in a constantly changing world, I urge 
your full cooperation, commitment and support in making this assessment period 




VICE PRESIDENT FOR BUSINESS ANO FINANCE October 21, 1986 
MEMORANDUM TO: Vice Presidents, Deans, Department Heads, Directors 
FROM: David R. Larson 
Vice President for Business and Finance 
SUBJECT: Budget Assessment: Goals, Objectives, Procedures 
In an effort to respond positively to the challenges that President 
Lennon and the South Carolina economy have presented to us, I have prepared 
this Budgeting and Planning Guidance Manual. lbe manual outlines the steps 
that I believe are necessary if we are to create incentives for progress, 
identify our priorities, and comply with state directives. At this point the 
manual is still in draft form and focuses on the budget assessment. Other 
sections -- such as those on Planning, Policies and so on -- are shown to 
indicate the conceptual framework of the final version that will be developed. 
As President Lennon has said, the assessment period and steps outlined in 
this manual will be both time-consuming and at times difficult. I do not 
propose that it will offer any panacea for our current financial constraints. 
I believe, however, that in the end we will all emerge with a better under­
standing and appreciation of our operations and of University-wide needs and 
priorities. That in itself should facilitate our decision-making skills and 
development of plans and priorities. lbe draft of this guide has been pre­
pared in anticipation of your questions and in an effort to facilitate two-way 
communications and understanding about both the assessment process and the 
University's resources, goals and priorities. 
Given that the logical first step in undertaking any University-wide 
change is to determine first what we have and where we can go from there, the 
following assessment-period goals and objectives are offered : 
o to deterl!l ine information about our resources, prospects, and 
priorities for FY 1986-87 and FY 1987-88 
o to establish incentives for better performance, sound budget 
management, quality teaching, and increased research activities 
o to link our priorities meaningfully to University budgets 
o having complied with mandated reductions, to be in a position 
to lift interim measures 
o to facilitate contingency planning 
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o to establish policies and procedures as clear guides for improved 
management and to insure achievement of University long-range 
goals and objectives 
o through widespread participation in the process, to facilitate a 
University-wide perspective and understanding of budgeting 
linked to planning 
o to learn how to help faculty cope with bureaucracy and help remove 
regulation roadblocks 
o to provide tools to consider and evaluate alternatives 
o to improve communications between Business and Finance and other 
Divisions' faculty, administrators and staff members. 
Again, this is a collaborative, participative process. It will require 
the involvement, cooperation, and commitment of all of you and your organiza­
tions. Tite process is designed to foster innovation and creative thinking by 
eliciting your i?eas and suggestions for improving the University and the pro­
cess itself. Since the approach outlined is as new to my staff as it no doubt 
will be to many of you, I ask that you bear with us patiently as we work 
through any process problems together. 
As we seek to adapt to the changes of the times, we must remember that 
adaptation to change need not mean resignation in the face of reduced fund i ng. 
More creative, entrepreneurial thinking about planning and budgeting will help 
prepare us to further productive ideas or ventures and deal with unexpected 
setbacks. 
I am confident that with patience and cooperation together we can meet 
the challenges presented to us by this era and by President Lennon. 
DL:su 
PHASE I. PLANNING 
(This section and its placement are intended to stress the importance of 
planning driving budgets and not the reverse. While £ncremental budgeting 
worked well enough during growth periods, in periods of financial 
uncertainty it defeats planning because people automatically base their 
plans on asking for more - although there is less. Budgeting becomes a 
better tool when combined with an effective planning process.) 
SOME TOP MANAGEMENT ASSUMPTIONS: 
(Others to be added as they emerge from the assessment process) 
External 
o The South Carolina economy will remain steady-state, depending upon the 
level of economic development activities. 
o The funding situation for the state's higher education system will not 
improve or change much from its present level with the exception of 
program-oriented funding such as the Second Century or Excellence 
initiatives. 
o Undergraduate enrollment will improve slightly while graduate enrollment 
will increase in line with emphasized research priorities. 
o Competition for top students will continue. 
o More adults and older citizens will seek Clemson's programs and 
services. 
o Nationally, federal funds will diminish. At Clemson, Second Century 
Plan initiatives will increase federal funding for University projects. 
o Private fund raising efforts will increase significantly over the next 
five years. 
o Public policy changes will affect part1c1pation rates by blacks and 
minorities and increase the need to provide financial aid. 
o Creative funding sources for facilities and programs involving the 
private sector and University land assets will become increasingly 
important. 
Internal 
o Designated Second Century projects in agriculture, engineering and 
basic science, marketing and management, quality of life and textiles 
-- will need priority state and University funding 
o incentive funds will be necessary to bolster faculty morale and to 
recognize and reward productivity 
o As University-wide priorities are clarified, some will shift to higher 
or lower rankings and with them associated resources. 
o Planning, budgeting and control functions must be closely integrated. 
o Planning and budgeting decisions will be translated into a controllable 
form if they are to mean anything. 
Further discussion on planning will be provided later. 
PHASE II - TiiE BUDGET ASSESSMENT 
• 
Rationale: 
The proposed Budget Assessment process will attempt to determine current 
institutional resources and priorities University wide by requesting and 
collecting information from all divisions and departments -- Academics, 
Institutional Support, Auxiliaries, Athletics, other revenue-producing 
areas, and PSA -- for past, current and upcoming fiscal years so that the 
President, Vice Presidents, and other appropriate members of the campus 
community can review and evaluate what the University's actual resources 
and alternatives are in order to evaluate, establish and accomplish 
University-wide plans and goals despite budget reductions and shortfalls • 
Assumptions: 
1. Tile process will permit an analysis of purposes, costs, and benefits 
2. Alternative courses of action can be specified 
3. Tile consequences of those alternatives can be identified and assessed 
4. The process will improve the effectiveness of resource utilization 
5. Tile involvement of managerial personnel at operational levels will 
eventually reduce the budgeting process, and 
6. Successful application of the technique will result 1n better decision 
making, as well as suggestions for innovation. 
Note: Auxiliaries, Athletics, and other revenue-producing areas such as 
Professional Development are asked to provide Profit and Loss statements 
for FY 1985-86, and projections for FY 1986-87 and 1987-88. In order to 
have a complete picture of the University, these areas are also being asked 
to comply with the budget assessment provisions, despite the distinctive, 
self-supporting nature of these functions. These distinctions will be 
given full consideration including the facts of fluctuating market factors, 
inflation and other circumstances. 
Evaluation: 
Once the information is received from departments, the Budget Office will 
prepare, for evaluation, appropriate decision packages on various budgetary 
issues. Tile evaluation process will provide for input from appropriate 
members of the campus community. In some cases separate management studies 
may be necessary in order to evaluate staff levels. Such management 
evaluations will utilize various tools such as benchmarks, peer compari­
sons and special studies. 
PHASE II. A. TIIE PROCESS 
The Budget Assessment process will be conducted by the administration with 
the assistance of Business and Finance staff. 
STEPS AND TIMETABLE 
FY 1986-87 
October 29, 1986 Vice President Larson will distribute a 
draft of the manual, together with 
forms, instructions, and samples to each 
Vice President who will in turn see to 
the distribution to departments by 
October 31. 
· Meetings will be held upon request withNovember 5-7, 1986 
Vice Presidents and their staff members 
to discuss the process and forms. 
Completed Budget Assessment forms shouldNovember 21, 1986 
be returned to Budgets and Planning from 
Vice Presidents. Previously, department 
heads will have forwarded completed 
forms to their deans and directors who 
will in turn have sent the forms, with 
cover letter, comments, and priorities 
to Vice Presidents for forward i ng. 
November 24-December 19, 1986 President, Vice Presidents and others, 





FORMS AND INSTRUCTIONS 
GENERAL 
Only Unrestricted funds should be considered when completing the enclosed forms, 
except for the supplemental information on Grants, Contracts and Other Restric t ed 
Funds. However, total FTE, including restricted, should be i ndicated where t o ta l FTE 
information is requested. FTE should be calculated in the same way it has been 
done in the past for budget purposes - such as 12-100 = 1.00 FTE; 
09-100 = .75 FTE; 09 - 050 = .375 FTE. 
CONTINUATION BUDGET REQUEST 
These forms are intended to provide information needed in order to more adequately 
assess the budget needs of the current fiscal year 1986-87, and to collect 
information as to the minimum funding requirements, exclusive of inflation and pay 
increases, necessary in FY 1987-88 to continue (not to improve) current activit i es. 
Increases, needed to continue current activities should be included in amounts shown 
for FY 1987-88. For example, if a new position were added during 1986-87 and 
additional funds are needed to fund the position for the full year 1987-88, the 
increase should be included in the total requested for 1987-88. The continua t i on 
increases (amounts only) for 1987-88 should be carried over and shown on the 
Improvement Budget Request and given top priority among total increases 
requested. Continuation increases for 1987-88 should be explained on the 
appropriate continuation form. 
A completely separate set of forms should be completed for Educational and 
General, and for Public Service Activities by the College of Agricultural Sciences a n 
the College of Forest and Recreation Resources. All information concerning res t ric t e 
FTE requested should be included on the EducationaI"""and General set of forms. 
Personal Services 
All unrestricted salaries and wages should be shown except summer school on the 
Personal Services Summary. 
Definitions: 
Unclassified: 
Permanent - should include all salaries for unclassified personnel assigned 
to a permanent position number, such as 1903-0003, regardless of title of 
individual filling the position . Indicate according t~ undergraduat e , mas t ers a r 
PhD programs as applicable. 
Temporary - should include all salaries for unclassif i ed personnel not ass igned 
to a permanent position as indicated above -- those assigned to positions having 
a T as part of the unclassified position number such as 1503-1'002. Ind i c~t e 
according to undergraduate, masters, and PhD programs as applicable. 
·vacancies - include all permanent unclassified vacant positions. 
Graduate Assistants: 
Include all salaries for graduate assistants. 
Classified: 
Permanent - include all permanen_t classified positions, those budgeted to OXXX . 
Temporary - include the portion of the 3XXX budget level that is used for 
temporary positions of a classified nature. 
Vacancies include all permanent classified vacant positions. 
Students - this should include the balance of the 3XXX budget which is not 
shown as classified temporary as described above. 
Instructional Personal Services - include salaries budgeted or charged to 
instruction (l-20). Unclassified instructional personal salaries should be 
distributed between undergraduate, masters, and Ph.D. programs based on your best 
estimate of the percentage of time distributed between these programs. The 
distribution of FTE should be based on your best estimate as to the amount of t ime 
spent on various activities such as classroo1u teaching, laboratories, unrestric t ed 
research, etc. 
SCH Produced - show student credit hours produced by undergraduate, masters 
and PhD programs and total for department each year. 
FTE Instruction - include FTE related to salaries budgeted or charged to 
instruction and distribute according to undergraduate, masters and PhD programs . 
Total Budgeted FTE - the total FTE should be shown in this column; include all 
functional categories; i.e. instruction, research, public service, etc. 
Non-instructional Personal Services - include all salaries not shown in the 
column for instructional personal services. 
Lump Sum Salaries - Do not include lump salaries and SCH's for off-campus or 
overload teaching on the Personal Services Summary or Faculty Workload Analysis 
forms. This information will be obtained separately if needed . Any extra pay for
• 
non-instructional purposes should be shown in the column for non-inst r uctiona l 
salaries. 
Supplemental Information - provides additional information on personal services. 
The distribution of FTE on t he personal services faculty workload analysis 
form should agree with the total FTE shown on the Personal Services Summary 
form. 
The FTE shown on the supplemental form for Grants, Contracts and 
Other Restricted should also agree with the amount of FTE shown on the Faculty 
Workload Analysis form for Grants and Other Restricted . 
The amount shown for sabbatical s should represent the actual or expected pay out for 
the year 1n which sabbatical is involved. 
FTE and salary shown on the Personal Services - Grants, Contracts and Other 
Restricted form should be that portion sponsored by restricted funds. 
Travel 
Information needed and requested for · travel should be categorized according to ~ajor 
purposes of travel, such as, professional development, off-campus teaching , 
field trips, research data collection, etc. Under each major purpose of travel, 
·the name of individual traveling, destination, mode of transportation, and amount 
should be shown unless a meaningful summary can be provided. For example, 
individual trips to conventions should be detailed, but faculty making trips to 
teach in Greenville could be summarized as such. In cases where detailed information 
for travel in 1987-88 is unknown, estimate by major purpose using historical trends. 
Supplies and Other Expenses 
Supplies - under the category of supplies, general office supplies may be 
shown as a total amount for each year without providing details. However, a list of 
individual purchases exceeding . $500 for general office supplies not purchased through 
Central Stores should be provided (attach to list), Information for classroom/lab 
and other supplies_should be listed according to major type or purpose. 
Printing, Binding, and Advertising - provide details, such as purpose, number 
of copies, total cost, of major types printing, binding and advertising. Copier 
cost may be shown as a ltunp sum; however, if the department owns a copier, specify 
annual volume and costs. 
Telephone - costs should be shown separately for local service, long distance 
and equipment and installation. 
Postage - indicate purpose and amount for each mail-out exceeding $500. Items 
under $500 should be grouped by purpose. 
Maintenance and Repairs - describe each maintenance and repaLr exceeding $500 
including purpose. List each maintenance agreement exceeding $500 and type 
equipment covered. Items under $500 should be categorized by purpose. 
Dues, Subscriptions, and Memberships - List and describe pu~pose of each item. 
Other Services - all expenses charged to the 6XXX budget category not 
specifically identified elsewhere should be included in this category. List 
details, purpose, amount, etc. for items over $500. Smaller items should be 
grouped by purpose. Do not include charges for computer services unless the 
cost is actually billed and charged as used, such as Auxiliaries and Public 
Service Activities. 
IMPROVEMENT BUDGET REQUEST 
These forms are intended to provide details and justification for increases 
requested which would improve activities currently conducted, or would add new 
end Attachment C 
programs/activities. 
Fiscal Year 1987-88 
There is one basic form to be used for requesting increases for improvements. 
This form includes all budget categories and is very similar to that used t~e 
past two years for requesting increases. If additional space is needed, use 
additional sheets of the form. Net -amounts by budget level for continuation 
increases requested on the Conti~tion forms should be carried over to the 
first page of the Improvements form so that the total increase requested for 
1987-88 is reflected on the Improvement form. Justification for the 
continuation increases requested need not be repeated since it should be 
provided on the Continuation form. Priorities should be assigned to the increases 
requested with top priorities given to the continuation increases and lower prioritie 
assigned to the improvement increases. · 
Equipment - a separate form is provided to request funding for equipment 
for 1987-88. The total amount of funds requested for equipment should also be 
shown on the basic form for Improvement requests. 
Grant Matching - a list of matching requirements expected for the remainder 
of 1986-87 and a separate list of expected matching requirements for 1987-88 
should be provided. No special form is required. 
Repairs, Renovations, and Alterations - a list of major repairs, renovations, 
and/or alterntions requiring special funding for 1987-88 should be provided. 
No special form is required. 
Fiscal Year 1986-87 
In cases of dire need, you may request additional funding for 1986-87. Tilis should 
be done in a separate memo clearly explaining the need. Tilis is not intended as an 
opportunity to repeat requests which were previously submitted but were not funded. 
Obviously, with an impending cut in state appropriations, any reallocations 
will be very limited for this fiscal year. 
NOTE: Sample forms are provided in Appendix A. of the Budgeting and Planning 
Guidance Manual. 
Attachment D 
REPORT OF THE SENATE POLICY COMMITTEE 
November 1986 
The Senate Policy Committee met on 29 October and 5 November . 
A discussion was held on the recent formation of a vice-provost 
position to oversee the computer center. Creation of this 
position involved moving responsibility from the Administrative 
Organizational Chart to the Academic Affairs Organizational 
Chart. Responsibility for filling positions on the Academic 
Chart resides in part with the faculty. A resolution has been 
forwarded to the Senate for its deliberation since the faculty 
were not involved in filling this new position. 
A discussion was held on the merits of an Employee Suggestion 
Program. This program has been suggested for adoption by 
Clemson. Several questions arose during our deliberations that 
were forwarded to Mr. David Larson and Mr. Ray Thompson. Their 
answers indicate that all full-time university employees, faculty 
and staff are eligible to participate in this program. Sug­
gestions will be reviewed by local committees and by local 
departments. The guidelines set forth by the state must be 
followed in order to award monies for adopted suggestions. 
Although costs to administer such a program here at Clemson have 
not been determined, benefits are expected to far outweigh costs 
of the program . 
The productivity formula suggested by the Provost was discussed. 
We await additional information on the formula before further 
discussions are held. 
A short discussion was held on items included on the general 
faculty meeting agenda. The practice of presenting awards from 
clubs ond organizations such as the AAUP has been questioned. We 
are contacting the Provost for additional information on this 
practice. 
Attachment E 
SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE REPORT 
NOVEMBER 11, 1986 
The committee met on October 28th. The two items of discussion 
included the proposal for restructuring both the appeals 
committee (for academic suspension) and the admissions 
exceptions committee and a response to the proposed admissions 
policy for special admissions. Both of these items resulted in 
recommendations from the committee to the Senate for its­
consideration at the November meeting. 
nespectfully submitted, 
/('"' 11 
Ronald Nowa~, Chair 
) 
Attachment F 
To: Larry Dyck, President, Faculty Senate 
From: Richard J. Calhoun, Chairman, Welfare Committee 
Subject: November Meeting 
Date: November 11, 1986 
The Welfare Committee met on Thursday , November 6. The main business was a 
scheduled meeting with Jeff McNeill, Assistant Vice President for Development, 
to discuss aspects of a capital fund drive associated with the Centennial. 
Christine Klugh substituted for Jeff Mc~eill at the last minute. A lengthy 
discussion took place. Since we have been given the charge of looking into the 
recommendations of the Governor's Task Force for Excellence, members of the 
Welfare Committee stressed their belief in the importance of a drive on the 
occasion of Clemson's centennial to assure both endowments to meet specific 
needs and to make available unrestricted funds, especially if we are to match 
successful drives at other universities in the Southeast and to compensate for 
what we do not receive in state appropriations . The suggestion was made that 
we seek a endowment fund to supplement professorships was made in the belief 
that 20 $20,000 supplements for -professorships could be as valuable in 
retaining and securing professors as 4 Sl,000,000 chaired professorships could 
be in enhancing Clemson's reputation . A discussion ensued on the importance 
of faculty input into development plans since there seem to be no provisions . 
As an aftermath of this meeting the Welfare Committee would like to recommend 
that the President of the Faculty Senate investigate means for an officer or 
committee chairman of the Senate to meet with an appropriate committee or 
officers of the Office of Development to provide faculty input. 
The concern of the Advisory Committee for the future health of the 
undergraduate program was discussed in the context of the highly publicized 
report of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching. We decided 
to recommend to the President of the Faculty Student that the Commission on 
Faculty Affairs look into the recommendations of this report and into how it 
might provide ideas for inspection of our own uoder~raduate programs . 
·~he chairman has received a report on rac~~~y 
salaries for 1986-7. If you have any questions, please ask. 
Attachment G 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SALARY REPORT 
/ Fall Semester 1986- 87 ~ 
(Nine - Month Basis) 
This report includes: 
College- wide Maximum, Minimum, Median, and Average 
Salaries, by sex, for Professors, Associate Professors, 
Assistant Professors , and Instructors; 
Also, University-wide Maximum, Minimum, Median, and Average 
Salaries for the above ranks; 
Also, Maximum, Minimum, Median, and Average Salaries, 
b~ sex, for Professional Librarians . 
Note: For occupancy classes containing 
Less than five members, no information is 
given other than the number in the class . 
This number is shown in parentheses but is 
not included in the calculations . Part­
time and Visiting faculty have been excluded . 
Office of the Provost 
November 1986 
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Attachment H 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE 
Report to the Faculty Senate 
The University's ad hoc Telecommunications Committee met on October 24, 
1986. The purpose of this comm.i ttee is to review telecomnunications 
needs at Clem.son for the next several years. This committee is to offer 
recommendations to David Larson, VP ~or Business and Finance. 
Background: 
The University's current contract with Southern Bell will expire in 18 
months. The University's options are: 
1. Renew the contract at the current level of ESSX service, 
2. Renew the contract with expanded (or decreased) ESSX service, 
3. Buy a PBX with services equivalent to those provided by the ESSX 
system. 
Considerations: 
It appears tha. t the main function of this comm.i ttee is to provide the 
business office with input on what we perceive to be the 
telecommunications needs at Clem.son for the next several years. The 
business office needs input on: 
1. Are the current voice services adequate? 
2. What are the University.'s needs for data transmission, and can 
this be best done using the telephone system, or a separate 
transmission medium? 
3. What other comnunications needs exist on campus, e.g. is video 
transmission required? 
The business office is currently considering the purchase of the PBX as 
a potential means of saving money. If money can be saved by buying a 
PBX that provides services equivalent to our current voice services, the 
business office will decide if the savings should go into enhanced 
telecommunications services, or into other University needs. 
If the University decides to renew its lease with Southern Bell, the 
level of service and the features that will be provided will need to be 
negotiated. 
In any case, a decision will have to be made within the next 6 to 12 
months. Please forward to me any input you, your department, or your 
college might have on this subject. Without such input, the 
administration will assume that the current level of service is adequate 
for now and for several years to come. 
Submitted by: 
Wayne Ma dison 
Department of Computer Science 
419 College of Nursing Building 






prepared November 5, 1986 
P~£..vtN'Ttor.J 
1. Through the Strom Thurmond Center and the College)of Education the 
university has established a National Drop-out~nter (K-12). I have 
asked that the chair of the Scholastic Policies Committee, Ron 
Nowaczyk, serve as the Faculty Senate Representative to the 
university-wide committee concerned with the center's development and 
campus-wide interactions. 
2. The Business and Finance .area has proposed the implementation of the 
State of South Carolina Employee Suggestion Program within all areas 
of the university. I have asked the policy committee to review the 
plan as it pertains to faculty and to bring their recommendations to 
the Senate at the November meeting. 
3. Although the university is unable to finance a new position for a 
director of a Wellness Program, the College of Nursing has in place a 
skeletal program related to wellness. I have asked the Welfare 
Committee to review this matter and to recommend a Faculty Senate 
position. 
4. Over the next two years the Personnel Division will be sponsoring 
short courses (two three-day sessions) in }1anagement Training. If 
faculty members see the course as a potential benefit to their work, 
they should inform their dean to reserve a place in a session. 
5. The chairs of all standing committees were provided a copy of the 
Report of the Task Force on Excellence. The latter is a response to 
the AVA report provided to the Commission on Higher Education. Among 
the topics addressed in the report are enhancement of research 
capacity of the public universities, endowments for university 
professorships and establishment of a merit scholarship program for 
talented young South Carolinians. 
6. I have been asked to serve on an ad hoc committee to study the fee 
structure of the Student Health Service and the Student Health 
Insurance Plan. Please inform me if you have a perspective you wish 
to be reflected. 
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President's Report 
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7. The advisory ccmmittee recommended that the following senators serve 
as the faculty representative on the Physical Facilities Committee 
until a permanent representation process is established: Joe 
Mullins, Martin Davis, Cecil Huey. The ad hoc committee on the 
Planning Board will bring forward a recommendation on a process for 
regularizing the process of faculty selection. 
8. The Advisory/Executive Committees of the Faculty Senate met with 
President Lennon for about one and a half hours on Thursday, October 
23. The focus of the discussion was twofold. First, the topic of 
university governance at both the commission level and the 
department level was considered. Second, the advisory committee 
discussed how undergraduate education and basic research fit within 
the new emphases of the university. The chairs of standing 
committees and college representatives to the advisory committee 
will discuss the details of the meeting with interested senators. 
9. Provost Maxwell will send (or has sent) a memorandum to college 
deans. They are asked to encourage department heads to discuss the 
"Incentive Plan for Increased Instructional Productivity" with their 
faculty. As senators, we should make sure this process occurs. 
10. I have been working with the Ray Thompson, Director of Personnel, on 
a strategy to petition the State Insurance Office once again. We 
continue to look for ways to make the Anderson Health Plan available 
to university employees that live in the city of Clemson or its 
Pickens county environs. 
11. The Report on Teaching Evaluation was discussed at the October 31 
meeting of the President's Council. The report was accepted by the 
Council with the understanding that the Commission on Faculty 
Affairs would investigate two related matters. First, they are to 
explore ways for assisting departments with the development of 
statistically valid Instruments for Student Evaluation, should they 
choose to abandon the Clemson University Student Evaluation Form. 
Second, the Commission is to review and recommend university based 
faculty development activities to assist faculty with their teaching 
effectiveness. 
12. The Advisory Committee is forming an ad hoc committee to evaluate 
the commission structure currently associated with the President's 
Council. Joe Mullins will chair the committee with additional 





PRESIDENT'S REPORT UPDATE 
November 10, 1986 
1. Senator Nowaczyk is serving as a faculty representative on the 
search committee for a new Director of Housing. If you have input, 
contact him at X-4984. 
2. The Provost's 1986-87 survey of Faculty Salaries has been completed 
and is enclosed. The information also will appear in the Newsletter. 
3. A copy of the Budget Assessment is included for your review. Please 
share the document with interested faculty and provide your 
substantive input to members of the Senate Executive/Advisory 
Committee. The latter group will be meeting with Vice-President 
Larson to discuss the document and the role of faculty in the budget 
assessment process and asS-Ociated planning phase and review of 
decision-packages. 
4. The ad hoc committee on Continuing Education submitted its report 
(enclosed) to the Council of Academic Deans. The Council accepted 
the committee's recommendations but requested time to allow 
collegiate faculty to review the proposal. Please encourage 
discussion within your College and Departments. Comments are 
required prior to the December 1 meeting of the Council. 
5. Discussions on the use of the Anderson Plan HMO by university 
employees who reside in either the city of Clemson or its Pickens 
County Environs are continuing. Good news may arrive this week. 
6. Senator Birrenkott has officially assumed the responsibilities of 
Chair of the Faculty Senate Research Committee. Senator Jenny now 
represents the College of Agriculture on the Senate's Advisory 
Committee. 
7. The Senate will hold its annual reception for the Board of Trustees 
at the t i me of the Board's January meeting. Other activities (e. g . 
discussion of governance) may be associated with the event. 






UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES November. 10, 1986 
MEMORANDUM 
Repor.t 
TO: Members, Deans' Council 
FROM: Jerome V. Reel, Jr.~ 
Vice Provost )', ._7 
RE: Contir.uing Education 
The Ad Hoc Committee on Continuirg Education has concluded 
its ager.da. It r.ecol!1llerds: 
l. That a Univers.ity-wide Di vision of Continuing 
Education be cr.eated; 
2. That the administr.ator. in charge be titled the 
Dir.ector:; 
3. That the Director. r.epor.t to the Pr.ovost; 
~- That the Definition and Scope be adopted; and 
5. That two models, one decentr.alized and or.e cen­
tralized, be deliver.ed to you with the note that 
the committee pr.efers the decentralized model 
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-Contir.uir.6 Education 
at Clemson Univer.sitv 
Purpose 
Service is cer.tral to the rnission of Clemson Ur.iver.sity, 
South Carolina's lar.d-grant university . As ore way of fulfillir.g 
that service mission, Clemsor. strives to offer continuing 
educat ior. of the highest academic quality to its mar.y 
constitJJents . To facilitate the effor.t, Clemson Ur.iver.sity has 
established the Divisior. of Contir.uir.g Education ar.d Confer.ences. 
Scope 
Clernson Univer.sity accepts its respon~ibility to offer. 
continuing education to state, natior.al, and inter.national 
corstituencies . All forms of 1r.str.uction, for example, 
conferer.ces, seminars , television, and workshops, are used. 
Al though the focus 1s pr. imarily nor.-degr.ee cr.edi t, where 
collegiate faculty and the academic admin istr.atic,n choose 
otherwise, degree credit courses may be delivered through the 
continuing educatior. media. Federally mar.dated and funded 
programs, however , are excluded. (e.g. Coo'-'erative !::x tcrsion). 
All other nor.-degree prograrrmir.g should fall under the purv ie11 of 
Cor.tir.uir.g Educatior. • 
.___C- --- - - -· 
MODEL A 
A PROPOSED MODEL FOR CONTINUHlG EDUCATION 
AT CLEMsor, U!IIVERSITY 
In developir.g a continuir.g educat ior. progr.am, Clemsor. 
Ur.iversity must recognize its respor.sibility as a lar.d-grant 
university with a mandated public ser.vice mission. The 
contir.uir.g education model supported in this proposal provides 
for. a balance bet weer. administrative fur.ctions of the Cor.tinuir.g 
Education Center and programming r.espor.sibility within the 
Colleges. 
Ir. developing a model which accour.ts for. a full spcctrut:1 of 
cont ir.uir.g education pr.ogr. ams, the fo llowir.g factors must be 
included: 
1. Mair.tair. Clernsor. University's public service 
~issior:. 
2. Provide a cer:tr.alized Office cf Continuir.g 
Education Center. operation and suppor.t services. 
Ser.vices can then be provided to the Colleges 
throuBh that Office on a contracted basis r.ecog­
nizir.g that all programs do not require all serv­
ices (i.e. a program contr.acted for a sp~cific 
agency would not require registratior. s~rvices, 
marketing services, bulk mailir.~, ar.d sc forth, 
yet it may well r.ced space ir. the Ccr.tir.uir.g Edu­




3. Allow pr.ogram r.esponsibi li ty to r.emain withir. the 
Colleges. This does not pr.eclude the Office of 
Cor.tinuir.g Education from pursuing market dr.ive 
pr.ograms nor. does lt preclude the Colleges provid­
ing cor.tinuir.g educatior. within their. own discipline 
ar.eas. 
4. Contir.uir.g Education dir.ectors within each College 
will ser.ve in an advisor.y capacity to the Office of 
Cor. t inu i r.g Educat ion but wi 11 r.epor.t to their indi­
vidual College Deans. 
5. Over.head char.ges would be scaled to be consistent 
with the mandated missions and r.espor.sibilities 
of irdividual units. These char.ges would assist 
in the support of University Continuing Education 
while leaving the fiduciary r.esponsibility and some 
pr.cgramming incentives within the Colleges. It is 
imperative to contr.ol costs of continuir.~ educatior. 
pr.ogrruns so as to remain competitive with other. uni­
versities seeking the same pr.ogr.ams. This is es­
pecially critical for pr.ogr.ams offer.ed for. goverr.­
mer.t ar.d volur.tary agencies as opposed to the cor­
por.ate er.tity. Pr.ogr.ams will be self-supper.ting . 
Model B 
1. Cl~nson University establishes a Division of Contir.uing 
Studies with all administrative responsibility for all 
nor.-degree cr.ed~~ programs except those excluded ir. the 
scope statemert at Clemsor.. 
2. The collegiate contir.uing education dir.ector.s will be 
members of the C'.:>ntir.uir.g Education divisior.. This 
administrative str.uctur.e will ensure that cor.tinuir.g 
educatior. is self-supportir.g. 
3. Prograrrmatic responsibility belor.ciS both to the College 
of Continuir.g Studies and the disciplinary colleges. 
Execution of pr.ogr.ams is accomplished through the 
College of Cor.tir.uir.g Studies. 
4. Rever.ue division {profit) will be used tc er.ccur.age 
disciplinary colleges to wor.k aggr.essively for. the 
prograt:is. 
.... . -
SOME OBSERVATIONS ABOUT CENTRALIZATION 
VERSUS DECENTRALIZATION 
1. The student rather than the discipline is the center of 
attention. 
2. Continuing educators must adjust the curriculum and 
learning environment to the adul~ student's needs. 
3. ·successful continuing education programs are kept 
relatively free qt academic and administrative rules 
and regulations in force throughout the rest of the 
university or college. Continuing education must 
create, modify, and abolish courses and even curricula. 
Changes must be made quicker than other academic units 
to meet educational needs. 
4. The continuing education staff must have a system of 
beliefs that might be called an ideology. The concept 
of public service and financial solvency must be of 
paramount importance. 
5. The ideal continuing education teacher is described as 
a scholar with a significant record of research who is 
interested in teaching adults and has the ability to do 
so. If unable to recruit such an individual, 
continuing education should recruit a practitioner who 
knows the subject and can teach it to adults, rather 
than a scholar who is an indifferent teacher. 
6. Continuing education should seek to involve the 
university faculty in teaching and other programming 
activities, but at the same time avoid the kind of 
faculty control that could transform the special 
educational programs for adults into a topic of the 
regular degree programs. 
7. The professional staff in continuing education are not 
academicians, theoreticians, or research scholars. 
They should be men and women oriented toward action who 
believe that their primary function is to develop 
programs that integrate theory and practice, that 
bridge the gap between academic and real life. 
8. In the NUCEA Journal Continum, L. s. Berlin reviewed 
the University of Michigan Continuing Education program 
in an article called "Diversity Without Design, 
Continuing Education at the University of Michigan". 
He counted 38 identifiable continuing education 
. . 
agencies at AnnJrbor and characterized continuing 
education at Michigan as "organized chaos; anarchy; 
diversity without design; institutional mindlessness 
adrift in a sea of overlap, duplication, and 
competition" . He raises the question whether 
continuing education can be successful within a 
university's value system, which places a high value on 
academic unit autonomy and the central role of faculty. 
He makes the following observation "can we assume that 
the values of autonomy and faculty democracy, which are 
.especially appropriate and necessary for campus 
(residential) teaching and research, are also equally 
appropriate and necessary for outreach activities. I 
think not. I would argue that a far more rational 
design would call for integration, consolidation, and 
centralization of much of the university's continuing 
education activities . " 
9 . In the centralized continuing education unit, the 
s tudent rather than the discipline is the primary 
concern. Adult student needs dominate in the 
development of curriculum and design of the learning 
environment. In. decentralized units, however, subject 
matter is paramount and campus schools and colleges 
tend to expect that adult students will adjust to the 
existing curriculum and to the traditional learning 
environment. 
10. In a decentralized operation, continuing education 
units are too distant from each other, psychologically 
as well as geographically to be able to profit from 
shared experiences. 
11 . Centralized continuing education units would help 
universities and colleges meet the challenges posed by 
growing continuing education clientele. 
12. Centralized continuing education units are more likely 
to serve the needs of the total institution rather than 
parts of it. 
13. If the top administrators of a university decide to 
give high priority to continuing education, the best 
programs are more likely to develop in a centralized 
unit where the continuing education influence is 
dominant. 
14. Decentralized forms of organization are more costly. 
Four or five continuing education promotion and 
- 2-
- .. .... 
publicity sub-units are more costly than one 
department. The offices of four or five deans and 
directors of continuing education located in various 
colleges would be more costly than one dean's office. 
The centralized continuing education office, by taking 
its direction from the adult learner and building on 
the strengths of the university as a whole, is less 
likely to take a partial view or base actions on what 
Alfred North Whitehead called "the imperfect categories 
of thought derived from one profession." 
/ 
15. A decentralized mode is ideal for serving a full-time 
student body pursuing undergraduate and graduate 
degrees, but the needs of the adult student will never 
be served that way. Everything for the adult student 
will be done out of the side pocket because the main 
mission of the individual colleges and their deans and 
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Attachment K 
Resolution of the Faculty Senate 86-11-1 
WHEREAS: The Clemson University administration has 
affirmed the importance of faculty input; and 
WHEREAS: This faculty input 
college level; and 
is to begin at the department and 
WHEREAS: Only one college, Agricultural Sciences, has a policy 
of including its Advisory Faculty Senator in all ~eguiq~ 
meetings between the Dean and Department Heads; and 
WHEREAS: It is a function of the Dean of each college to ensure 
faculty participation in all collegiate matters; 
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT 
each college dean, or comparable academic 
administrator, extend an invitation to the Advisory 
Faculty Senator from that college to attend any and all~e~l~ 
meetings between the Dean and Department Heads. 
Attachment L 
SENATE AD HOC COMMITTEE ON THE PLANNING BOARD 
Committee Recommendations 
Procedure for Selecting Faculty Representatives to the 
Facilities Planning Committee 
The Senate Ad Hoc Committee on the Planning Board recommends 
that the Faculty Senate adopt the following procedures for 
selecting faculty representatives to the Facilities Planning 
Committee. 
1. Have two of the three positions be filled by the curr;ent 
vice president and the immediate past president of the 
Faculty Senate. 
2. Elect a faculty member from the College of Architecture to 
fill the third position. This representative should have 
professional credentials in the areas of architectural design 
and urban planning. The term would be for three years . 
Nominees for the position would be chosen by the Advisory 
Committee in consultation with the senate representatives 
from the College of Architecture. 
Rationale 
Since the senate president is already designated an ex­
officio membe r of the committee, having the current vice 
president and the immediate past president fill two of the other 
positions will result in an order ly progression of terms on the 
committee. More importantly, because of their other 
responsibilities of office, these individuals would likely be 
aware of all forces bearing on issues before the committee. As a 
consequence, they should serve as effective and informed 
advocates of academic interests. 
Given the function of the Facilities Planning Committee, the 
need for a representative from the College of Architecture is 
obvious. An individual having the professional credentials 
suggested above should provide effective representation from the 
viewpoint of concern for the physical environment. The three­
year term should enable the representative to gain the experience 
needed to serve effectively since many of the matters before the 
Facilities Planning Committee will involve long-term issues. 
If the procedures recommended here are adopted, a periodic 
review should be made to insure that effective representation is 
being obtained. In particular, the need for additional technical 
e xpertise in the person of a faculty representatives should be 
considered. However, it is now felt that faculty representation 
on the various subcommittees of the Facilities Planning Committee 
will satisfy thi s need. 
1 
Attachment M 
PROPOSED RESTRUCTURING OF APPEALS AND ADMISSION-EXCEPTIONS COMMITTEE 
At the present time, the Admissions and Continuing 
Enrollment Committee has two committees that provide annual 
reports to it. The first, the Appeals Committee, is a 
long-standing committee composed of 11 members , nine of whom are 
faculty appointed by the Provost. The committee's charge is to 
review and rule on the appeals of students subject to academic 
suspension. The second committee, the ad hoc Admission 
Exceptions Committee , was formed this past Spring at the 
direction of President Lennon to review applications of 
individuals who did not meet the established standards of 
admission at Clemson . This five-person committee includes three 
. appointed faculty members. This committee was formed, in part, 
in response to the Faculty Senate Resolution FS-86-2-2 which 
called for the establishment of a separate admissions committee 
with elected faculty members to review admissions policies and 
admission exceptions . 
The Faculty Senate believes that faculty representation on 
these committees is essential. The admission and academic 
progress of students at Clemson is critical to the academic 
reputation of the University . The Senate believes that the 
majority of the members on these two committees should be 
elected faculty members who are accountable to the faculty . 
This goal can be accomplished through the existing structure of 
the Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee. 
PROPOSED ACTION: 
Given that the charge to the Admissions and Continuing 
Enrollment Committee listed in the Faculty Manual reads, "This 
committee formulates and recommends policy of admissions and 
standards for continuing enrollment and re-admission and also 
hears appeals on continuing enrollment," the Faculty Senate 
makes the following recommendations to the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies, 
1 . That a permanent admission exceptions committee be 
established; 
2. That both the Appeals committee and the Admission 
Exceptions Committee have, as their majority composition, 
faculty members who serve on the Admissions and Continuing 
Enrollment Committee; 
3. That the Provost appoint additional faculty members, if 
needed, to ensure minority representation ; 
4. That the Director of Admissions serve as a non-voting 
member on the Admission Exceptions ~ommittee and the Registrar 
serve as a non-voting member on the Appeals Committee; 
5 . That these CO!IllJlittees report to the Appeals and 
Continuing Enrollment Committee on a regular basis; 
6. And , that these recommendations be forwarded to the 
Appeals and Contin~ing Enrollment .Committee for the development 
of a proposed plan of implementation which would be forwarded to 




FACULTY SENATE RESOLUTION 86-11-2 
WHEREAS, the' Commission on Undergraduate Studies is 
considering. a policy for the admission of students enrolling in 
academic programs of limited duration including high school 
students in summer institutes; 
AND WHEREAS, this admission policy allows high· school 
students who "meet or exceed the minimum quality of those 
required of freshmen normally admitted" to be admitted to take 
courses for academic credit; 
AND WHEREAS, this is a change from current policy which 
requires that high school students "possess superior high 
school records and (have] SAT score distinctly above average 
for the freshman class" and "rank in upper tentn of the class 
and have SAT scores which total 1100 or more;" 
AND WHEREAS, the proposed policy can dilute the quality of 
the undergraduate program by permitting high school students 
with lesser credentials than is currently allowed to enroll in 
courses for acaaemic credit; 
AND WHEREAS, it is the responsibility of the Faculty to 
maintain the integrity. and quality of the academic program at 
Clemson University; 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT, the Faculty Senate opposes the 
Special Admission - Institute policy and endorses the current 
requirements for the admission of these students. 





September 9, 1986 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Admissions and Continuing
Enrollment Committee 
FROM: W.R. Mattox 
Director of Admissions 
SUBJECT: Speci a 1 Admission for ·students Applying for Enro1lment in Institutes 
Plans are currently being developed for the establishment of several summer 
institutes for high school students. As envisioned, students enrolled in . 
these institutes will receive academic credit that will be recorded on a 
permanent record, and in essence they will be university students for this 
per iod even though they will be returning to high school in the fall. In . 
addition, the College of Nurs i ng operates an eighteen-hour institute 
encompassing two sunmers for school nurses, and the Industrial Education 
Department has a somewhat similar program of equal length for certification of 
certain trade and industrial teachers. Neither the regular nor special 
admissions categories well fit those interested in organized, short-term 
programs of this nature; therefore, there is a need for adopting a new 
category to be identified as: Special Admission- Institute. 
By way of background, obviously students who are yet to complete high school 
shou ld not be admitted as regular students. On the other hand, our current 
Special Admission category is designed for adults who have a short-term 
educational need most often related to improvement of the i r job skills--or one 
involving a limited amount of work appeal i ng to their personal interests--and 
no academic credent i als are required of such applicants . In essence, the 
category was established to accommodate continuing education needs, and the 
main reason for provid i ng a method whereby these people could enroll in 
regular classes relates to the fact it is impractical to offer continuing 
education courses to those whose interests are so diversified that often only 
one person desires work in a given area. In short, this category was not 
designed to accommodate an organized group of pre-college students who share 
an immediate short-term objective and who may wish to apply the credit earned 
toward a degree at Clemson or elsewhere. 
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In addition to the institutes contemplated to serve high school students, the 
School Nurse Practitioner program which commenced in June 1986, as previously 
observed, suggests another reason for the category proposed. Some of these 
nurses actually took the work for continuing education units (CEUs); but six 
enrolled for college credit, w1th the option of applying the credit earned 
toward a degree at a later date. Obviously, all of these are adults and 
initially fit the already established special student category reasonably 
well; however, the institute curriculum encompasses three more credits than 
the maximum permitted for special students. A similar problem arises when the 
special student category is used with trade and industrial teachers, who can 
take their eighteen-hour program either for certification or college credit. 
Since institutes offer an organized program of specific length, it is 
recommended that all institute programs be brought into a single admissions 
category; but with a requirement· for usual academic credentials for those of 
high school ·age,· and whethe~ .or not such credentials should be required for a 
given instutute involving older candidates to be determined by a committee of 
the Director of the Institute, the Director of Admissions, and the Dean of 
Admissions and Registration. The accompanying document is recommended as an 
appropriate policy statement in this regard. 
-.--~-:=:~~~:§
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SPECIAL ADMISSION - INSTITUTE 
Colleges and/or departments at times establish academic programs of limited 
duration that encompass courses included in the University's curricula, but 
which have an objective considerably short of a degree. These programs are 
usually designated as institutes, and requirements for admission to them 
may vary within the limitations specified below. 
1. Candidates for admission to an institute or .a program of similar nature 
must have the approval of the director of the institute or program 
concerned. 
2. Official high school transcripts are to accompany the applications for 
admission, and official reports of Scholastic Aptitude Test scores are to 
be submitted by those seeking admission to an institute designed to appeal 
to high school students.* The credentials of those admitted must meet or 
exceed the .. minimum quality of those required of freshmen normally admitted 
to the college or department sponsoring the institute. 
3. The specific academic credentials, if any, required of candidates for 
institutes designed to appeal to those adults nineteen or more years of age 
will be determined by a committee composed of the Director of the Institute 
concerned, the Director of Admissions, and the Dean of Admissions and 
Registration. 
*Note: The Commi ttee on Admissions and Continu ing Enr~llment may wi sh 
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4. Admission to an institute does not constitute a commitment or an 
implication that such a student will be regularly admitted to Clemson 
University should he or she so apply at some future date. ~owever, should 
a former institute student become a candidate and be regularly admitted, 
the work taken in the institute will be a part of his or her permanent 
Clemson record. Moreover, such work may be applied toward graduation if, 
at the time of selection, it is included as required or elective work in 





Beginning Freshmen To receive consideration for admission to 
Clemson, candidates must submit an application and transcript through 
their high school and have results of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) • 
sent directly from the College Board in Princeton, New Jersey. ~ 
The examination scores, rank in class, academic preparation, and 
recommendation of the high school counselor will be weighed carefully 
in the admissions decision process. The applicant's acceptance will be 
confirmed upon presentation of a final high school transcript indicating 
a continuation of progress and graduation. 
In addition, students who have not received or do not intend to 
receive a high school diploma may qualify for entrance by: 
1. Achieving satisfactory scores on the SAT and presenting a high 
school certificate (awarded by certificate examination) from the state in 
which residing. This provision applies only to candidates 19 or more 
years of age. 
2. Demonstrating unusual academic ability as an applicant who does 
not intend to graduate from high school, or one who desires to take 
courses at Clemson while concurrently enrolled in high school. In 
special cases consideration may be given to younger candidates who 
possess superior high school records and whose SAT scores are distinctly 
above average for the freshman class. The typical student admitted 
.-under this provision ranks in the upper tenth of the class and has SAT 
scores which total 1100 or more. 
14 Ceneral Information 
Specfal Student St.atus The special student classification is primarily 
designed for high school graduates or persons at least 19 years of age 
who are not interested in pursuing a degree. It is not a "trial admission" 
status or one for candidates who apply too late to submit credentials for 
regular admission status. Applicants denied regular admission to Clemson 
are ineligible to apply as special students. . 
.. 
None of the usual · tion are required 
of such applican . A maximum of 15 undergraduate c urs can be 
taken during the regu ar or summer g it is possible to 
enroll in the immediately succeeding semester until the cumulative 
maximum of 15 credit hours is taken, students must submit a new appli­
cation for each entrance period. Moreover, preregistration is prohibited, 
inasmuch as regular Clemson students have priority for enrollment in all 
courses . 
These restrictions do not preclude a special student who has com­
pleted 15 hours or less from applying for regular admission if a change in 
educatjonal objective occurs. If so admitted, work previously taken in 
this classification will apply toward a degree at Clemson only if the 
courses are applicable to the curriculum chosen. 
'1 
Attachment P 
College of Nursing ~ 
DEPARTMENT OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 
SPECIAL ADMISSION-INSTITUTE 
[~6-ll-z.] 
The Faculty Senate Resolution 86-11 which opposes the Special 
Admission - Institute Policy should be amended so that it applies 
exclusively to high school graduates coming to the University for 
the first time. Students who are mature adult learners who have 
successfully completed a post-high school educational program, such 
as the School Nurse Practitioner students enrolled in t he Program 
off ered in the College of Nursing, should not be grouped with 
young, inexperienced high school students/graduates. 
Clemson University cannot afford to turn away candidates for special 
programs or institutes who a~e able to meet academic expectations 
while attending a special program and may wish to utilize credit earned 
toward completing a degree at a later date. When and if the student 
eventually applies for a degree granting program, they are required to 
meet all entrance requirements, thereby insuring the maintenance of 
the integrity and quality of the academic programs at Clemson University. 
I believe that we must address the special needs of special students who 
wish to work toward academic credit which may later be applied toward a 
degree, but who, for a host of valid reasons, may not be able to enroll 
for a degree program at the time they are in the spcial program or inst­
itute. 
The "proof of the pudding" should be whether the student successfully 
achieves a passing grade in the academic course(s) taken for credit. 
Whether the program offers a magical 15 credits or something more than that 
does not seem relevant, nor does the student's rank in the upper tenth 
of a class, superior high school recored or SAT score at the time of enroll­
ment in a special program. Their ability to achieve is the best indicator 
of their right to be at Clemson or any other university. 
I respectfully reques t that the Faculty Senate take another look at this 
resolution and at the intent of the Special Admissions Policy . 
Dee Evers, Assistant Pr ofessor 
Continuing Educa tion i n Nursing 
Program Director, SNP Program 
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MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
DECEMBER 9, 1986 
I. CALL TO ORDER 
President Dyck called the meeting to order at 3:35 
p.m. He noted that this was the l ast meeting for 
several sena t ors. Senator Hudson is becoming an 
acting department head. Senator King is going on 
sabbatical . Senator Lyson has accepted a position at 
Cornell . 
II . APPROVAL OF MI NUTES 
The minutes of the November 11 , 1986 meeting were 
approved as corrected. 
III . COMMITTEE REPORTS 
A. Policy: Senator Linvill had no report. 
B. Research: Senator Stillwell read the report for 
Senator Birrenkott and submitted reports from 
earlier commi ttee meetings (Attachment A.) He 
asked that comments about administrative assistance 
which the Cl emson University Research Foundation 
could supp l y to faculty be given to Senator 
Birrenkott . 
c. Scholastic Policy: Senator Nowaczyk had no report . 
D. Welfare: Senator Calhoun read the report (Attach­
ment B . ) Senator Linvill said that he hoped that 
2 • 
the committee would also consider teaching improve­
ment grants . Senators Daniel and Baron discussed 
the retirement proposal, noting that raising the 
benefit calculation may go hand 1n hand with 
raising calculations. The Welfare Committee will 
continue to negotiate with Personnel on two 
proposals: 1) the state contributing everyth i ng 
and 2) increasing the percentage without contribut­
ing more. 
E. Ad Hoc Committees: 
Grievance Procedures: Senator Linvill reported 
that the committee had received input from deans 
and department heads. They will begin writing 
draft changes this week. 
Fine Arts: Senator Nowaczyk said that their report 
would appear under New Business. 
Committee/Commission Structure: Senator Mullins 
had no report. 
Blue Light Alarm System: Senator Derr said that 
the committee was considering this new safety 
system which would consist of telephones, marked 
by a blue light, posted all over campus. Someone 
in trouble would need only to lift a receiver and 
a message would be transmitted to the Police 
Station which would dispatch a car. A survey of 
universities with the system found that most 
3 . 
were very pleased and reported low vandalism and 
l ow maintenance. The committee views the pros of 
the system as an increase in safety and the cons as 
its expense and the possibi lity of crank cal l s. 
They need to report back to General Clausen as to 
whether the system would be useful and where it 
should be installed. Senator Sly asked if there 
had been any study as to whether it was needed on 
campus . Senator Derr responded that the Police 
think it is. Senator Mullins asked if alternatives 
to the phone such as buzzers had been considered . 
F. University Commissions/ Commmittees: 
Scholarship and Awards: Senator Calhoun reported 
about the MacDonald Scholarship Fund -- an approxi­
mately one million dollar gift with a yearly income 
of $80,000 (see Attachment C, President's Report 
Update Item 3.) An ad hoc committee, appointed by 
the Scholarship and Awards Committee with a repre­
sentative from each college , is considering what 
recommendations to make to the Senate. President 
Dyck indicated that those recommendations would be 
considered by the Senate once received . Senator 
Polk , a member of the ad hoc committee, asked 
whether it was appropriate for Scholarship and 
Awards to review the matter before the Senate does, 
since MacDonald's will charges the Senate with the 
4 . 
review. He also indicated that he did not want the 
ad hoc comm i ttee to do work parallel to the Senate. 
President Dyck said that he would discuss it with 
the chairman of the Scholarship and Awards 
Committee , with the Senate's representative on that 
committee , Se na t or Calhoun's, input. 
Parking and Traffic : Senator Derr reported on the 
committee ' s recommendations , resulting in part from 
Senate input, made to the President ' s Cabinet. She 
emphasized t hat all the comm i ttee can do is 
recommend . They suggested that the present fine 
system be doubled , with the incentive that , if the 
fine is pa i d in ten working days, the fine would be 
halved . Some form of movable decal was also re­
commended , wi th the possible option of something 
permanent for one-car employees . No fee for 
parking was discussed. Senator Mullins then said 
that this issue had been d i scussed at the Cabinet 
meeting on Monday. The students, represented by 
Fred Richey , were very opposed to the fine 
increase and are trying to come up with a counter 
proposal . Se nator Derr said that the committee had 
also recommended that the University look into a 
shuttle system from outlying lots for use by 
visitors, employees, and students and found that it 
was already being researched. 
5. 
Commission on Undergraduate Studies/Admissions and 
Continuing Enrollment: Senator Nowaczyk reported 
that several issues were discussed at these 
meetings. The Commission on Undergraduate Studies 
accepted unanimously the Senate suggestion for re­
structuring the appeals and admissions exceptions 
committees. The plan was sent to the Admissions 
and Continuing Enrollment Committee which referred 
it to a subcommittee. This subcommittee met and 
produced two proposals: 1) that the appeals and 
admissions exceptions committees consist of the 
Admissions and Continuing Enrollment Committee -­
one faculty member from each of the nine colleges 
or 2) that six elected faculty members serve on 
the appeals and three on the exceptions committee. 
The proposal on Special Institute Admissions did 
not fare so well . Despite Senate opposition, all 
parts passed unanimously, except for the section on 
admitting high school students with minimal 
requirements. This passed 13-7, because many of the 
college representatives present voted against it. 
Vice Provost Reel, in consultation with President 
Dyck , has set up eig ht committees to study the 
eight tensions described in the Carnegie report, 
College. The reports are due next semester. 
6. 
The Commission on Undergraduate Studies finally 
took up as new business the February 1986 Senate 
resolution on a new admissions policy. It has 
been turned over to a subcommittee on which 
Senator LaTorre is serving. They will be working 
on updating the policy. Please send comments to 
Senators LaTorre or Nowaczyk. Last year's 
proposal was based on predicted GPR (as determined 
by SAT score and class rank) with a different 
standard for each college. Minimum requirements 
for high school students are still under 
discussion. 
IV. PRESIDENT'S REPORT (Attachment C) 
President Dyck commented on several of the items in 
the report. He noted that Item 4 was short because 
the Athletic Council has reaffirmed that the minutes 
should not be released until they have been reviewed. 
No substantive business took place at that meeting. 
President Dyck said that President Lennon had sent a 
letter to all Athletic Council members offering them 
two tickets to the Gator Bowl, hotel accommodations, 
and transportation from hotel to game and back. Dyck 
refused, thanking the President but reminding him that 
the Athletic Council has many responsibilities , of 
which this was not one. Dyck also sent the President 
7 • 
information from previous Faculty Senate . discussions 
and previous administration decisions about 
perquisites. President Dyck has not received a 
response as of yet. 
About Item 6, Budget Assessment, President Dyck said 
that Budget and Finance will compile all the data that 
they received and make up decision packages. Some of 
the packages will be handled strictly at the adminis­
trative level; others dealing with programs and 
disciplines will be debated among deans who should 
share with faculty. Senators should ask deans and 
department heads how the process is going . 
The Teaching Evaluation Report, Item 8, was accepted 
by the President's Council and will be taken up again 
by the Commission on Faculty Affairs to implement. The 
first step -- each departmental faculty formulating 
its own evaluation process -- is very important. 
President Dyck would appreciate receiving written 
input on Continuing Education, Item 11. 
Update Item 1 is very important. It is vital that 
senators get the word out to their faculty about 
the seminar. The Carnegie Report (Attachment D) is 
a timely topic, especially in regard to where Clemson 
is going. There will be a reception following 
8. 
Stadtman 's presentation, which will be held in Lee 
Hall. 
President Dyck returned this afternoon from the Annual 
Meeting of the Southern Association (Update, Item 6). 
The hot topics there were educational assessment and 
accountability . He will share more on this later. 
V. OLD BUSINESS 
1. Senator Linvill moved acceptance of a resolution 
(Attachment E) on appointment of academic administra­
tors. After it was seconded, he explained that a 
position had been moved from the administrative to the 
academic organizational chart. The position reported 
previously to the Vice President for Business and 
Finance, but now reports to the Provost. Senator 
Nowaczyk wondered if this move had been discussed in 
the Cabinet or anywhere. President Dyck said that it 
came up as a part of the general reorganization of the 
computer facility, but that there was no specific 
discussion of this move . There was no faculty input 
on the shift of position or on the selection of an 
individual to fill the position. Senator Snelsire 
said that his Dean was interested in why he cannot do 
the same thing at the college level -- as opposed to 
conducting a search that will cost $5000. Senator 
Hedden noted that the same idea had been suggested for 
9 . 
changing Director of University Research Nicholas into 
Vice Provost for Research . Senator Stillwell agreed 
with Senator Hedden that the use of the title of 
provost so frequently may not be appropriate. The 
resolution, 86-1 2-1, passed unanimously. 
2 . Senator Nowaczyk moved acceptance of a resoluti on 
(Attachment F) inviting the NSF Director to campus. 
Senator Linvill s econded . Pres ident Dyck noted that 
the Office of University Research has a list of others 
to bring to campus and that this would be an 
appropriate addition. The resolution, 86-12-2 , passed 
unanimously. 
3. Senator Mullins moved accep t ance of a resoluti on 
on graduation attendance (Attachment G) and it was 
seconded. Senator Baron noted that he had no 
objection to t his resolution, but that he felt that 
now was an appropriate time to consider other changes . 
The faculty have proposed changes for the last ten 
years, but this i s the first time that the adminis­
tration has asked for faculty to assist in or approve 
of a change. Senator Baron , therefore , offered a 
substitute mot ion (Attachment H.) Senator Linvill 
seconded . There was considerable discussion as to 
the wisdom of the substitution. Some Senators noted 
that it raised i ssues that needed to be considered . 
10. 
Others agreed, but asked that the suggestions be 
reviewed before consideration. Senator Calhoun said 
that the original motion concerned only faculty, 
whereas the substitute motion also dealt with students 
and may include issues not up to the Senate to decide. 
Senator Mullins and other Senators said that students 
were opposed t o changes in their ceremony. The motion 
to substitute was defeated, 11-13. 
Senator Bryan the n proposed an amendment to the 
original motion, changing "each calendar year" in the 
first "Resolved " to "every other calendar year" and 
reducing the percentages in the second "Resolved'' to 
25, 12.5, and 12.5. Considerable discussion followed 
with Senator Bryan asking why faculty should be forced 
to go if they do no t want to. President Dyck noted 
that that the Faculty Manual states that nine month 
faculty are the the employ of the University at the 
time of May Commencement and may, therefore, be 
required to attend the ceremony. Other Senators added 
that it is an obligation, that faculty enjoy seeing 
students graduate , and that students like to have 
faculty there. The amendment was rejected. 
In a return to the discussion of the original motion, 
Senator Brannock noted that instructors were not 
required to attend -- only faculty with faculty rank. 
11. 
Senator Polk proposed an amendment adding the first 
paragraph from Senator Baron's defeated substitution 
motion to the original resolution. Several senators 
noted that shaking the President's hand was the high­
light of the ceremony for the students and that the 
students were opposed to any change. Senator Gardner 
asked that the Baron motion be considered at a later 
time. The amendment was defeated. 
Discussion of the original motion continued with 
Senator Bryan asking if excuses were still possible. 
They would be. There was some question as to whether 
it would be difficult to get 25% faculty attendance in 
August. Senator Stillwell and President Dyck reviewed 
the resolution, noting that it was a relaxation of 
present requirements and that it was an attempt to 
have faculty at every ceremony. The resolution, 86-
12-3, passed. 
VI. NEW BUSINESS 
1. Senator Nowaczyk moved acceptance of the 
recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Fine 
Arts (Attachment I.) Senator Calhoun seconded. 
Senator Nowaczyk gave some background on the 
committee's purpose, noting that it originated with 
the Eguus censorship, but that the charge to the 
1 2 . 
committee was much broader than that, including 
artistic freedom, the rights and freedom of students, 
and community spirit. Senator Baron cited three 
concerns and proposed two amendments (Attachment J) 
to the resolution. His concerns were that it was 
implied but not plainly stated that these are academic 
activities, that it should be made clearer that the 
Vice President for Student Affairs was not responsible 
for these academic acti v ities (that the academic 
community is), and that recommendation 3 is totally 
inappropriate. The University does not, for example, 
advertise when a speaker might offend some of the 
community -- if someone does not agree, he can 
leave. 
Senator Baron proposed the first amendment of the 
original recommendations to substitute his 2. for 
the original 2. Senator Gardner seconded. Senator 
LaTorre said that the committee had discussed the 
role of the Vice President for Student Affairs at 
length and decided to leave it out. Senator Hudson 
said that he felt that the use of "academic unit" was 
sufficient and that, in a chain of responsibility, 
it would eventually reach the Provost. Senator Huey 
no ted that the original recommendation divorces the 
issue from Eguus alone; putting the Vice President 
back in would narrow the focus once again. Several 
13. 
senators commented that the Vice President's 
participation goes back to the fact that the money for 
the activities comes from student fees which are 
handled through Student Affairs. Senator Baron wanted 
it explicit rather than implicit that the Vice 
President for Student Affairs would not be involved. 
The amendment was defeated. 
Senator Baron presented his second amendment which 
would be to delete Recommendation 3 from the original 
entirely. Senator Snelsire noted that a director 
could still publicize warnings even if this 
recommendation was removed. Senator Nowaczyk admitted 
that it was not clear from their survey results that 
all schools publicized -- only 55% said they did. 
Senator Linvill stated that this was an educated 
community that could do its own research and did not 
need warnings. President Dyck said that a sensitivity 
to the issues is important. In the joint Faculty 
Senate/Student Senate meeting, a straw vote on the 
issue of nudity resulted in a 50/50 split. This 
amendment was defeated 11-8. 
Discussion of the original recommendations continued 
and centered around recommendation number three. 
Several suggestions were made to change or delete the 
use of "warnings" and to better define ''appropriate." 
14 . 
After considerable discussion, Senator Nowaczyk moved 
to table the recommendations, returning them to the 
committee for modifications following the spirit of 
above discussion , and sending them to the deans for 
their comments. The Committee will report back at 
the February meeting. This motion was seconded by 
Senator Linvill and passed unanimously. 
2. Senator Mullins introduced a resolution (Attach­
ment K) about the Telecampus proposal (Attachment M) 
and moved adoption . The motion was seconded . He then 
gave some background on the resolution, noting that he 
would almost prefer that Telecampus courses receive 
one year probationary approval at first. Senator 
Carter said that at a recent meeting of the University 
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee this issue had been 
discussed. They will vote on it at the next meeting. 
He noted that courses offered overseas have to be 
approved separately, even if they are already offered 
at Clemson. Telecampus representatives will attend 
the committee 's next meeting. Senator Daniels said 
that he understood that Tom Oswald was meeting with 
the curriculum committees in each college. Senator 
Sly asked Daniels if Oswald plans to go to the Library 
to discuss how the Library will provide materials to 
"remote" students. Senator Linvill asked what the 
15 . 
difference between these and other course·s was . 
Senator Sly responded that the testing and grading 
plans and sy l labi should vary and Senator Daniels 
said it should be asked if a course is appropriate 
for Telecampus use. The resolut i on, 86-12-4 , passed . 
Senator Mullins i ntroduced an additional reso l ution 
about Telecampus (Attachment L) , saying that it 
reflected President Lennon's request of earlier this 
year for cooperation between Clemson and the 
University of South Carolina. Senator Gardner 
seconded it and spoke in favor of the resolution, 
stating that there is too much duplication already . 
The resolution , 86- 12-5, passed unanimously. 
VII . ADJOURNMENT 
The meeting was adjourned at 6:05 p.m . 
Respectfully submitted, 
Margery N. Sly 
Secretary 
Senators absent: Birrenkott , Brown, Drews , Haselton , Jenny, 
Madison, Tesolowski, Woodard. 
Attachment A 
FACULTY SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
December 8, 1986 
The committee met on December 1 at 1:15 pm in F-149 of the 
P&AS building. The primary item of business was how to get 
faculty input into the implementation of the Clemson University 
Research Foundation (CURF). The idea of a survey, which Larry 
Dyck and Glenn Birrenkott had espoused, was rejected. Sentiment 
seemed to favor small meetings (college?) of research faculty 
where CURF could be explained and their input solicited. Because 
the bylaws of CORF were not yet available (I just received them 
today, 12 / 8/ 86) the research committee stressed the importance of 
having these in-hand before we begin any discussion of how CURF 
could be used by the faculty of CU. 
Final discussion of the Strategic Defense Initiative Funds 
(Star wars) issue was held. It was agreed that present policies, 
as outlined in the CU Faculty Manual, are applicable and 
appropriate and that no Faculty Senate resolution is necessary on 
this issue. To summarize previous discussions - 1) Whether a 
faculty member seeks such funds should be at his / her discretion, 
2) It would set a poor precedent for the Faculty Senate, CU or 
the Faculty Manual to imply or specify that some Federal-funded 
or nationally-competitive research funds or projects are better 
or worse than others on any perceived moral or ethical grounds •. 
Glenn Jr. 
FACULTY SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
December 8, 1986 
The committee met on October 27 at 1:15 pm in room F-149 of 
the P&AS Building. The primary purpose of the meeting was to 
distribute information which the committee would be dealing with 
in the following months. This included documentation on: 1) The 
Clemson University Research Foundation (CURF), 2) The Emerging 
Technologies Development and Marketing Center, 3) The CHE Task 
Force on Excellence. Other issues still under discussion are: 1) 
Strategic Defense Initiative (Star Wars) funds and 2) Faculty 
concerns about overhead monies. 
A discussion on the recently (September 30, 1986) created 
Clemson University Land Use Planning Board was held. This item 
first su'jaced in a October 23 breakfast meeting of the Senators 
from Agricultural Sciences and Forestry I Recreation Resources 
with Dr. Box the Acting-Vice President/ Vice Provost for 
Agriculture and Natural Resources. In the four days since the 
senators found out about this board, the Acting Dean of Forestry 
and Recreation Resources has decided that the two appointed 
members from that college would be elected by the faculty. 
Belatedly, 
But, Respectfully Submitted, 
~~-
Glenn Birrenkott Jr. ~ 
Chair 
FACULTY SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
December 8, 1986 
The committee met on November 7 at 1:15 pm in the classroom 
of the Cooper Library. This was a joint meeting between the 
Faculty Senate Research Committee and the Research Advisory 
Committee (to Stan Nicholas). · Additional research faculty as 
identified by the Advisory / Executive Committee of the Faculty 
Senate were also invited. (A list of participants is appended.) 
The first agenda item was a presentation of the Clemson 
University Center for Emerging Technology Development and 
Marketing by Dr. Gilliland. This center is not designed as an 
institute, ie. it will not have its own faculty. Clemson 
University faculty will be identified, recruited and contracted 
for specific research development and marketing tasks. Many of 
the activities which have been identified in the Second Century 
Plan may come under the umbrella of the Emerging Technology 
Develpment and Marketing Center. 
The second presentation was by Stan Nicholas on the Clemson 
University Research Foundation (CURF). This organization is in 
place. The Clemson Industrial Research Authority, Inc. at its 
August meeting changed its name and bylaws to become CURF. 
Athough this was done without faculty input, Stan is anxious for 
the faculty to provide guidance on how CURF may be used (polici~s 
and procedures) • 
Another agenda item was the research environment at Clemson. 
This elicited a wide-ranging discussion of how the Office of 
University Research (OUR) could assist faculty. Maintaining a 
directory of faculty research interests was one of many 
suggestions. Implementation of most of the ideas presented will 
depend upon additional support (fiscal, computer, and moral) from 
the CU administration to OUR. Dr. Lennon also reminded all 
faculty and administrators present to be sensitive to faculty 
concerns about undergraduate education. The recent spate of 
interest and emphasis on research and graduate education is to 
take advantage of opportunities we have, and is not meant to 
detract from the primary mission of this University which is 
undergraduate teaching. 
Belatedly, 
But, Re~;ctfully Submitted, 
~ /J f/\;,-<A'~Jc.J -/I i-
Glenn Birrenkott Jr. 
Chair 
ROSTER OF JOINT MEETING OF THE 
FACULTY SENATE RESEARCH COMMITTEE 
& 
RESEARCH ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
& 
SELECTED RESEARCH FACULTY 
HELD NOVEMBER 7, 1986 
Dr. M. Lennon President 
Mr. s. Nicholas OUR 
Mrs. c. Thurston OUR 
Dr. G. Gogue OUR 
Dr. H. Vogel College of Sciences 
Dr. c. Helms Dept of Biological Sciences 
Dr. J. Colacino Dept of Biological Sciences 
Dr. J. Huffman Dept of Chemistry 
Dr. G. Birrenkott Faculty Senate Research Committee 
Dr. w. Byrd Research Advisory Committee 
Dr. E. Stillwell Faculty Senate Research Committee 
Dr. R. Young Dept of Ag Engineering 
Dr. H. Pate Research Advisory Committee 
Dr. J. Zimmerman Dept of Biochemistry 
Dr. D. Yardley Research Advisory Committee 
Dr. B. Rutledge Research Advisory Committee 
Dr. L. Larcom Depts of Physics/ Microbiology 
Dr. G. Bishop Dept of Mechanical Engineering 
Dr. J. Haile Dept of Chemical Engineering 
Dr. Stutzenberger Dept of Microbiology 
Dr. T. Lyson Faculty Senate Research Committee 
Dr. s. Oldaker Research Advisory Committee 
Dr. R. Thomas Dept of Food Science 
Dr. E. Kline Dept of Microbiology 
Dr. N. Camper Dept of Plant Path & Physiol 
Dr. M. Thies Research Advisory Committee 
Dr. D. Tesolowski Faculty Senate Research Committee 
Dr. R. Hedden Faculty Senate Research Committee 
Attachment B 
To: Larry Dyck, President , Faculty Senate 
From: Richard J . Calhoun , Chairman, Welfare Committee 
Subject : December Meeting 
Date: December 9, 1986 
The Welfare Committee met on December 2. We discussed several issues, and we 
make the following recommendations . 
(1) The Committee passed a resolution of support for an attempt to raise our 
benefit calculation to 1.75%, as now exists for the Police Retirement System. 
(2) On the issue of lack of faculty representation on the Coordinating Committee 
of the Office of Development, we recommend that the President of the Senate 
negotiate membership on that committee for an appropriate member of the Faculty 
Senate or a faculty member elected by the Senate. We believe that there should 
be a faculty voice in plan for funds. 
(3) On the matters of a distinguished teaching professorship , suggested by 
President Lennon, and of additional rewards/awards to faculty for teaching, 
We concur that further awards are needed and r.ecommend for further consideration 
by the administration the following : 
(a) funding for a distinguished professorship with this professor serving as a 
resource person for developing teaching resource programs at Clemson . 
(b) planning for a new type of teaching award, a two-year or three-year rotating 
professorship rewarded for new directions and innovations in teaching with a 
salary supplement like those for alumni professors plus a like sum to promote 
teaching at Clemson . 
(c) planning by the Office of Development for foundation or privately endowed 
teachi ng awards, such as those offered by the Exxon and other foundations at 
other universities in this region . 
We request that a copy of these recommendations be forwarded to the Provost. 
Final item: We received a report indicating that the chances of the Leatherman 
bill, intended to provide alternative retirement for some faculty, to pass this 
year are slim . We also discussed proposals in the report of the Task Force for 
Excellence for professorships and Palmetto Scholars. 
Attachmen t C 
, , 
.. -, 





prepared December 1, 1986 
srr,,'ix1. About two weeks after the beginning of the semester, Edgar's 
will provide a faculty luncheon every day, consisting of salads, 
soups and desserts. 
2. In the university's request for the funding of asbestos-removal, 
priorities were as follows: Brackett Hall, Martin Hall, Barnett Hall, 
Newman, and Earle Hall. 
3. The University-wide General Faculty and Staff Meeting is scheduled 
for 10 a.m., Wednesday, December 17, 1986, in Tillman Hall 
Auditorium. 
4. The Athletic Council met Wednesday, November 12, 1986. 
S. The Facilities Planning Committee held its first meeting on November 
12, 1986. The group discussed its charge, membership, and 
subcommittee membership; it received a report on capital improvement 
bond projects, discussed existing plans for renovations of Brackett 
Hall, Johnstone Hall, Hardin Hall, and a proposal for a Historic 
District (the latter to be continued). Concerns of the Faculty 
Senate on educating university personnel regarding Asbestos have been 
referred to the Safety Committee. Promises were made that the 
location of the Continuing Education Center will be opened to debate. 
6. The Senate Advisory/Executive Committees met with Vice-President 
Larson on Thursday, November 13, 1986, to review the budget 
assessment process. Vice-president Larson noted that the process 
will allow the university to: (1) reassess its base in all divisions 
and departments across the campus, (2) to find more economical ways 
to deliver services, and (3) to face both the imposed budget 
reduction for this year and the pending reductions for next year. 
Information gained through the Budget Assessment process will be 
utilized to formulate decision packages. The latter will be reviewed 
by the President and Vice-Presidents sometime during the month of 
December. Some decision packages will permit immediate response, 
others will require discussion and deliberations involving deans, 
department heads and faculty. The Advisory/Executive Committees 
encourage you to ask questions of your deans and department heads so 
as to provide faculty input into the deliberation process. 
7. The President's Cabinet approved the design of the S.C. Department of 
Highways' special "Clemson University" License Tag. 
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President's Report 
page 2, continued 
8. The Commission on Faculty Affairs met November 18, 1986, and 
discussed the implementation of the University-wide Teaching 
Evaluation Process. The following steps were agreed upon and are 
being transmitted as recommendations to the Provost: (1) make sure 
all parties understand that the Teaching Evaluation Report requires 
the departmental faculty to formulate their own evaluation 
procedures; departments should review the guidelines established in 
the repor~ but are not expected to implement them in their literal 
sense; (2) departments should undertake the planning phase of their 
Evaluation Process as soon as possible so that implementation might 
commence with the 1988-89 academic year; (3) the existing Teaching 
Resources and Effectiveness Committee should be asked to provide 
departments with assistance as they undertake the construction of 
new or revised evaluation instruments; (4) the existing Faculty 
Development Committee, in concert with the Teaching Resources and 
Effectiveness Committee, should review the proposed Teaching 
Resources Center to ascertain if it will provide a means for 
assisting interested faculty to improve their teaching 
effectiveness. 
In other matters, the Commission agreed to review the Carnegie 
Report as it applies directly to faculty; they discussed with 
Professor Mullins the need for a review of the Commission/Council 
Structure and discussed with Professor Albert, chair of the Salary & 
Fringe Benefits Committee, their desire for an improved fringe 
benefits package, with .particular emphasis on increasing the State's 
contribution toward retirement. 
9. The Faculty Senate's position on Graduation Awards was discussed and 
acknowledged by the President's Cabinet. The proposal was referred 
back to the Development Office. 
10. The Cabinet approved the enclosed proposal for the CU TELECAMPUS. 
The proposal should be reviewed carefully so that all programmatic 
areas understand the implications of the program and how it fits 
within their curricular activities and faculty development process. 
11. If you have input regarding the proposed organizational structure of 
the Continuing Education Division (report issued to each Faculty 
Senator at the November meeting of the Senate), now is the time to 




FACULTY SENATE President's Report 
(prepared December 9, 1986) 
1. The Advisory/Executive Committee agreed to invite Mr. Verne Stadtman 
to present a seminar at the time of our January Faculty Senate 
meeting. Mr. Stadtman is Vice President-General Services of the 
Carnegie Foundation and an editor of the Carnegie report on 
undergraduate education, titled College: The Undergraduate Experience 
in America. He has expressed a willingness to discuss the general 
impressions and issues of the report with the university faculty. 
It will be our collective responsibility to see that all faculty 
know of this occasion and avail themselves of this opportunity. 
Unless unforseen matters arise, we will dispense with the normal 
order of business, and devote the meeting to Mr. Stadtman's seminar 
and a question period to follow. Several details have not been 
concluded, such as the location for the meeting and the possibility 
of a social to follow. 
The Chairs of Standing Committees have been asked to work with 
their membership to generate relevant questions for Mr. Stadtman. 
Copies of the Chronicle's synopsis of the report are available. 
2. The annual Faculty Senate Reception for the Board of Trustees will 
be Friday, January 16, 1987. It will be held in the Alumni Center 
from 5 to 7 p.m. Each of you should receive an official invitation, 
inviting you and your guest. This is an important opportunity for 
each of you to meet with both Trustees and members of the university 
administration. Take advantage of the chance to discuss matters 
generated by your various committees and to enjoy yourself! 
3. I am asking the Scholastics Policies Committee to review the pending 
recommendations of the Scholarships and Awards Committee relative to 
the MacDonald Scholarships. Mr. MacDonald's Will provides 
funds ..• "to encourage and assist .•• student(s) in the fields of study 
promising the most rewarding service to the economy and culture of 
the nation •.. " His Will ct).arges that the Faculty Senate, " ••• select 
the field or fields of undergraduate or postgraduate study 
meeting .•• the definition expressed above." 
4. The legal considerations of our proposal to allow the Anderson HMO to 
serve the city of Clemson and its Pickens County Environs is 
currently under review in Columbia. 
5. Once again I encourage you to utilize your right to nominate 
appropriate individuals for Honorary Degrees. You may forward your 
nomination to me or to the Provost. 
6. I accompanied the Provost to the Annual Meeting of the Southern 
Association of Colleges & Schools on Dec. 7-9. One of the major 
concerns of the group was Educational Assessment, an accountability 
process increasingly demanded by Legislative Bodies and the Public. 
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News 
Summary 
Changn in lhe allitudcs of col· 
k,e freshmen over 20 yean lhrealen 
b"btral-ans educa1ion, 1ccordin1 to a 
n<w report . Story and p,ollle on 
Page )2, 
Dan J. Smith is in the business o( 
nvin1 financially troubled colleen. 
Story on Page J . 
Mou un.i•enity re,nrchn,: 
n<ed to be enlisted in the campaisn 
ap1n,1 AIM, a panel ofscicnlbts has 
ur1ed. Story on Pase 7. 
Faculty mca,ben at Temple Uni· 
vcnil)' ended lheir 19-da)' slnke lasr 
week. as concract nc,otialions Oft 
ocher U. S. campuses continued. 
Story on Pare 11 . 
Efftt•.i•e p~1iden.t1 of c.olleaes 
rely 011 respcCI ra1her th.in populari· 
ty . accordina 10 a study that names 
1he 100 mosl dfcc1ive chief eucu­
tivn. Story on hte It. 
Defining: lht 1ppropriatc role o( 
cotlt~ adminisln,ton and truslees 
in tlate politic.a.I campaign.s can be: a 
problrm. Story on P>1e 2.i. 
A umpaign aimed at doublina 
ch•ritablc givin1 by individuals be· 
pn ar la.s1 wcek·s fflC"Clin& of lndc· 
pendent ~dor. Story on Page 29. 
~rty Driestll, men' s basketball 
c~ch at 1he Universily of Maryland 
for nn.rty 1wo decades, resisned la.s1 
,.·eek. Stury on Pase 37. 
~ t.nutttt of the American 
Univenily of Beirut h3ve uid they 
may have 10 close part or all of the: 
in~1itu1t0n. Story on Page 39. 
ALSO IN TIIIS ISSUE 
Athletics l1·lt 
8ooks t . tz 
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v StudyFinds Colleges 
Tom byDiv.isions, 
Confused over Roles 
New report by Carnegie chief 
focuses on 'points of tension' 
ay MALCOLM G. SCULLY 
WASHIHOTOH 
Underpwluale colle1C1 in the Uniled 
States arc confu,ed over their purpota 
and racked by ten!ions that prevml lhem 
from providing coherent educational upe­
rimcn for their students, warns Ernest L. 
Boyer, the president oflhe Carnesie Foun­
dation for the Advancement o( T..china, 
in a ~ that will be releaoed here this 
week. 
''Many of lhe nation's colleges and uni· 
vasities are more successful in crcdcntiaJ .. 
inc than in providin1 a quality education 
for their students," Mr. Boyer wri1n. 
Entitled Colltft: Tlot U11dtr1radua1t 
£,ptrltnct In A111trlca, the ~ is based 
on in-depth Sludies o( 29 colle1es and uni­
vcnities and on separate S<1rveys o( .5,000 
faculty memben, .5,000 college students, 
and 1.000 colle1e·bound high-school slu· 
dents . 
Findings o(1he faculty survey were pub­
lished in Tlot Chro11iclt. December 18. 
198.5. Those o( the college-student survey 
were published in the iuue of February .5 , 
19116. Mr. Boyer's report will be published 
in book form early nul year by Harper cl 
Row. 
"Durin1 our study we found deep divi­
sions on the campui. confticting priorities 
and competing interests that diminish the 
in1ellec1ual and social quality oflhe under· 
Co11ti11utd 011 Pagt 16. Colu1111rT 
Blff IT'S ONLY 1986 
Education Already Big Issue 
for '88PresidentialAspirants 
ly STACY f. PALMER ii they decide to make a formal a1temp1 
WASHIHGTOH 10 occupy the White House. 
Last sprin1 Sen. Gary Hart proposed The only person who h"' officially 
a Sl7-billion education. research. and declared that he plans 10 run. former 
trainin1 program desiped lo bolster the Dd•~ Gov. Pierre S. du Pont. IV. 
nation's indu.uw competitiveness. said in the speech announcinc his candi­
'The debate ovet lhe plan. made while dacy for the Republican nomination 
the Senate contidered ils blucprilll for lhat one of his major goals would be the 
redenl spendina in 1987. outwardly re· establishment or a " national school and 
sembled one that mi1h1 rage over any training bank" that would provide fed· 
ordinary bud1e1 amendment. As it hap­ erally auaranl=<I loans at market-inter· 
pened, lhe Senate resoundingly defeat· esc ntes to anyone who wanted to go 10 
ed Senator Hart's proposal out o( con­ college. 
cern about the ppin1 federal budget 
deficit. 111'1 Your Future' 
Gettina the amendment added to lhe "You could borrow as much money 
budget plan wun ' I entirely the point. as you need and lht government would 
howeve,. With an eye lo the 1981 PreJi. auaran1ee the loan." said Mr. du Pon1 
dential race. the Colorado Democrat in his announcement speech. " But 
..., usin11he opportunity lo get across you'd ha•e to borrow it al market rates 
the details o( his a,enda for education and pay ii back younelf. Th• Oj)portu· 
bdon, he leaves lhe Senate at the end o( nity is there. but it's your responsibility 
the year lo work run lime on his possi· because it's your future." 
ble bid ror the Democratic nomination. Other possible Republican contend· 
His speech in support o( the education en. includin1 Rep. Jack F. Kemp of 
measure was sprinkled with refertncct New Yon and former Sen. Howard H. 
10 his " vision" of the future and jabs at BU.er, Jr. • or Tennessee. have not yet 
the other 111ajor political party-4,oth offered detailed plans about their 1983 
staples o( !nsidenlial campai1nin1. pitches in terms or educat ion policy. 
Uke many other prospective candi· "It's way too early for that ," .aid an 
dates for the 19M Presidential race, Mr. aide 10 Mr. Kemp. who quickly added. 
Hart lw already be1un developing the "But he was a supporter of the Higher 
themes he will use lo court voten. He is Education Acl. He voted for the b,11." 
one o( a handful or politicians who are Vice-President George Bush is likely 
sayin11hey would emphasize education Continurd on PaRr 17, Cnl:,mn I 
Soviets Said to Assume All Visiting Scientists Are Spies, 
but Scholars Unlilwly to Experience a Daniloif Incident 
U.S. View 
ly COU.U:N CORDD 
When lhe American journalist Nicholas 
Danilolf was arrested and charged with ts· 
piom1e in Moscow two months a,o, some 
American scholars scheduled lo tnvcl 
therecalled the ln.lernational Reseon:h and 
fachangcs Board in Princeton. 
Whal were the chances, they inquired, 
that !hey 100 might become W&els ofOlli· 
cial han.ssmenl or arrest? • 
Officials of the board, which sets up U · 
changes with the Soviet Union and Eastern 
Europe. told the callen lhat such incidents 
were unlikely. The Soviets realize thal 
their valued science contacts whh the 
West would be threatened, explain• Wes­
ley Fisher, who is in charge o( the board' s 
joint Soviet-American projects in the hu· 
mani1ies and social sciences. so they are 
not inclined to p ick on scholars. 
Adds an American proressor who hu 
beco Involved in such uchanges: "AU 
they have to do is grab one American sci· 
enlist. and the scientist• will s top aoina." 
Indeed. officials who administ« ex~ 
chan..s generally discount the nocion lh>l 
the latest otnins in U.S.-Soviet rela­
tions-including the stalemate at the Ice­
land mini-summit and the recent 1it-for-llt 
upulsions o( diplomats and cutbacks in 
embassy sWl's.-will affect lhe quantity or 
ContiMtd on Pait 42. Col~mn I 




The Soviet Union has embarked on a 
drive for ucelltnce in higher tducation. 
Wes1cm 1naly1u 1old • rcctnt conference 
sponsored by the North Atlantic Treaty 
Qrsaniz.ation. 
The Russians' plans were ..id 10 include 
a general tightening or academic standards 
and a clo.sina or weaker instilutions. 
New procedures for university actmis­
aions. introduced during lhe summer. give 
priority 10 applicanlS with aood recc>rds in 
work or military service. In addidon lo CK• 
aminacions. the procedures call for inter· 
Conti,e11e, o,e Pare 44 , Col11m1t I 
Moscow View 
By PATRICIA WALK[R 
...i HONOR WILSON 
MO$COW 
Acconling to a scientific attacht at the 
American Embassy here. the Soviet 1ov· 
cmmcnfs basic 3..,sumption about Amen· 
can scholan and other Western vi'Uton 10 
this country is that they are all spies. 
The Russians are particularly suspicious 
ol visiton with cipertisc in the Ru!'ian 
lanauage or such deep knowledge ofother 
6tlds 1ha1 they have unusually broad con· 
tacts in the Soviet Union, said lht offici31. 
John Zimmerman. 
Ncvenheless. the Russians appreciate­
.,does the United State~hat sru11;11ns 
can be drawn " from the combined effort, 
10 learn together and the knowledge of 
what each side is doing," he ..id. So 
api.nst their suspicions and rean ofsecun · 
l)' leaks. the Russians are conscan1ly 
weighing the potential value or scientific 
in(onnation to be sJeaned. 
Mr. Zimmerman sa.id in an intCnoicw 
Contint1rd on Pair 4J , Col,m,,. 1 
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Prologue and 1~/ajor Recommendations ofCarnegie Foundations Rej;ort on Colleges 
WUMIPfOfOflt 
Foll.-1tr or, ,A,OfOI06•' 111,id 114# 
IINJO' r«O#W1Ptt11doua,u of '"Cul· 
,,,,:n., U tuJ,r1r11.J41111r Uprnr1t~r 
l,111 A,,w,,we. •• a tt/lO'f lwutt U.JIUd 
.,,., tJtu wu4 rt,., ca,.,.,•.,FtltlA·
-.,fOft Jo, ,.,., ,,.,~~"'""" of 
Tt«ltMt, 
Ou '"'-'"" ol h,SMr C'd«.11iofl, 
wuh 1u opcnncn. d1vcn11y, and 
tcllmM'I)' KhKVCfflCOI, 11 lhC CftYYof 
lM WOf'td Unc.f'l('Umi>e~d by 1u1T~ 
UUAC o4colocr, Ill< lftl<lt11Y of Ille 
AMcnc.&l'I coUc-1c a.n4 wuvcne1y ll 
u,nalc.M'd. 
""" ye,, wt1Jc ,n,pannr llli• rc­
Poft - found IIW Ill< undcr,ndlWC 
co1krc. 111c •er, !lean o< h<&IIU 
~ . 11 • ll'OUbltd IMIIIUOOft , 
Onvc• by ~n,m Md o•cntu.d­
- by ,,_.,. - pro(...-.1 
~ . m&ny ol the t'lliUOfl0 1 cc,I. 
krcs and ,uunn1un a.re mo,c we· 
ccuf..i .. cftdc11......, uw, ;,. -
....... a qll&llty eel~ for tacit 
INClcD11. II 1t - IMI Ille (ailuN ol 
IJw.......-. tolwac ll lO ._ 
bolllllu!Mc~uw ..
-. 
°"""- - -y-fouad ..,. 
di¥'1.MOU Oft the caffl1NS.. COftftiClUI& 
pnonun and ._..,. 111Ccrcsu 
IJW ........... Ille 1111.uea...a and -
a.a.I q"-Alily ol lhc undcf'!J"alkaa.lc c.x­
pc:ncncc and dn.mauc&ily rc11nct the 
C,lpOO'J of Ille collqt clfea,ydy IO 
ICt'rC IU .........._ Al Ille collqa 
Co,u11t11r~ {row, /Jotr I 
snduate capcn<nct" and dramauc.a).. 
ly mtncl the aoKUYol 1he coUcsc 
er!ccu•cly to wn,c 111 s1ude.nt1." 
Mt. 8oyC1' s.&ys Ill NI rcp0if1. 
The repon tdc11ntics c.&ht ..potMI 
ol 1e:nJ.M>ft · lh&l ..aopc;a,H wuh sudl 
rt",UWlly Md i.ct:mcd SOCCN'IJ.IJlffll• 
IYIO YP Ille Yllality oilbcvodcf'IR'l­
u.ale upcncnc:c U\&I. we have made 
Ulem ltlc foan o( d111 fTPOf't ·•; 
• "°'T'IM' diJ.C'OOUAUJ." bftwftll 
tcboola a.od b1cbff MucaOOL". 
The: ITPon uys ft11Jt.KhocM II~ 
arc " 4,sw.us6cd wuh recn,ument 
p,·acc·charn. unckv a.bout requ.lff• 
mcnt1 loraom,,-.and troubled by 
the C:OI\I.. o( h11Mr NUCJhOtl. 
"'-l&ny younr people who 10 10 col· 
ks< ""-k buic ,lulls"' rua,nr. wnl· 
11\I, Md c:omp,ut~.uo,t-c·ue:nuaJ pct• 
m1unnn for succcu.•• t.hc 1'!'90ft 
ado. " Fac..i1y.,.. - prq,ared. -
do tbcy ckwc. to 1udl ,.._._ 
(Ol,U'W'I , • • 
• ..Coelu,io• ••tr 1oale. 
Scnmbhna for s1udcnU Md dn•it.n 
ti,· l'MRCI pbu dcm:Mds. maay WI• 
d<l'Jf"IU>IC toll<ic• ha•c lo1I IMU' 
ICnlC O( ffl lJl.aOft. •• lftC l'TpOf1 il.)'1. 
" NIITO"' ,oc.auon.ab1m, with Ill cm­
pllutt on ,k.dts 11,1mn1. donutt.1.1cs 
I.be c.amou,. Sc·yc:nJ U'IJ..Utuoon, we 
"1•ttt'd ~ 't''ftUa.11., lOffl a.pan U KW 
ll\ljOnl>olUcold." 
.. "Oiridcd lonltin -, 
t.n.hy -mbon. Prolu,ora are 
upca.t'd 10 funcoon ,1, te.hol.an, 
Con4YC1 l'!'IQl'Cl'I. and commutuca.le 
lhc rnWt.s 10 colkHYCI. l'Tomouo11 
11\4 tcnu~ ~°"tC1oC'l«ft Md P',lt>­
ltuuoft. Bu, UftCl«JrMhUIC educ.a·
"°" .1ho u.Jls few • commnmcnl to 
,tudcnl• and cft'rc-un tuctun11: . Fae:· 
Wty tncmtlcn arc IOffl between lbctc 
comoc11nc oohp.OOftt.,•• 
• -Tc-a.11oat bnwft'n cOfl(or• 
.,." aod c.rauncy "' th« du.... 
,....... • • • In a.U 100 nu.ny clu1· 
IOCN'ftt, we founes M J..OtcnCc of••&or· 
ou 1t11c:llcc1u1I c:achan1c . a 
COftdtUOO (u,r - ~ faculty u on.en 
u llUOfflU bat rT,pon.WMbcy... 
and Uftl'fct'WUH WC VtlJtcd+ lhrM 
sprc:W potnll o( lcn,M>n appr.arcd 
Wtlh w.;:h tt"JU.llil11Y and K.tffled t0 
COft.111.tcnUy 10 up the vtUIJ1I)' o( the 
Unck:1'11':adUIIC caprnc:acc th.al WC: 
..... inadc lhcm Ille foau cl1lu1 ~ ­
pon. 
The fint ~"' we ceco,nrcred 
.. the dtKonttlWIIY bttwua IC.hools 
and h,gh<r cdua,.,., . Today, cduca· 
ton from the ic:paratc lcvds. wutl 
(cw ucep4M>tU, cany oa lllc.1t won: 
ut esol,1.UOft , The cwncv.llMII 11 di... 
)Olftiai >lld ...- II ........... 
Sludcnll find Ille IRMJI- from 
achool 10 collcrc haph&utd ....i <Oft­
l'll11nc. They arc. WC,........·­
fwd wutl t'KNI.IJM.nt proc:ech,ru. 
u•dcv obol,1 rcqu...-a1, r« od­
ou1a,oa, and troubled by lhc COIU. 
hn-u""' and older 11udcnu. a BPWI· 
ly pow,n1 IKIO< pu1 ol ~­
lrirhcr ·--· allO rau Gl>l­
in1 problem, of trM11uoe. 
The sc_.,.uoft we (ouocf; bttwrtta 
ltbOOIMdcollqcbuled1oa-
111&1ca. a d11turti..ftc OM:. bc1wtt:a 
facul1yupeeta1-aodlhcacadca­
ic - cl CftlCNII ..-.U. 
Mally y- pooi,lc wt,o 10 IO col­
lcae lad< bu>c ...us ............ wril­
iaa.. Md COfflC,UtaLIDD tlKftCI.U Pft'"' 
ffl!Ul>itn ror sucasL F-i1y an 
DOI prq,o,ed. - do !hey ........ 10 
1ac11 remechauom COW1CS. 
We bc11a t.his repon wtlft 1M co. 
¥ictioa tJ\AI the a.auom', cducataN 
..,,........"-ldbca......icu-. 
• "A r- wpu.oaa. _. 
time, 10 the pou,1 o( ,.IOWJCH'I. t,c.. 
tWttll x.adcn»e: and soc:aal life N 
~pus.'' 
• ...Diu~tOYfl' NW.._ 
coll~ ·-·d be eo•""""- . . . 
Prc1Nknt1 arc ca.ul,bt 1DO\c cros.sllre 
o< conlbcunc .,.......,.., Faculty fed 
.-. loyalty 10 U.C.r dnapl,M uw, 
co the UISUlUUOns •hen they ccadl. 
A.ltd when s1udc:ms arc as.kc:d to par· 
UC1patc u1 campus 1ovc:mana &.hcu' 
e.nv0,ve.mmt 11 ,porachc." 
• Dieb.ltc ...,.ff IN,w dN out• 
co- o( a coll~• cc1..c:auoe 
......id be~ ••• Dunnc 
ou.r 1.tudy we hean:J c:.aUs for a aew 
a,proecll LO cvaJu.a11on. lnct'e.aSlftl· 
ly, 1tatc and IWl<>IW cdua,_ offl. 
dals. Jawmatc:n. pattnll. Md 11.• 
dcnlsan: wondcnq,ust howmudl is 
beonr lcamcd... 
•"Adunut,ierppbecwen, 
llM coll~• and llM 1arcffworld. 
There 11. we sensed. a panxhlua.ra 
I.Ml scc:m1 to donuft&lc tusncr cduca.· 
lion. U1 1nceUc:c1w.l and soc.I&! lsc,la. 
1.oft ow reduut 1hc cft"cca•mcuol 
racully and ....... lhc ........ ol ..... 
dents... 
Many o( the 1c.nuons hue anH• 
bc:u.uK o( a dccl.anc an " cukunl C:c>­
hc.rcnc.it. " U A,ne:nca..n IOCMIy f'lu 
rrow,, more dovcne and bccauM ol 
ia. ..,_..,.. ol knowkdrc" 
i1110 compe1Jn1 acadcnuc lluapuMS, 
Mt. Boyer ..,._ 
Collqu " haYC bcca wcccufw in 
~sP(:Htd1n1 10 di•cn11y and 1n fflfft· 
1111 lh< needs clindiYMlual .,udml,.'' 
he ~Y ha•• been 1MKb ku 
auenuve co the larscr. more tran· 
tecnacnt 1swn tl\&t s,•c rncaiuns 10 
uu1cncc aao hc.Jp ,tudcM& P'll thclt' 
hwtt 1n pcnptC:t,.ve .•• 
Mr. Boyer "'l"C• lluoc " Illecollcrc 
hat a.n obhptlOft 10 11vc: 1tlade:ftU a 
W:MC o( pUl.afC toward • more lftlC• 
,nted, more COMR:nl "'IC• ol 
knowlcd~c. andotlorc," aodtbt " all 
HPtClt o( cotlc-ao--tc:Mn! cd\tea• 
hon. IM ffla.tOf. 1uc.1Un1. Md 1hc 
qu~uy o(ampu, hfc-muu COM.no-
And we ask: Is i1 pouab&c (o, ecl111a· 
Ion from 1~ separate lcwit.ls to wort 
toaerhcr 10 define a baste educ..aooe 
and strcng1hcn the prol\(:.cftCy ol s1u· 
4cats '" Lantuac ud comc,ut.aom? 
How c.>n lhC proc<GIOKI (or collcfC 
rcc::nutmit.nl . tclecllOfl, and oncnLa· 
uon be: ,mpn>•ed'! And cu t~ ,.... 
1N>ft 0S COllelC'I upud cducluoNI 
opponun1ttn for the l'f'OWlftl num­
ber ol adull1 Md houoncally-by· 
puled 11udcnt17 
TM scc:ond issue is c:oftfil.MOftO"rft' 
fD&I•· Scramlol1n1 ror ......._, ....s 
*1YC11 by lll&RCIINA<C dcraandl. 
"The undergraduate 
college, the very h~ 
of higher learning, 
is a troubled 
institution." 
-y ............... collqn ..... 
..... llocit ..... o1-. They .... 
co,u-d abooot howto..,...,..­
.-.- wtud\ lllc nult1y o( bolllllipc,cdu___...,~..i. 
Tllo di1t1pl........ frqmcatc,I 
&MtlUdvcs ••&.o MMIJc:r and Sllllriler 
ptcecs• .Md undcrp-a,duatcs find 11 
d.Lfficult to sec pauenu in thc:w 
eouna and 10 rel.ale wtw lllcy lcanl 
IO life. Ardoimlcl Mad..allt ob-
Carnegie Study Finds Coll.eges Are Torn by Divisiqns and Confused over Purposes 
Can>egi•'• tna."""i:'a:;;; 
"Muy vadffl"duie coll~ 
u .. lolt lbri.r NaN o(m.iaNo&." 
MIC 10 both pcnon.a.l cmpowamctllt 
Md socW pcrspec1:1vc. •• 
His rq,on 1nclndcs dol.ffls of rec· 
OlftfflCl'tdallons 1n1cnckcl to m1on 
c.ohcrcftU ID lhc u.ndfflBdUUC: CA• 
pcnmcc. AlnOfll 01.ba olunp, Mr. 
Boyer c.alb ror. 
• A.a "ialilfl"&led con" C'Vff"lc. 
w.... Ul&I "1nuoduc:u 111.Wknu ,o 
cstaU.al knowled,c. co conncc1t0ns 
..,..,.. tllcd11t1plincs , aftd lft lloc end. 
IO~ clkaowledfc IO Iv<be­
yond the ampus~" 
• AD Mcnricbcd major'° thll -
ONy 11vcs 1cudcnts & chancc: 10 ca· 
plo<c a ~cld ,n dcpeh , bu1 also re · 
,ponds 10 1h.rc.c L&rscr qunttOM.: 
..Wh3C 11 lhc h111ory and tnw:hhot1 o( 
the ftckl to be ca&m1Md? WI\.K .,.. 
lhc _... ...., (tonOffllC unpt..,.._ 
to be unocntood'! What arc tbc e:ttu· 
c:aJ and monJ 111uc.s lO bitcoalro.tcd 
and rcW,ved'!" 
ln an 1n1crw1cw. Mr. Boyer 
uruscd tha11hc rcpon was du.&pc:4 
10 bnftl rcncwa.l a.nd cOMrcnc~ lO 
undcrlff"MIUIIC cdUUIIOft , a.nd noc ..... 
1cnckd II an trk.l1C1m~n, o( the: c11orc 
1yi1un ol h1iMr wucaoon. 
""ed on 1910, " lhcr< CM be no eek,. 
c.aoo,-.al Po1U.tl11u s.o 1on1 u 1Mrc 
arc no ,ciwraUy acccp1cd pcn.1uLa1cs 
o(ll(c 1twlf." And c0Ut-1u appear 10 
be seatCl'ttq (Of' ,nc.a,un1 111 • wortd 
where dtwcrsety, not COffllllOMJ,1y. u 
Ole ,utd1n1 "'"°"· 
Closely rela1cd 11 1hc confli<:1 be· 
rWCCft catttnJ.ffl Md tM hbcnJ ans.. 
Today'1 11udcflll wo,ry abou< ,obi. 
Nanow "'OC.auona,,sm, wub 111 c.ffl • 
ph.uu Oft s.blls 1rauun1. dom.Ulalu 
LIM cami,us. Sc•cral "'"-''"'JOM we 
'IISotfcd arc •U1u.ity tOf'11.,.,, u KW 
..._. balllc old. A dcpanmcat 
cluumaa &I a nudwnt coilcrc lold 
us.. '1llcy·rc try1n1 10 u,,,.. Uus col,. 
lcp - a _,,,,artci wtocrc _ .,.. 
wdan110 pul anyUuns 1n the c.alalot 
ao ..,.,, u it w,ll acll ." 8u1 thc prctf­
- oblcrYcd, " 11'1 all n1l11 IO wlr. 
- hbenl ........,. bul - l\a•e 
to (acc. up to what 1UNlcllu W&M ,~ 
clay." 
These conllict1 - ,-.. 
tal ~l>CII-.: b II poud,ic(or-.,.. 
islnlora. racu11y, and ........... wtllo 
&bar'~ IAtCRSU lO 11ftC N a 
....,.._f«.....ic..,-. -
callOll1 Caa lhc aamcu.k1.1a tcr¥C ..,. 
·- imcrnll Wiiiie ............. & 
- ..... oflhc ......... .-.tioa? btllc ___,...ya 
- IO prcpu'C ._..,.SIS W1UI 
- ICCNKal 1kills? Aboff all , 
- Ille bbcnl and u..rul an. l>o 
binded clunnr colJqo. u lllcy­
iMYllaGly l>o - d- Ille? 
..,,,. American .,...... ol hichcr 
oduc:ation. wuh tll 09CftMSI,diva. 
ty. and 1C:.bolal1y acfttc\'CO'le:flts  la 
... fflyY o( lhc wwid,'' lie said. 
- ,...,,. Afflmcan collcrn aftd WUYcr­
lltlnanas free o< npd odco4os)t and 
_.,clwna u any Ul lhc wcx1d." 
H.OWt'l'ff. hi, ana.1)'11J COfflCS Oii 
dtc hcc.ls ola Knit.I ols1rmlar stucbeJ 
thac (ound flaws ,n lhal sy11cm. Md 
follow• <harrcs by £4~ SC<ff-
1ary Willian, J . lknncu-,n a >pecdl 
lul mon1h at Harvard Un1¥cm1y-
1Ml coUqes and un1•c:rs111es are Ill 
~ of losonr pubhc •~P!)Ol'I be· 
cause cl1har failonp . 
Mt. Boyer acknowlcdrcd llw tu, 
l'C""'1 could be ulcd by cnuca wcll 
u Mr. 8alnc:u lft (UIIU'C alt.ICU Oft 
die qvab1y ol /IDICncatl lupcr -
callOfl. 
NOflelhcln1, he said, collcrc and 
um•cnuy le.adcn cannot atroni 10 
bcc:omc: ddcrmvc as a rnuJt of a,. 
tac.ki f,..,,. Mr. Bcnneu Of'Othcr Rit.> 
pa Adm.uu11rauon 1Pokc1men. nor 
an lhcy dvck 111< rc1poea,blh1y ror 
odcn11'r,n1 - &IICfflll'Jnc 10 ttdrc1I 
problems. 
Mr. 8cMIC11, he sa.ed. "ti 1ouch1n1 
on tUUC:S lh.at arc not Ufttmc,onaN. 
The quauons about cu.mcwum. the 
q\tallOfU about ouu:oma CMlftOl be: 
ouually di......ucd... 
Cofl(l'OftllOI IUCh qunt-·­
bc '"n:stslcd bccauic. we are U.flCC)M­
fonablc w,th lbc .-cc.'' he addccl. 
'":There are Knous problems 1n un­
dcrl::ndu.atc educ.atton lhal ha•e to 
be cu.nuntd. ·• 
However, Mr. 8oyff ....S Mt. 
lknncn had "gone beyoftd 1hc cd,.. 
c.a.uona! alfflda a.ad nallf'd qvcs110ns: 
MKIUI the 1ntqnty ol the catrlc,uld 
or t lle Nkok>pc.al bau °" 1hc ~ 
CS. T'h.al d1rte11 lhe CfllCr"JK'ISC toward 
A ~lhC.al P()tfll o( 't'tCW. " 
"Our ttSDOft!liC to cnucum 1-hcMtkS 
include aa actnowlcdfmcnt o( 1h,c k · 
C.,llmate arca.1 ol conccm and com,. 
pia,nl,'' lie added. "Al Ille UIM 
umc, we ..-.14 acunly ott,ec.1 whctl 
• Ulen: M::I ~ • canc:ahlft." 
ThC' tturd orob'em •c e:ncou111ctt,t 
11d1•tdcd loyaJHCS Within l hC fac:u11., 
Pn,(cuo,, a.re eapccte:d 10 fuftclion 
u sc,-0,au. condUCI re\ca.rcll. Md 
COfflffl:U.NC.atC ITIUIU 10 COOc.1rvc1.. 
P'rofflOhOfl and teftute b.ana Oft ft· 
K.&reh and pubhc.aOOfl. Bui under. 
s,adu.atc cdwcat.an a.ho call, ror a 
conamumcm 10 1uade111, and dTtt· 
l1•c tcac.h1nJ. Facully mcmbcn i re 
tom bc:twcc-n lhc1C c.ompc11n1 obh· 
pl-I. 
Then 11 the rdated m.a.ltcrolfac:uS­
ty RDC•a!. In rttcnt ycan, caner 
s:wospcc"IS (Of' youn1 profit.u,Oft~h 
ha•c d 1m1n11hcd. ()pponunmct to, 
mobilt1yarealunandope-1r«­
rcu.on.a.l ,rowtPI rcs1nc1cd. Al the 
t.ame: tune lhe number ol pan.11mc 
(acuity 111tKftU.ln1, Thew: dcYCk,p,. 
mcms 1h.ru1cn lbc umty and w11.a&tty 
o(lllcprofca-•. 
The thallcnrc (aced by Ille (acully 
ii WUC'llc:d by these qUCUIOftJ: 
Wllal IS Ille baiaKC IIW ,a-Id be 
lln>C& bclW'C<11 1acl11n1 and r<· 
scardl? h 11 ~ fM different 
lypcs o( holhct lununr ,n..11u1-. 
IO It.ave dilfctal a,tcn.a (o, (aadly
..-1H- c:aa f&C\llly ..._ 
locn be pn)(n.-ally renewed! 
fou.nh. WC d.lJCO¥Cffd lit.ft.MOM 
bctwcca CONO<mMY Md cta1Jv,1y,.
111cc1.uuoom. r---·""' 
bean! (acvlly COfflpi&lD about Ille 
pu.M\'11)' ol s1'*11U whose inlet· 
au. dlcy ....S. arc "und only wllca 
- IIW Ille aw<nal banc pre· 
Kiited w&JI bcar,eredona1cS.1. Jnan 
lOO many das.Sl'OOffls, we found an 
absence ol Yll'Of'OU.t uucUcct\1.11 ca· 
Cllanrc, aconcht-rotwhicll laaolly 
a onco u 1NdC11u - rnponSlbu· 
~y. 
SUII. IMff -··. ,,;._ o( I.be
oaodcr1ndiwc colkrc u a piau 
wncn: IC:Xllcn CUC &bout their SIV· 
dcof.J. where.. lfl lM dU.ll"OOffl , tndi,. 
._. an be doallcnrcd and new 
odua 1c11cd. We to11aadcr. llocrcforc. 
I.he (o0owln1 CfUdUon s.:: h n pos11bk: 
for uudcflts. dunaa this era o(maJJ. 
educauon. 10 ~ indq,cndcnr. 
sdf411ttted lcatncn! How an rac· 
l&lty ,mJN"O•« thev 1cac:tun1 so u 10 
c:acourq:e crnu•11y and cntiquc? 
,...,,. how an all rnourccs ror kan>­
.... "" and off tbc campus. be .­
nccted? 
f"lllll , WC found a ....... SCpaAIIDn, 
IOffld.lffllH lo the pouu of isotaoon, 
bclw<n acaokm,c and MX1al life oa 
C&ln!N•· eou.... hkc 10 ape.alt of lhc 
c::unpu.s u COlftlflt.M.IUfy. and ycl w'hac 
is bans kamcd 1n mow ruw:iatee 
halb !Oday hu blllc connect.,. 10 
the dauroonu: utd«d. at may \M'to. 
dcnru.oc ll'IC: it.duc.atM>ft.a! pu.ll)OSCS of 
Ille collqc. The idea u..1 • collqc 
IUlDCb ,a (or parents. " ' loco pou,e. 
,u, ,s today a (adcd memory. Bui OD 
maay campuH1 lt"trc II srcat unccr· 
1.au11y 3bout wt1a1 lhou.k1 ~placit. 11. 
Furtha. we found t.11&1 ru1dcnu.al 
Md COfflfflWlff He,dtn.ls lave UI 1WO 
~cwo,tcb.. 
We WC-I'!' espcaally 1mprnscd Chae 
-yCacvl1y an<1 ocadcm,c ac1........ 
tra.ton d11.1&ne:c tncm1otl•~ from 11.­
- hfc and app<at 10 be confused 
about lhiclt' OOIJp.uocn 1t1 nonaic. 
dc:ff'IK rrw.1cn.. 
How unhie ou1.llide 1he cLull'OOffl 
- IM cducallOftal OIII"'°" ol 
the collctit.'! 
How llliOUld tc:1te0n bcf\rreffl Sitt· 
ck9t (f'ft'CI.Offl and UISUIUUOMI ......111on,, be rclOl•ed? 
And how c.u the coUcae lcawc 
space Cot pn.acy wtuJ« als.o pro•tid· 
"'' K\l'f'IUC:I IJ\&1 111141.111 COOlftNNIY 
and ~ncOIAAIC w:rncc! 
Th~ ,u,lfl prootca 1s 1hc d1u.,-tt· 
nwM we fOUiDd OYff tlOw fJlc ~IC'l'C 
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tty ofhighereducat ion hH incrc.ascd , 
confidence ,n lhc dcciJion-makin1 
PfOCHS appears 10 have declined. 
Pn,idcnt, an cau,hl in the crossfire 
o( conlhcuna prcuun:s. Facully feel 
more loyalty lo 1hcir d iscipline than 
co cht- in.s1ttu11ons where they leach. 
And when , tudcnts ate asked lo par· 
Uctpailc 1n nmpus aovcm ance lbtir 
,n...otvcmcnl is spondK:'. Can stu· 
dcnls. facully. and administr.ton 
~ Hd community throuah improved 
commurucation7 
The nca1 1nue is how the ou1comc 
of a coUcac educ.atiOfl shouk1 be 
JMasurcd. Today, the acadc:mic 
p,orn:ss of s1udcnts Is assessed by 
each professor, course by counc. 
Oan sndcs an dutifully recorded. 
The final nwk o(ach~nmet1t is the 
dirk><,q. which presumably sip,illu 
~ educated penon. But aood tucb,. 
en. uc noc necessarily ,oocf testers 
and tl'K collc1c ha., few ways to oa1· 
Ul(C lhf: qu.a.Jhy of tdUUlioft 0Vtral1.Durin1 our Sludy - heard calls ror 
a new approach to oaluatk>n. fn. 
crusu,a,ly, stale and national educa­
lion offici..ab. lawmakers , ~nts, 
and students a.re wonderin1ju11 how 
much is bt-1n1 lumed. How can col· 
k,c aoals and the evaluation of slu· 
tknt achievement be more closely 
linltt"d" Should there be- assessment 
bc)·ond course grades? Are the lest· 
1n1 procedures now used adequate to 
1he u11t'! 
Thi\ f'\rin1s us 10 the final concem. 
Thou1h hstcd lasl , it touchei all 1he 
rul. Wt round on most campuses a 
d1,turb1n1 pp bctwee:n 1hc collcse 
and the lar1tr •o,ld. There is. we 
~ n, cd, a p;iroch11lism that se:ems to 
dlwn1na1c higher education, an intel· 
lcctu;al and soc.131 isol:uion that rt· 
duce, 1he efTcctivcnusor racuhy and 
hmus the vnion of t~ studenl. We 
feel compelled to a.st : How can the 
undC"rJniduate college help s tudcnu 
,:;un rcnpcc1ive and prepare them to 
mtct 1heir civic and social obli,a-
1ton, in the nel,hborhood. lhc na-
1,on. and 1he world~ 
Hue. 1hen, are 1he eiaht poin1s or 
lcn,ton: the tn..n1i1ion from school to 
colleae , the 1oals and curriculum of 
cducahon . the priorioes of the racul· 
ty, 1hc condition of 1uchin1 and 
lnm1n1. lhe quality of campus life, 
lht Jovem1n1 o( lhe colle1c, mca.s ur-
1na 1hc ou1comc, a.nd 1ht connect tOn 
tictlilliten 1ht CJIJI\P',1.S and the world. 
These ~ erru are not new. They 
have. in one way or another, troubled 
h,gher cduca1ion for 1cncr11ions. But 
the points of 1ension arc. we believe, 
also poinls o( unusual opponunity. 
On umpuRs all ac.ross the country 
..c found renewed inccrcst in 1cneraJ 
cducatK>ft, ,n lht quality of teachin1, 
and in the naJu1ttOn of the under· 
arad~tt upcncnce. Above all . we 
found a ,..ell.spnn1 o( tradition and 
la.lent w1,111ng 10 be tapped. 
What we uraendy need today is a 
c.onsuvclive debate about the mean· 
ins of lhe undcra,aduate college and 
a. wdlingntu 10 ma.kt this part of the 
cduca.honal enterprise a more vital , 
mo.-t enrichinJ institulion. At the 
sa.mt hmc, the diversity of our SYS· 
tem must be acknowled,ed and pro­
tectc.d. The responses to the chal­
lcnse or enrichi.n1 the baccaJa~ 
upuirnce will surely dirrcr from one 
in,1i1utton to another and. in the end. 
th< quaJity o( lhe: efTon must be 
me:uurcd not by the certain ty ot lht 
outcome, bu1 by che quality ol the 
quut. 
The American collesc is ready ror 
renewal. and there is. we believe, an 
uratncy to the 1a.slt. The nation's col· 
lcges h.ave been succes,ful in re, 
,ron,ctin1 to diversity and in mutin1 
lhc needs o< individual students. 
They ha"e brtcn much less attentive 
lo the laracr, more transcendent is,· 
sue.s that sin mean.ins to uis1e:ncc social and ciric oblip1ioe.s. Al'Mf it it newed. The co11._,e1 lpa,1 rrom We proceed. 1hen, with tht con•oc­
and hdp students put lllrirown li•u durins lhe unde,..,adual• uperi­ sn<1ua1e and pro(euional cduca· tion that if a balance can Ix struck 
in penpectin. encc,, pertiaps more llwi al any olh« tiot>-remain,, as Sheldon Rothbl>lt betWtttt individual inlcruls and 
This notion and the world llttd time, thaa thew essential qualities of o( lhe Univtnity of California, shared concern,. a strona le:aming 
•cll,informed. inquisitive, open · mind and characttr.,. r<fined. S.rtdey. pul it , " 1he primary rorm community will re~ult. And perhaps 
minded you"' people who art botll A nnpn1 ca1J ror the mw:walor1he or lhi1her educahonl where lhc well· it is not loo much to hope: that lhc 
Ammcllll coll•r< m•Y. al ftnl blush, lxiftl of the 1<lr and Ille problem ol college:, as • vi~ community o( 
Sttm qui,otic. Not only bu cullunl sell and society art: central.·· karnin1, an be a mode.I for .socitl)' 
coherence r..ie.t , b.111he ••ry -ioa To accomplish this esxntial mi,-.. at larao-,a society where private and
"The American olcommonalities sccm.s stnkinglJ' in­ UOft. connections must ~ lfta«H. AD public purposes alJO musl Ix joined. 
college is read y appticablc. to the •ipous d.ivcnity parts o( catnl)\IJ life-ncniitmc:nt, 
or contemporary life. Within 1hc orie.ntation. c.uniculum, 1eachinc,for rmewal, and there academy itself, the r......,.ntation or residence hall livins, and the: re.11- Major Recommendations ia an urgency bowled1<, nam,w ckpu,montal· must relate 10 one &ftOthtr and corto 
ila, ud 1n intenK vocatioftalism lributc to a KnK o( whole:nn.s. We to Improve for the task." are, u •• have acknowlcds<d, the cmphasiu this com.rnitmeat to com,. the Undergraduate 
s1ronp-st c.hancttri1tic1 ofcoUcpa!c munity not out or a scntimc:nlaf ... 
cduca1ion. tachment to lrwiilion, but because Experienceproclucu.. and reflective, llftkln1 Still. we lxliev• the underpaduale our democ:~tic: way of Ufe and per· 
ai,uwcn to life' s most important uperifflce caa brins , ...Ill« the haps our survival u a people re.st on I 
qMC::Stkwas. Above all, we need cdu. aq,uatc pans, crn.te somet.hins whether we can move beyond ,et(. Tnulooa: School to Coll~• 
catcd ..... and - who - Oftly sr-cr lhan the "'"'· and otrcr the in1eres1 and bepn better lo uttekr· The quality o( lbe underiroduatc 
punuc their owa pre.DOM.I inluesta prospect Iliac thc channcb ol our stand the realities o(our~ collcte is meHurcd ftrst by its alli· 
but art alto -d 10 ru111u thcir 
- lif• wiD be dttpc1'Cd and re- oe each other. Cotttl,.11rJ"" FollowUlr 1'01 r 
r-;::================================================:::; 
A straightforward message for people in higher education 





There's no reason to "go important thing III realize is that 
broke" in buying all the life insur­ it's very inexpensive to own lar~e 
ance rniuircd to thoroughly pro· amounts of new fomily protccri,,n 
rect your family's future. Taking these days. If you're cmpl,,ycd hy a 
into account the insurance you college, university or other non· 
already own, including any group !)fofir educational institution and 
coverage, you can purchase the arc curious about the exact cost .,f 
extra coverage you need to bring bringing your total covcra~c up to 
your coral family protection up to a amount of insurance money your six times s:ilary, ten times s.,la ry, or 
sound target level for a lot less than survivors would need to help main· some amount m betwe~n. just call 
you think. tain today's income level during the TIAA life Insurance Advisory 
the most critical dependency years Center toll free nt 1-800-223-1200. 
ahead. It doesn't rake intu account, No one will call on you as a result 
however, tomorrow's ~,lnry of your inquiry. 
increa= which would also l,e Inst 
if you should die prematurely, 
incr= that are crit ical to main· 
taining and improving the quality 
o( life your dependents look for· ..ii-.:..--,.. 
ward 10 as the years go by. Ten 
times salary is a good measure of 
an amount of insurance money 
·needed today to equal your lifetime 
Based on TIAA's experi· earnings potential, because it's the 
ence in counseling thousands of present value of your total (uture 
educators over the years, it's realis­ earnings with assumed increases 
t ic for someone with a family to . . . increases that would be denied 
protect to own life insurance and to your survivors if you were to die 
other death benefits equal to at tomorrow. EscoNisheJ as• N,.,rn,fo 
least six times current salary. This A professional TIAA coun­ Service Ori:an izat l.,n ~ 
simple rule of thuml> determines selor will be glad to talk with you the: Carll01!io Fi,unJat ""' 
with reasonable precision the fu< the: AJvanc.,,,.,,,, ,,1 Tcxhin~about your individual needs. The 
·)·::..·;i 
.·t.· :· '~ .: :~; 
. ' . -.. -.-
--
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Co,eo1tw,J / rt>M fr,crtllAI lotr 
ucc -.u, 11\c .chooh. by 111 wdbq· 
NU IO ,moolllll lhc ll'UMUOft be· 
IWft.A icl\cJlm Md ~ cducauon. 
The •ay lludcfftl alC' l'T('r\Hl<d 
IA&Oft tMU' coUc,c: uc,ire1auot1s. 
and • rood colk1c conducls 1u rc­
cnut.mtnt and ldtthOfl 10 IC'NC U\C 
bu.I lftltte-"'1 o{ \lvd.cll&I, 
We fow."4 dunn1 OW' 11\tdy lh.U ON 
p,au, from 1e.l'IOOl 10 c~lcrc II pooriy 
cn.utcd. StliNcnlt and 1tM1r p.a,ca t1 
u.,wcntly ftff'I.I 10 be bc:llcr 1N<M"fflCd 
about tM (uU ""IC of c0Uc1es i• 
Nllltnc-a Md they tbot.dd be 11va 
bttttt •ch1Cc abouc lM a.ltcm.at1¥u 
&My l\nc. St1id11n/Of"ffl.aa..,.. ,1 cssc._ 
I.al ,J lll< •ll<lcflJ'lduatc uponcnu 
n lo br ,1rcn111'1c:ftc4. 
• The Ed..cal- T....... s..,.. 
,cc. 10. Collcsc Boont. and IM 
Am<nua Colkp Tu11111 Protr­
t.hould clla.bltltt rcpou,I Nw1scmeftt 
cc111cn ttvouanc,ut the country. 
Suell ccnctn would be plaut wlwro
-cdlctn..____ 
..... - .--Ion - 1cMw 
• We..._... too, 11111 IMM -UUCN1a11nc~1orp,w.uh0fl•Pn 
........ to ltl&II schools. c19«..UJ IO 
- ...111 _ co11qc_....1n.10 
11n.,.u,ce-.,, scn,cn. And 
they - - tn•el ........... 
able 10 tul,b Khool counsc.lon IO lA&l 
IMJCUY1...coilcpQmPU>n-and
Ille _.... ..~ ..i,,.._ 
Cfttcn-<O bc,coone Mic< u,fonned 
-.ClulM'f-
.. We -nd lhal Ille C-. 
.,.....,.. on S<II-Rell"lal- ol IIMI 
A.mcnc.u Council Oft £duc&IK>D 
dn• up • stnct code ol conduct {Of' 
-.. rec.NI....... - Oft ""' 
..-& alru4y done 1n 1M uuon's 
Rt,stnn lill4 ad.tN.1s.on1 offices. To 
usun COfflC,lr.&tKc. we ura• lhc na­
uoe· s 111 rc-lJOft,Ai IICCttd1l1n1 a1.1oc.. 
auoos to ,cnc.w caufuUy ,ecruat­
tncnt pn)CC'Clut«al every coUcsc &Dd 
t.W¥ff'J1ty lMJ a.ccn:ch1. 
• We iaron,ly urac OU.t every in­
sunnton ruffirm• .u a.n cucnuaJ. ot,.. 
JC'(11•c . 10 comtN1mc.nl 10 e.duca.. 
bOfl&i ooponvn111. npcaally fo.- h.11-
lonca!Jy Dypu.u;d ,1vden11. We ursc 
UW codc1u 11•e pnonty 10 nttd­
bucd \ludcnl uw,tancc award&. Al 
I.M fC'CJua.l lcvcl. we suon&Jy tecorn­
mcnd lN.I Pt.U sn,At c,rosnm.1 bt e~­
pMdcd. 
• To smoo1h the tnn1111on, we 
UIO ~mend th.al ever, .llalc C.J• 
labulll a bklc.,,bboe panel ol school 
UM1 coUctc cdua.t.on to conlMkr 
wl\al swocnu need lo It.now and be 
able to 4o 1n ordC1' 10 prepare ctlec­
U•cly ror ~Iese. 
.,.. Mcanwllllc all collc:1<1 and Uftl· 
...,.._ .-Jd ck111y.uly IIM: klcc· 
uoe pnJCCI.L Eac:tt taJlJIVIIOfl ll'M)ujd 
dncnbc aa 111 hlcraJUR tbc nnous 
cntcna used ro, 1elccn0ft an4 IJVC" 
pnnpcron 11-nu a pn,lilc o( Ille 
INOCal c.h.ln,c(u,sna th.at KC.la 
...,.1 dcndy bll&e<I to lbc cul1un, ol 
UIC U'ISUlUOOtl. 
~ NatM>NI lUla---th,c S, .t.. T. Md 
4.C.T.-,houkl be pu.l LD ~rwc 
prnpc:cllvc. The vu1 rnaion1y o( the 
MUOfl I coUc,c:1 Mkl UN¥a"U0a at'e' 
ftOI sdc.ctJn &IWf we ""°"IIY urp 
11\M ,J a e.ollep don - •tc Ille 
S..A. T. Of A.C.T. KOt'CS &1a 111Nfica,u 
r anhhc.k for t.e.lcchot1 ol m1dcn11 
Ulc IC"I sJlouW not be r,:c,ulled. 
-. Whc.tt ICOl'C.J ate rc:qvtM, tl\e-
1,n,11 cofk1Cs fNAC ol lhcffl lftOUkl be 
dc'tcnbtd fully 10 pn)1,ptC1JVC llU­
dt.nll. And collC'ICJ 1houkl rroon noc 
~' IM .",,.w, S.A. r . ICOftJ, bul 
aho tl\c scorn cM Wnultc:d HYCka11 
tt, (i....,,tk, 
• F.•cry c.olltac Md unavcn11y 
~l,d ask pt0'9«1tVe lludc:nU 10 
- an n ..," pan ol IJlctr aopi.. 
cahon ror admiutOfl Nit Otl ly to v,.... 
dcti,M the lfflponMCe o{wn11n1 but 
abo u a IM"M1 ol Lc:U'llllna more 
abouit Che nttdt u weU u IM 
.cn:n,,t11 o( studcnu. 
.... llvoupout 10< ....... 1Clcct­
pn,cn1. lbc Pl'1"'*'"1 coacc.m ol cv· 
er, colksc .-id be - 1"11 10 ftU 
lAc MOU. but 10 Mt'V'C the U\ICRIU o( 
Jtudcftlt.. Colk,c1 11'1,owd c a.pl.a,• to 
Pllffnll Md students UM chanctcns. 
bet o( lhotc who do ltOI wc.ccN 1M 
UM- 1Hmu.uo.. as wdl as the c:h.arac· 
lffllOCI o( those: who 004 
~ Coll<sa UIOlold rcPon back io 
MCOfldal'y SC1'KM>h Oii Che acadc.ntlC 
_..,o(UW,,fo.-tll...ic... 
AN 11,t also f'ttCMUIICOd t.bal c•ny 
hi&hcr lcat'ftlnl 1n111cvuoe monnOf 
lhc rcla11on,h1p betw«ft tclttu c>t1 
proccduttl and Ille pcrfomw>cc ol 
11\Mknu. 
• We COftC.lude th.al lhctt II U W • 
a<nt need for new and bittcu ways lo 
assen 11udcn11 u 1My mon ft'Oftl 
tehool to h11hcr e,duu1N>ft.. The ,oa1 
of 11\c MW UW:tlfflC"I p,vpanl 
would be 10 e•aJu.ate, ftOC ONy 11\c «-­
"""" ~ KhlCVC'fflC111 o( Sl~ll-­
bnJ1.1n1 II to IM cumc\llu.m dw. lbc 
sl\Mknu 1tucbcd---bu1 aho 10p,ovldc 
ad¥"tJ,,..,,u. lO hc:lc, t.lvdc11U make 
dcc1MCMts more ,a1cll•ltftcJY M10111C 
lMtr fu1u,cs.. 
• F1na.lly. we ttCOftlfflC.ad lM for· 
ftWJOft ofa N oon.a.I pane.. 10 11\14y all 
upcc11 ol I.he his/I sc--.ollqc 
tnn110-. -· upcaally r« 
way1 10 KiucYC" tNWe ~· 
CM1.ch1n1 ol the 1n1ere1u of 1ftd1Y1CS­
~ Ultdcftll w 1UI lhc Pl"'l'OKI o/ 
lk.11,hct k:atlllfll U'IUIIUUOU. 
Abo\tc AU. ~t•c 1-11.Mtc. .1 
and thctr parents shollld nae be: •• 
Um.dated by the pro«SS. h ll Wl"Oftl 
10 bchc:n tMl lhac 11 OM type of 
colksc thaa 11 "''" for all . A ha.odful 
o(collcp1 arc h1shly ..1cc1,.c. andII 
allendln1one: o/UM:K1MIIIYIIOM11 a 
IIINlctt< ' I Soal, '°""' ckptt o( ._ 
pr:llhOft must be acce'P(c.d u a f1et ol 
I.lie. 
a..t ....,., laacr-knowtt collqn 
























Ifyou use a Prime system, 
clcu' and 'flt.al m11110ft. The 1nu1tu 
U0. UM0t be all lh4flll lO aU p,(Golt
°"""' ...... be made ..... onont 
u.wpiccl. Aod \.he.re 11. we be.hoc, 
tk tnd1tton o( the Wldetsn,d..., 
coUccc. sw1ic1c.n1 common srou 
Oii WIUC:h shared ,oa,, can be Cll.tib,. 
luhed and a v1t.al ac.adcfflK PfO&nint 
... lf lhecollc,c CJpmcocc: IJ IOIJit 
wonllwtuk. lbcrc muse be t.ntrNcc. 
NM M4 soc:I.U • aiuc, 1tw. n, mcm. 
bcn hokf UI COfflfflOfl . CYCft a\ lhcn 
mu.11 be f"OOOI {o, pn•arc ptt(crc:ftCc 
A bal.ucc muM be l lntek bci•<t• 
,_ powaful tndu_...........,....,..,_ 
,,., an,d '°"""""'"· 
• WhlJc rcapc,nd1n1 to 11ucte111'' 
41•cnc l()Ah, IIM: colkp lw aaoot,. 
ptlOIII to 11vc Muclcl'IU a tcmcolpas,. 
a,ap: IOWV'd amoreUllcpMcd. eort 
we'll give you a piece of ourmind. 
Prime is donating Prime ORACLE software to your 
school in the name of higher education. 
Prime ORPCLEsoftware gives college and universJtof 
students a hands-On opportuntt,f to learn about the SOL 
language and relational database management systems. 
Andnowifyou have a Prime" computersystem. wel'eoffering 
it to youabsolut.ef-f free. .AJI we ask in return is that youuse 
Prime ORPCLEas partofacoorseonSOL. Dat~e 
~ Managementor Information Systems. 
For quite some time Prime systems 
have pla'jedan important role ,n higher 
~lion. In fact, Prime computer 
systems are currently enrolled atmore 
than fiXJ colleges. universities and 
technicalschoolsacross the countJy. And 
n<JN 'fOO'Ube able to offer your students 
an opportunit'f to worl< with this emerging 
industJystandard software. 
Prime is a Fortune fiXJ comparr/ with v.orldMde sales 
and support, a broa.d famly of interactive supermnicomputer 
systems and a fourteen-yearrecord of reliablility. 
ThisPrime ORPCLEofferisgoodonlythrough N<:Nember 
28. So ifyou want to recetVe this important piece ofourmind, 
you'd be smaJt to act fast. To accept our offer. call Prime at 
1-BJX)..343-2540 (in MA 1-800-322-2450). 
Prime~ 
It's 11me you 1<nev.c 
... ,, .. . : 
, C::-., 
-- c 
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- ...,... "' kaowlc<lcc aad "' 
.Sc. 
All .._., al collc-.cni. 
IC)e • CWTIC:Mh,1111. couau:lln,. Ul'"1\M:.• 
..-. MO toeW IJ._.•,,unt contnbu1c 
O tiol.ft c-nouJ anpo•tnnt"Gl a.od 
,,ocl,U pc:npc<UYC. 
The W1Gir,..,.a1.1&l.c. Clr,itmtKCn-'C• 
'f'UU1 loLI ow ll'Ocpc:NCftC.c and 
~ u,c_tf'(kpcftlicnc.c.. 
h K,._..ieden LIM: _..... o( 




MOII 1nodce&s .- 10 coUcac 
..,lb bl&ll bopu. The .,..,.,....,.. it a
- ""°'-··bul undc'Jnd· 
..... arc on.. i.v.,.ly --
-· .... •al- and .,....,._. o( 
~· -  The fin• day1 CM1  wl .,.-, have a ...,..ti-
can.I uu\wncc o. I.ht nt.&R ~ 
padu.atc upcncnc:e. 
.- All 'lnduaradu.atc collcac1 
lhot.akt coe'*' aa ontMauoa co. 
~alLIM:be-ollhc­
dcmoc year lllal wowJ be u •IJIIIJI. 
caat for m.a1ncuJ.aun1 ftt.lU'lC• u 
the Ca.\.OMftCCIDC:M CCf"UIOe)' IS few 
dc!l-n1n, SCAIOR. 
• We ab.o ruOfflfflitftd a ,rc1blll 
oncnWIOft at.t.S.MMI for &I.I new u.ndcr­
.,...i.w.1. OM tlw ...., CJ.wad -
lbt: fin& HmtlW', 
• A s.hort.-tmn ettdit COW'Je..-, 
pcr11ap1 coo~ed ,~. co11,,., ,,, v..i. 
WI """ Truu-- be ol· 
(Cffd 10 1•trodua NW J.IINlatt.a 10 
LIM: iullo,y ol hoah<r cclucaa- MCI 
\he ...mquc chanctcnstJa Md aca,. 
dcnvc proceduru ol LIM: _.. 
• We <ll>CCwlJ WIO 1k -... 
praJdcat to be a &c.adct ut 11ll"Odc:.­
U\C ncw 1tt.ldeftt1 to &.he campus. At a 





U'IYOl¥ftt 1n •ekomanc new 11uekn.11 
IO the- c.amCMIS as he°' lhc ti UI meet• 
1111 t.ht ah,.fflN. 
• Spec1&il pn,onty should be p•n 
10 LIM: d.rrw:uh bu< n,c,mol wk ol 
oncnuna pan,11mc uudcnu. Un.Jen 
Uwsc ~udcnt1 arc Wen HnowJy by 
Ullc coUqc Md 1111c,n1ed IAIO c.am-
p,11 w•. IMldffsnd..a••-·-"' 
Amcnca 1acrc.uU1&JY • 1U become 
wnP'y a p,oc.cu "' wh.,c:tl p,M1 ·UfflC: 
........ dnll OD and offQfflp<IS and 
credJ11 &IC Camc:d and •"9fopna.lCI)' 
R'COlded. In thu, procc1.1. OM mod 
CI.Mflual V~I ola bbcral cduc:.&OOft 
Wiii be lot&. 
• The tuCU>alul coUqn offer a 
weU-JMMned prosram ol ad•1S1"1 for 
.U 11udcnt1. ooe th.at pn,•Mk• wp­
pon - ....... Ille rrc.- yu,. 
G,,...._. 1Ndcnl1 M4 upper ..... 
..,. 11Uidc:ftc.s Diil)' be dfecu•e u 




A wc.uuf•I l'rnlunaa Jut -
P'Mn WUI con...1ncc sludcnts llt&I U\~ 




Pro6c:IC1K)' LO the wntLtO and \lac 
spotcn word II U\C f\nl Prtff'QINIIIC 
fot a collc-1C'·lcvel odue&IJOft. Sur 
ck.Ml aced LM~ 10 t:nJP Md U · 
p,c:u fcchnp and ldc.a.s dJccunly. 
To '"""cd '" <ollclC, ""4.,.nd,..
aac1 lllould be abk 10 wntc and 
1PCU with dan<y. and to ruo ...i 
\111c-e w,lh eomprchclUJOI.. 
• We ..,... llw Ille rtadln1 MCI 
........ ._i.u,,, o( all - .. be 
c.araully uscued wba Ibey enroll. 
Thotc - wdl '"....,.. in '"'"" w spoken Ensl,111 .-W be plK«I 
III u uucauvc. ooacndit. rc..mcdal 
councll\al-,.cl&&IJdUIIAIIM""" 
adl:m,c 1n,a. Afld rood En1h,t1 u.. 
1f1: lrU.UI be ~ 1n/orc:cd by CYCt")' ~ 
fc-uor U1 every d.1..11. 
• Wluk lM need for rcmec:hal 
pf'Op'alllilttl (Klo(ufc. WCV'CC.00,. 
...,tKCd chic the k>na·tcnn 1111wcr 11 
better precoUcJwc educauo.. Every 
coUcp and YIU'ftt'SIIY ,hould W0R 
dowly Wll.ft WIT'OWld&n& d1.11nc11 IO 
&mp,ove IM 1cactu.q o( £.a.cl&1h ta 
I.be UJJO•·, sc.hooh. 
• w.olio-nd..... all col­
'rp: freslum:a, 11CM sust thow w,la 
sl)CCl,II pn,l,lcnu. bepn U1<1r ondcr· 
pwlw.a&c upc.ncncc w,\A • )Ut4ofta 
COW"N m E.q.lua. -,c.a C'lll~II CM 
wnc..,.. 
• While struS&ftl wnlLftl, we abo • · 
- LILu onj COfl\mUOIC&UOft be· 
.-u-panolll>cf,ni,. 
............. counc.. 
~ and 1housi,1 an uoe11Ji. 
cal>ly .-ied. and u undc1)nd,.. 
-~-bn-1kdit, 
....s - an,cuocn,ally and IOCl&l­
ly -ed. The '°"' ...... be to 
UICM, lllroup .......... IIUdy, lhc 
_ ............... o11111Cuda1a 







..._-.Toacbirlelllia.­Wllpl. .. _aa__ 
calJel' u veurNf.,4 con. By IM • 
k,rotn_ COff WC: IDCUI a 1M"OtR8t ol 
-,--·-to-
-caa1 ........... to._....... 
........ I.be .....,._., - · .. I.bot 
....,_10 Ille~ o( uowledp 
to life beyoocl lbc ....,,.... 
• To lralUlale llM ....,_ al IN 
iltt,,,..,dCOtt &ato pnc:11«, WC -,. 
- - area, olioqwry lllal touclo 
Ille cio..:,p.._ aad rtlatc lulowled,. 
toU--tO&llpooi,i&. 
n. foUowuia acadcau< r_...cn 
for ,cocnl oduc:a.uoo ,s suautect 
• '-r.,.r.: Tit., CrvcwilCONV<rilM 
• An: 11t, uw,,c UIH'IC''" 
• H,n1.,,: 1lw l.nvt1 l'ut 
• 11teSoaal w,• 
• /'1011,r,: £colon of,,._, l'IOMI 
• WM•: Tit,, V•lv, of Voc-.rWM 
• lllt1t1U7: fu S,111Tlr for Mt•tu11t 
h ,ecm1 dat to us U\al an upk>­
raa,,oe ol lhne u.aa•cna.l cxpcn,, 
~ C:OOUWS, KIIWIOn, 
ail<.oUqc COIIYocaboaJ . and U'tC 
lil:-1--nsable ,I stud<DIS arc 
bcucr to udcntand \hctlUClvc-s, 
11,er-,, udl.bcworldol­
lhcy are I ....... Ideally, JCOC~ cdl>­
cu:aoa. the. w,tNlfd "'"• I.I 00C 
IOIIICtNaC lO ··1« ou< o( Ille-,... 
but .-id U lmd vcnauilY froaa 
ftl.hlftUI co IC:tMOr ya,. ADd in • 
plVl><f1y da,pcd bacalaw'W•­
....... -~ educ;auon and spcaal-
1'.ed ~Will beJOUIOlL 
VI 
n.e £arickd M•jcw 
ll,e-dqrc,c11DOW 
cbYMfed uato r•o upan.,c p,M11. ,cn­
cnl cldUUUOO a.nd 1bc mator. We t,e,. 
licvc lbnc. two cu,cn.u;aJ KprlCDl.1 ol 
t.M bK.aJavu,lc c-1.p,rncnc.c: sl'liolll4 
be b&c:odcd U1 the C\&fflC\llum JUI\ U, 
UICYIU.bly. I.MY ffl\U.l be blcneleddu.r• 
W\I kfc. Thc.rdOft'. 1.11 UIWkffl wu.la 
UIC' UI~ con:, 'WC pc'OpOK U 
rNteltJH ,,...,_. By aa ,ancft,,J-.. 
JO', we mc.u cncounmn• sNdcnu 
not ONy 10 capton: • bdd lft dcp\h, 
M&IIOIO""'lllc~ficldo{ 
sn.dy • pcnpt<taYC. 
• The matOt. u i1 u cN'IC.hed, 
wowd r•s,oa,d co U\rff u.1au.&al 
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C•'"'"' ' f,o,,a ,,,~,d,ttw l'111t 
tn.chllOft ol lhc MkS lO be uanuned.7 
Wb.u UC lM tOCW Mid ccononuc""'" 
plicahOftJ 10 be Wldcntood? ud. 
~ are 1Mc1tucal and monJ iuun 
IO be CONron1cd a.nd rcsoh·cd? 
• E•tf'Y iludcal , H an C"SKOCial 
pu1 ol the undcrsnchaa.tc upcri· 
CIICC , ~h,ou:l,d cocnplctc M ,~M4 
Ml4JO'. BcyOftd chc a.c~t• councs. 
IJlc lid d o( study sllowd ioclude • 
W'T'ClCft U'tn&I cJ\M ~la.let IOffle U,. 
poc.l ohh< - IO lulloncal. soaal. 
or cthlc.&I conccms. Every 11udcn1 
lhOl.l.kS wntc a tcNOt tM"lls a.nd •• 
Mhcr su&lfl,l t~ each ,clM:icnt pat• 
uap&h~ ,n a tLNOr IC.fflm&r •• wtucb 
be ot lM p,ncnn the rq,ort oraJly to 
coUc.acuc-1 Md aho cnuquc, the ~ 
pen ol fellow SludcDlL 
At the: m&JOf' bqlns 10 intenect 
• FICUlty dcwlop,ncftt pn,an,ns 
aulft( abo lkkkk cxcAanp: arnncc· 
81CM1 Mid pnc lectURitups ttw 
would cnovc f&e11tty !l'Offl one cam· 
pus to uothct'. We rccotllfflCnd 1ttat 
chl.ien o( eollqa all """"' 1/oc 
._.,., «- R._.i FIC\llty 
E..cbaftl< NotWO<b. 
• Because clq,anmcnt chlin .,..,o-lo r....i,y c1c-tetot,nwn1. 
--l<IJOIWICauun 
..,.alcaily (or dc-nl d\aon 10 
Pffparc them !or lcadcnllip. 
• A balucc _., be stnKk be· 
twun full. - po,t·llm< IK111ty. 
Spccolically, - - Iha& ao 
-,. lbM 20 per ""' o( th< Wldct· 
pwNAIC faculty be polt ·IIIM ""4 
- WMO INIIHlftM (IICUlty arc ur.cd , 
Illar <lllpOylMlll bc educat-J 
jusulled. 
Th< joy o( teadul\l. mppna IJlc 
1ntclket ol ut.tdcnu. Md 1hc uu.sfac· · 
hoe ol puuc:1paon11n the t,udchq of 
M lftllUUhOft o( htpct' lurn1n&­
IMK. COO , CM and lllould be a 
tourc.e ot rwfiUmcn• as Sfta.l u ICC• 
U\COM:"s namc1npnn1 mthcpqe1ol 
a pn>(nltOMI JOW"n.U CM' hcann, I.he




'W'tlat we found ia many cl.au,., 
rooms wu a m,smatch bc1wec:n (a,c. 
'6ity aad Jlucknt uc,c:ctauon, . a pp 
tJw ldt botb panics unfvlllllod. Fae· 
uhy, COl'ICcmed wu.b schou.nhap. 
wu1ed 10 IAU'c tdc&s w,lh 1lvdcn1J 
who ate eapeclcd to appru.a.atc whit 
pn,(cuors do. but ofln tJ\11 n aol 
lhc cue ,n lower diYntoft cou.nc:s. 
Stud<alJ, r<marubly COMCIOUs o( 
pwks, arc wtllU\I to conform 10 IJlc 
lormula ol 1&&1111 II04n Md tokllll 
tests . 
• Wt 1111C cllat Cop...-,,, be 11•· 
ffl tocl&ascs forfrc, tunan and~ 
moR ,1udcn11. Special dTon1 lhou.W 
be made, tlvoup 1maJI IC-UftlU 
wil.h,l,a larac lccrure MC'\IOl'II, to en:· 
a.tc COftd1uon1 ie the uod~ 
daurooffls tha.t VICttUC the: ,n1e.Uec.,. 
t..al uchal\lC 1,ctwu,i r .... 11, ...i 
Shlekncs. 
•The·~·..--· al ill bcsl . involves KtlYC: IUl'fUJtl 
and disc1phned lflCIUII)' lhol leads 10 
Ille 1n1cUcct..al ...,_.,,.... ol11»­
dc:nts. 
• The mc<hods .....t l,y tcadlcn 
to rncuurc the ~n ol lhctr SI• 
dcau lhould be unproved . Spccii. 
c:aHy we: tecom.tMnd that facuJty 
IC.lftllYl'I be held on stuckn1 c v&11,1,1-
uoe to he lp IUChcn k:am ho• IO 
pve 1te,dc:nt1 c.&retul and cone,"' 
a,ua.,au. bow to help them undcr-
1\.&0d tM ,trcncti11 aod wc&i.ncuc, 
o( Ulctr pctfonnaocc. 
~ The cvalll&Uoft ol tCKMn 11 
aho 1/oc m.,.. ol • ,_ colkac. 
We rea,mn,cncl !NI 1/oc pctfom,. 
encc ol each tcacbu m cadl clu1,, 
l'OOlft be fonnaily UMucd by SIU• 
dCIIU. 
• All owmb<n of 1/oc ,..,..,,, 
sttou&d '#OR COt\ut1uouJJy to ,..,.. 
pn,vc IJlc C.OOICDI o( lh<tr C4Urlc\ 
Md lkv mcthoras ot i nslJ'\ICIIOft Met 
teacher Pf"'l'l,l'IUOa ~ bc:11• 11111 
cnduat.c KhOoi U padu.AIC &UH• 
tat\U won: wuh mcnton wbocardul­
ly cnoquc 1hc11 wort. 
The u~l& collcp, II 11J 
W'IC.b lbc:lftfflW1 olcOfflfflOfl team1n1 r.===================================================:IIAllknu mv111. oocc: a,un. to the 
ooo"4cn1-. o( Wll'l"I•· h<ntatc 
u4 toet.U U'IWtutiofts. and the rcsc . 
At • collcp o(quality whea • major 
ii IO cnncbd it le.ads Ille lludetll 
- dcptJ, 10 breadth ancl focuses, 
- 09 ...... u..111. buc ... bbcnl 
- .. ... best. 
VII 
r....1cy Prioritiee 
A -ftt cwnc,dwn is only 1/oc 
--.. Good faculty arc essential 
IO I SoOd cotlqc. Mcmb<n o( lhc 
-., dctcnnaoc lite qubty o( 1/oc 
~eupcnC9CC. Andl/oc 
•¥nlme.nt '" ,eaduna 11 the key ia-­
.,....cn, LO lhc bwJd,qo( I ...:,:CU, 
NI imUt\lUOL 
~ At C¥C1'Y rac:arch univcnity. 
tcacllina ,bollld be valued u hip,ly 
u l"ftU.l1:'" and ,aod tcac:h1n1 shou.td 
be aa cqu.al.ly l.fflpon.ant cn1eno11 for 
ICIIUrcandpn>mottoa. 
~ At mMYR1Cat'C.h univcni1ic1. 
lbc ulk Ouunswsbed Rcscan:b Pro­
reuor tt l4 pl.ac.c. We RC,Offlmcnd 
t.h.aa thc:S.C: uut1tut1.oe.s also cstabUM'I 
cJw; n,lk: o( 0Uffll(Mult~d f~GCJwtf 
fu,/~,""· c1teodio1 spec.w status 
and waryv,Unuves to 11\ose pro(u,. 
iOf"I who uc ouLSt.i.DdlJ\l.ly ctfecuve 
UltMcl.u..-a. 
-. Foe mo.s.i ol the natioa 's col­
lqn and UNVfflllJCS. where larcc 
ownben of undcrp;aduatn IR en· 
rvllcd. pnonlJ lhould be pvca IO 
,....iw,,. DO( n:suldl. 
• Wlulc ao< all pro(cuon showd 
be pubhshia1 rcscarcbcrs. they
_1u, showd be lint rote 
«Jtoliv.J. ThcfffOff, WC U,WC U the 
idc:u I.M 1cJtolor.1~oclur. We unda­
l&aDd Ou, to mcao 11.ay1n1 on the cue­
.... odtt< ol 1/oc profcu-. lr.Dowtl\l 
the b ttntlU't: ,none·, Mid. and sk.ul· 
fwly c.ommwuca.tu\l such int~ 
taoo IO saucknu. To we.at.ca facuJ1y 
aom.a:uUD<nl to schol.&nNp, as we 
dc6M: ,, hc:te, d to undctDUne the 
~ualc upencncc, n::ptd· 
lieu ot \he academic sem.nc. 
• Fac.Wty reMwal. is a cnaci.a.l 
cocnponcnt ofa eood c0Uc1c . A com­
Pffh,C"n\tvc f>Lln for the profcu K>n.a.l 
dc•ck,pcr,en.t ot faculty II important 
du.N\I a p(nod •hc1t fflOOlhly II fC • 
SV,C led . The s.abbutc..al le.ave IS ,1'tli 
men, c:ommon fonn of rac.uhy renew· · 
&J . but ,, " rar from UJUvcn&I. We 
wre that ,, be • •&1.1.a.btc a.1. c•c,y Ln.s&,• 
...._. 
• We RCOmfflCftd U'la& f\andt be 
na&lablc: 10 hc:lo 1ca...hcn develop 
new MSu.s Md improve U'tCU' ped.. 
,opcal proc:COurcs. Thuc &n,nls,.....(O 
be 14fNNS(Cf~d by a c&fflP"S--Wtdc 
facuuv c.omm1llco--"-hould be ~ ­
slneted al tint to lhOW: •hO cnaa,c 
,n wnckr,ndu.a.lc: m,1n,ctton. We 
aho urs«- lhal all c0Hc11:cs have a 
lf'UH ptOCr'M'I fo, (ac.Wly (CICatCh . 
We Are More 
Than Just An 
SRA Company 
Products you purchase must be 
part ofa wlflcal financial plan that 
integrates all your needs. 
On behalf of the American Association of State Colleges and 
Universities, Johnson and Higgins, has selected United Resources to 
offer supplemental retirement annuities and financial services to 
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beu. ii u &a101uha. comnuttN .,-,c nocncnu. E•cr, collcll" • The uftdcrynctu.11c: collc:,c- abo ale capcneMo-Md 1trcn11Mn the bnry 1oonc or mo,c computff·bued 
... t.ooeledll" hKilcd by - .-Wcst&bltWI • t>u1e boots bbnry llu • spec&al obhpuoft "°' otdy 10 commuNly or lcarNnt-<M <O. occworu. 
1'IU1 -.US C:flCOWUUII 1tudnu. 
- IHICqMAtcly Ille hbnry, bul Ill k ftlC II 10 bu:~COftnttOOftJ betWttll ~ uun1 tccf'lnolory, s1udt11u 
... '""' .... ,_.i;c-· ol""' ...IJru,iupcruu~ ,uc.tun,. IO become dc..,_.e-. a l.ar'lffs.cnu to Ml&aln tf\CaiJlun:o( 1<anw1s ,._rcn "" and off Ille also attd lO Uftdcnl.aftd how sooctf 
•1e11«1taailye-'- ..,. All undcrsn,lualu .-id be lhc boot. CollCll"S sllOUkl «tebnoe campu.J.. The un1cu we: ha.we: 111 1odA1"bc:tns rutuped by our lfl.'f'tft-­
inuoductcl c.&RfuUy to llw fuU Riii" lhc book a.nd 1e.haJulc 1e11wmu uch ffllftd 11. to hnk tcchnolo,y 10 the- lt­ lJOfts. JU" a.s 1ooh of earl.er ,ru 
bnry. 10 Ille cwsroom, ud, io Ille ChuJ'(d lhc: CCNnc o( hlllCK)". T'hcre 
...... They .- bc ..... -­ ....-..........-.to Ille c:arni,,,,. cad. 10 colJCII" ..,.i,. d • ell.Iser 1hM 1rn1cr crcd1bddy
[X ol .._,.... '"" lcanunc Oft • - yur ow ru,un -· and read· 
--.,...1.an., ~ ,aw,,ct11a.1 Md be: meow· for c:.a.am9'o-or they can h.awc: JCIN­ • To ac.tunc web uuqracioe. • wul be p•n 10 cbta lhu 10 ~ .,-, 
n.. .......,,, ol • coUCII" 11 _. 
wed by Ille rnowu, (o, lcaro&nl 09 
&ftc c..MftPld MO the utc:at to Vt1hldt 
..-. - ·-pcndcal. ,cl{. 
......... lcanlcn, ....... fct WC,_ 
- today, - - ..... ol ...,., 
,_ .....,in,i...... ll'C"'I•,.. -
.. Ille bbnl,y chlna1 • - -•· 
..... tJ ..... ""' ... ""' bbnty row 
..._,,,,.,Wu cadl week. 
n.. pp bctw«a lhc clM..­
ud Ille bbnry, ..poncd"" - • 
h&ll.aauuy .... 1u.U C.IIJll today. 
... The COUci• labnry ..... bl 
-- u • ...11 pan ol llw - · 
aced to spmd aa leul&I ..:t. tmc aa 
lhc 11_.,._....... 11, wad< ruse ol 
,.-,u-, lhcy-lld ... <....... 
.... Su-, ,... lhc ......- ol 
booh WIOUld bc toerUMG. A .,.._ 
- ol J perCCffl ol lhc IOUI_... 
"'I -··1 or lhc collqc - IN
..- '°' bbnry ..._ _ 
• The undcraradualc collc:11 
- WOlft dotcly ..... -
.. sclloob and willl -Y li-
bnnu 10 be• llrfflCll>c• libnry 
lloldiap, ao,d ,....,.... ·-­
........... '"" ,cllool __., ...
-
..,. 111 whteh fxw1y Wk .­
-on.I lhal were uaftucntW I.A lhc.v 
liwn. 
la lhc put, lcclanoloc>al re-. 
tiaas bypassco -- bcaolsc 
ladl<rs were t,ypaucd ta lhc pro<· 
as. 
T1lis time ~ .., bc ditrc,..,,., Tc,. 
day, "" muy ._.., ... -
&cKhcn more acu•dy u,YOIYCd ill 




"""'·F"n°c ~Cf hardware sftOuJd 
""' bc purclwcd bcforc a compn· 
....,.... plM hu btta dcnlopcd, 
OM: Iha& CO\'ttl pcnonal COlftCJU.&cn. 
illlonnauoa ,c,rv,ccs. Md the UM ol 
ta:hnolo11 by .... lftSUIUl-. 
.... xcond, WC Uf1C 11\al everyc,ai.. 
lcp ftaYC a hllA lent (Kully.--. 
lft 10 plM (Olf Ille lfttcwni- or 
lcarftult R'IOWCCI Oii the ~L 
.,. Tlunl, to broaden Illar ..,,,. 
icn. we ,...,_,..nd tltal every c,ai.. 
........ ""'"""' aho liak ... Ii-
.::=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:--, ..111cplayto16cldsand1etllcralll~biter Iola at ftilAI , all COfflbtM IO 
! , . Your Needs, Our Priorities 
United Resources 
United Resources is a member of a 
diversified fma.ncial services family 
specializing in meeting the needs of the 
nations higher education community. 
Commitment to Excellence 
United Resources is committed t.o 
offering consumer oriented products and 
attentive client service. 
Institutional Design 
United Resources bas the flexibility and 
resources t.o tailor an effective financial 
services program for your institution. 
Service Orientation 
Faculty and staff can be oonsulted on an 
individual basis by United Resources 
Financial Service Representatives. 
Write or Call: 
Stephen S. Miller 
Vice President 
United Resources Nationwide 
United Resources 800-492-3553 
23879 Madison Street California 
'lbn-ance. CA 90505 800-437-1516 
11~UNffED 
UIRE50URCE5 
l'.....,""-- u,-.• ........,._ UN•._.... ua 
.......... .,......... llllt. ............ • ,.,_.........__..I.lie. ,........_ ...• 
t--a ........... ......_ - ............ -.. UllloW ..._...,. , _... "--". • ............ 
__......--:-rw..-•...,.~ l..'I r ..................... ...._...._.,._ 
The Program 
United Resources' Financial Services 
include: 
Workshops/Seminars 
• Introduction to Personal Finance 
• Financial Planning 
• Retirement Planning 
• Tux Planning 
• Understanding Life Insurance 
• Investment Options · 
• College &lucation Funding 
• New Tux Law 
• CurrentTopics 
Financial Planning 
• Individual Cowiseling 
• Full Financial Plans 
Financial Products 
• Tux-Sheltered Annuities 
• Mutual Funds 
• Money Market Funds 
• Unit Investment Trust., 
• Individual Retirement Accounts 
• Limited Partnerships 
• Life Insurance 
• Single Premium Deferred Annuities 
Special Services 
• Retirement System Value Projections 
• Life Insurance Analysis Statements 
• Institutional Program Administration 
• &luc:itional Brochures. Newsletters 
l.bM Khoun wt.d nu11Ur tnfOffll> 
am f0< k-lcds•· ~ challcnsc II 
IICIC ONy lO le.xii SC'*"'' how 10 .,.. 
_.. ttcJt.acNosy but aJso 10 t.M.OW• r 






,,.. Q,wity "'c.....,... Ute 
I fI 
n.. undcrpwlualc coUcsc .-w 
bc Mid toptllcr by -•hons mon ·~ 
~ ,..,.."•· a CO.fflOfl p,naacc 
over par\lq, o, (-boll nllhn itt 1llc 
(alt WM& st'*91U do 111 du,1n1 h&U1• J 
..-,. Ille_..,.,.. ol tllc coUcp 
--. ud Ille clwlcnsc, 111 lhc 
bwldtnt ofcommuNty. 11 10 KC aic. 
dnlK aM eoeec:ede-,c lalc u mlc:t'• 
kKud. 
... •• • coUqc or ...i;.,, fKulry
..a--..-111o-co1-
--• ,.....,. pan,c,_ ia 
- cultunl ....... They, ""'· 
- bl KUYe paruc,-··........ 
- 10 llC Illar ,_,.... 10 IUCio 
aa.wxs wtw:.ver i,ou,bk. 
.... A.lkollCII" --· wtdl
ewtllll ,......... cu bc ...,.., ,-. 
JW'nftC dlteuuaoa Md conuoveny. 
rc-ud """""....._ c_. 
-- and a1u- -Qft baYC M cqu.al uulucacc Oft lhc 
caa,pu. And OC....-y • collcl'I 
CM be broullhl toplllct 10 ...ppon a
.....u.,....... . 
• Ewn aa l.usc ~· Ullib1> _
--•111oir--. 
Ille "'"" - bc to build allia.occ -­
-· tllc cl.usrootll ud caatpu1life, to 6nd VOUP KUYIIICO. irodi­
lioe,, and ._ ...... 10 be 
>hared. 
.,. ""'1bct. we ..,.,.IIY ursc IMl 
mtff<ollqialc •Port• be C>f'PNLCIII • 
UNI oprrated lO W'l"'IC lM 1rudt11t1. 
DOI lbc 1n1utuuon. When Knous alh­
lcuc YIOlauoos ~ d11eovcrc:d. Lbc 
KCTdii\l.LIOII s&alu.a of chi tn.llUUUOII 
.-Wbc rcvot-......, w,111 cbp­
btlity '""Ille ~at,onal Colic pate AU.. 
tct,c ASJoc>aUoll. We aho ut pru~ 
dnu o( u.,uvcniuc, and coiltlfl lO 
say P"blicJY what they ocknowlcdp 
pnnl<ly: -~Spc,rtlar«OUI 
ol-""-
... All ..-.U should bl llclpcd IO 
.............lllal " wcllncu" haprc­
Rlqlasttc to a.LI du. 
Tl>cr WIOUld bc '"""'' -.a sood food ud uc:rax. and bep8 to u• 
denulld ...._ ,""_.,body .. 
'"*"'""...Funbct. a pn,(cuioMI nulritioolha 
................ Ille .....,... food .." . 
ICC Md alto be a-1al,lc fo, lludcnts 
upanor111ec:a111.,..,11cat1h-•. 
... We .,... OW a.II collqcs c4,.. 
c:atc • core oC KNOI' 11wdcflu who. 1• 
llll1l. would ~· IIUOUlh inf..­
mal t,t.llllMl'I.. IJw:IJ' (c:Uow Sludrc1tU 
.- llollll••...,..__ and 6ru aod. 
We alto lll'JC 0\.1.1 C\'ffY e&mpu.s Mvc 
_..,.,..... hcal1b IAd psycbok>s,col 
suppon 1Cr"IKC'1 avaabblc to wNCII 
lludcnlS CM bc rrlffl'td. 
... Fi...rly. we SUUCSI lilat lea.kn 
o(11.ucticnc bc.alLhccn,cn•Oft dlf'f:C1· 
ly ...... lbc:11 CQYatCri,&111 1ft food 
KtVK:C. m\lW'ft.Ul"M ath.lCUCI, re.... 
dencc l\aU 1upc:t"t'tU011. 111.tCknt ro•· 
C1'111fMal . Md C'YC"ft UM' ec.adcOUC ad,,, 
...-"IU)Oll lO u.wn Iha.I tM "' wtll· 
....... propva ......... ,clOUR:C'S Md 
nidoncfflCIM o( UM •hole C.a.ffiO'WL 
TMCiCMk,c o1.,..i11y rcn1A681 • pbce 
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C01tt,,..,,, f,o,,, h,ad11tw 1'111~ 
trMhtKHI of the t.ckl to be cu.maned! 
W'h.a& ate IM w:,cW ~ CCOftOfNC Uft· 
plac;aUOftl 10 be w.ndentood! ud. 
W'fw: ~ the cth>ca.l Md man.I isaua 
to be conlronicd and ruo,wN'! 
• E•cr, ,rudcflt . as an ntcatiaf 
put o( lhc unde~u.atc upcri · 
ac.c. "'°"kt cocnple1c u ~NtCMJ 
- · Beyond llw: r,cpanlC counn. 
t11c r..14 or si...a, sAOuld ioctuc1c a 
.,,.tH lM"M-1 WI ~I.ales IOfflC u­
pea or1he rna,or to ta.11onca1. MICIAI, 
« t1hlc&I cone.cm,. E•cry 1tudcnt 
thou.kt wntc a IC'NOI" lhn.&1 and we 
lurtbcr ....,... llweach studctu ...,. 
l,Qplte u, a scruo, tc1111nar In which 
lie"' ,be prcscnn thc rep()t1 ORlly 10 
coikopcs and also cnt,qucs the .,. 
pen of rcUOw .....is. 
.. F-.ulty dcttlc,p,lwot .......,.,., 
aupt aJM> aoc.NCH cac.hancc unnac· 
nw:n11 uwi l',IC'lt lcctuns.h1ps th.aJ 
- ...... facult y {,- .... can,. 
pus lo uothcr. We f'CCOll'Uftffld that 
........ of collqc, 1111 acro., Ille 
.-uy "'-" Rc_.i Foculty 
Eacbu,gcNctworu. 
.. -.. dcJ,wllllCftt chain .,.. 
so-to faculty dndopawot, 
we ~ rca,ona, tcffllMn 
tplCllc:oily for ckpuuna1t Clla&n to 
Pff1>lll'C them for lcacknhip. 
.. A bol....:c _ .. be IU\ICk be-
_,. tull· - .,.., ....... (oc,ilty. 
Spccdlcally. - propooc u.a. ao 
.-c 11\an 20 per-· of I/le .......... 
....,..... faculty be ....,..,_ and 
Liia( •he• pa,1..(1mc (KVky arc uwd, 
lhnre~beeducal-.Uy 
,;-.-. 
The joy of tactuna, <flPIO"I Ille pn,{nson do. but often thi, 11 ""' 
i,ncllcct ol " udcnu. and the HlJilac· ' U\c c.a.K 1n k,wu d.&'t'1110ft eoutvs4 
uoe o(puuc1pa11ns u, lhc bu.W.1na ol Snadca\l , rem.art.ably conK10U1 ol 
an 1ns111uUOft o( h11Jhct lcanunc- pwk,. arc wtlb.ns to coftlot'ffl to Ute 
these, 100. can and altould be a formula of twna nocn and ,U.,., 
soun:.e of fuJfiilmen1 u JR.at u KC· tuts. 
in,OM' snamc 1npnnt lftthcpqcsof~- ~ We "'1'C Ul&t loc,pnonty bcp•· 
a pn,(CUIOftal )Ol&mal or h<anna Ille 
..,ptausco(OftC' t fellow tc.holan e& a 
pn,(H-,,1 --
VIII 
What - '"""" in ,naay c:lau­
rooms wu a nuJ.ffiMch bdweca fK· 
Wry Md 1u1dent c1pcctauom, a Pit 
tlW lcfl botb panic, 1t1tfulflllcd. Fae· 
,aJty, concCl'Md wull 1C.ho4anlltp. 
wanted to lharc Mias W1lh stuckn&s 
.., tocl.use,,.,..,,.........., and"""'°" 
moR Mwdc:n11. Spccl&I cffon.1 &aOlaW 
be made , ttvo.1&11 ,ma11 .........11a1u 
W1lND ~ lcctvre' YCUOl't1, 10 CR• 
a&e COllduaon, la &.he ~d eecr 
-·•llatinansetbclftldlec· 
,...i uchancc bclwcca !acully ud 
11Udtft1.t.. 
.,.. The undcrpwhaale ......,....... 
II tu bnt. 111vohn acuw lc:anMal 
and di.sapbned tnquary Ula& lads 10 
the 1n1cUcctu.a& nnpowcn'M111 o(•• 
dcnlL 
to fflCUW"C U'lc Pf'OIRU o( lhetr "• 
ckou should be unp,o•cd. Spec,~ 
ca.Uy •c rec.onvncftd that facuJtr 
tcffW\at'S be held on student cwaJ~ 
lKNI to bclp l<xbcn loam flow to 
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Resolution of the Faculty Senate 86-1 2-1 
A change in Clemson University's administrative 
structure took place in which the position of Director 
of the Computer Center & DISD was moved froc the 
Administrative Organizational Chart to the Academic 
Affairs Organizational chart; and 
The title of said position was changed to reflect the 
change to an academic position; and 
This position is now an Academic Administrative 
position; and 
The Faculty has an inherent interest in all matters 
academic; and 
The procedure for filling Academic Administrative 
positions is clearly addressed in the Faculty Manual, 
Section VI:G, page VI:32, paragraphs 1 and following; 
and 
The procedures set forth in the above cited paragraphs 
require faculty involvement; and 
Apparently, no faculty input was requested or given 
in the course of this change in administrative 
appointment; 
BE IT RESOLVED ,THAT 
the aforesaid procedures set forth in the Faculty 
Manual for filling Academic Administrative positions 
are to be followed. 
CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29631 • TELEPHONE 803/65&-2• 58 
l 
Att achment F 
FACULTY SENATE RESOLU 1'ION 8 6-1:l- 2 
WHEREAS, the Faculty are concerned with maintain i n g and 
improving the quality of education at Clemson University; 
AND WHEREAS, the University has placed renewe~ emphasis on 
obtaining additional funds to meet the mission of the 
University; 
AND WHE REAS, the federal appropriations for scienc~·and 
engineering education from NSF has been increased from 53 
million dollars to 99 million dollars for the 1987 fiscal year; 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Faculty Senate requests that the 
University Administration invite the NSF director for fundin g 
science and engineering education to Clemson to learn mo r e 
abou~ Clemson University and to meet with faculty members to 





At t e.>r,ci a,,c E.' 
Wl,E?Y-E?c:3.~ , the graduation ceremony is a time honored tradition 
which is very important to t h e students and their families; and 
Wt-~ e:-,- E?c>.~, an essential element in the ceremony is the presence of 
faculty members; therefore, 
RE="~Cl 1 V'E!ci, that e very emplo yee of Clemson Uni v ersity wit h 
: 
facult y rank, who is located at Clemson, SC, and who is paid in whole 
or part with E&G funds, be required to attend one graduat ion ceremony 
each calendar year. 
RE?~Cl 1 . "V" e.>c.l, t hat faculty members be allowed to attend August or 
December graduat i on ceremonies, on a voluntary basis, in lieu of May 
graduation; the abo ve being coordinated b y each college administ r ation 
to pro v ide facu l t y attendance at the graduation ceremonies in 
appro xi mate 1y the fo 11 owing percen t ages: 50 percent in May, 25 perce_n t _ in 
August, and 25 percent in December. 
Attachment H 
Faculty Senate Resolution December 9, 1986 
Subject: Revision of the Commencement Exercise 
We recommend that the following changes be made in the graduation exercise. 
1. Undergraduate and masters degrees will no longer be distributed at the 
university commencement exercise, i.e., the undergraduates and masters 
candidate will not parade across the stage. 
2 . Ph.D. degrees will be individually presented, with the major professor 
hooding the Ph.D. candidates on stage. 
3. A guest speaker will be invited to address the assembly. The honor of 
choosing the commencement speaker will rotate between the individual 
colleges. The Dean of the selecting College and the faculty advisory 
committee of same will choose the speaker subject to the approval of the 
President of the University. 
4 . Upon the completion of the University exercise there will be an 
adjournment. Each college will then reconvene for the presentation of 
individual degrees by the Dean of the College. 
5. There will be faculty representation at each of the three yearly 
graduation exercises. Approximately 50% of the faculty wi l l attend the 
May exercise, 25% the August exercise, and 25 7. the December graduation. 
The faculty advisory committee of each college will develop procedures f or 
organizing its representation at each of the exercises. No faculty member · 
will be compelled to give up vacation time or to participate during a 
period of non-employment with the University . 
6. The graduation exercise is an academic event. The President of the 
Faculty Senate will advise the faculty as to proper rules of conduct f or 
such an event. 
W. Baron 
· 1· Attachment I 
RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE AD HO C COMMITTEE ON THE FINE ARTS 
Based on the findings of the survey summarized in the 
attached report and on discussions of the committee members, 
the committee proposes that the Faculty Senate endorse the 
following recommendations and forward this report to t h e 
Council of Academic Deans for its review and endorsement. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
1. Artistic and creative endeavors of faculty that are 
part of on~'s professional responsibilities are protected 
under the guarantees of academic freedom as described in the 
Faculty Manual. And, the faculty assume the responsibilities 
associated with academic freedom with regard to these 
enaeavors. If a faculty member feels that his or her 
academic freedom has been violated, then the faculty 
grievance procedure as outlined in the Faculty Manual should 
be pursued. 
2. Responsibility for creative endeavors, even when they 
involve student participation, resides within the academic 
unit housing the faculty members who initiate t h e endeavor. 
3. Sensitivity to community standards is critical. 
Appropriate warnings in advance publicity and at the time of 
an event itself should continue to be included for endeavors 
which may have offensive components. 
REPORT ON SURVEY OF ARTISTIC AND CREATI VE FREEDOM 
In response to an administrative action to censor a 
dramatic production involving a scene with partial nudity 
at Clemson University, the Faculty Senate appointed an ad hoc 
committee to develop a review process for the fine arts. As 
part of that charge the committee surveyed a number of other 
institutions across the nation. 
A list of . 46 institutions was selected from the membership 
list of the Council of Colleges of Arts and Sciences. Deans or 
relevant administrators of these institutions were sent a cover 
letter and a one-page questionnaire in early September. 
Twenty-two institutions (48%) responded. A listing of these 
schools is included below . 
The tabulation of responses to each question is reported on 
the following page . A few general comments, however, are 
appropriate. The responding institutions consider artistic and 
creative freedom to be part of academic freedom. These schools 
do not have a specific statement on the protection of artistic 
and creative freedom in their faculty or policy manu~l. 
Perceived violations of artistic and creative freedom are 
·handled by either appeal to the Dean or relevant administrator 
or by following faculty grievance procedures. 
The selection of dramatic proauctions is most often left to 
the theatre faculty. The review of these productions is left 
to the faculty, chair of the theatre department, or, in some 
instances, the dean of the college. These institutions have no 
policy on submitting productions for review to the community, 
although statements about offensive material to the community 
are normally included in the publicity for dramatic 
productions. In addition, these institutions do not have a 
policy for reviewing student participation in dramatic 
productions. 
The schools that responded to the questionnaire are: 
Auburn University University of Alabama 
Univ. of C.:alif. (Berkeley) Univ. of N Carolina (Chapel Hill) 
Univ. of Virginia Mercer University 
Augustana College Univ. of North Dakota 
Towson State University Indiana Univ. (Indianapolis) 
Oberlin College NC State University 
Kansas State University University of Maryland 
Purdue University University of Illinois 
Furman University University of Wisconsin 
Ohio State University Texas A & M University 
Northwestern University Univ. of Nevada (Reno) 
2 SURVEY REPORT 
QUESTION 1: DOES YOUR FACULTY MANUAL OR UNVERSITY MANUAL INCLUDE A 
SPECIFIC STATEMENT REGARDING ARTISTIC AND CREATIVE FREEDOM OF 
FACULTY MEMBERS? 
NO: 100% (a number of institutions listed the AAUP statement 
on academic freedom or inc l uded the statement from their manual) 
QUESTION 2: DOES THE ADMINISTRATION CONSIDER ARTISTIC AND CREATIVE 
ENDEAVORS TO BE A MATTER OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM? 
YES: 91% 
DON'T KNOW OR HASN'T BEEN ADDRESSED: 9% 
QUESTION 3: WHICH ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER (E . G ., PROVOST, DEAN OF 
STUDENT AFFAIRS, ETC . ) IS RESPONSIBLE FOR APPROVING DRAMATIC 
PRODUCTIONS AT YOUR INSTITUTION? . 
CHAIR OR DEPARTMENT HEAD IN THEATRE: 32% 
NO ONE IS DESIGNATED: 27% 
THEATRE FACULTY OR INDIVIDUAL FACULTY: 18% 
DEAN OF COLLEGE: 18% 
ADMINISTRATOR IN CHARGE OF UNIV . PROGRAMMING: 4% 
QUESTION 4: HOW DOES YOUR ADMINISTRATION ENSURE, IF IT DOES, THAT 
CREATIVE AND ARTISTIC ENDEAVORS MEET COMMUNITY STANDARDS? 
JUDGMENT OF FACULTY OR DEPARTMENT CHAIR: 59% 
NO POLICY: 41% 
QUESTION 5: WHAT CONSIDERATIONS ARE MADE BY YOUR INSTITUTION WHEN 
SCHEDULED EVENTS MAY BE OBJECTIONABLE TO THE COMMUNITY? 
WARNINGS IN PUBLICITY AND AT SITE OF PRODUCTION: 55% 
NO POLICY: 45% 
QUESTION 6: DOES YOU INSTITUTION HAVE A MECHANISM FOR REVIEWING 
STUDENT INVOLVEMBNT IN THE CREATIVE ENDEAVORS OF A FACULTY MEMBER? 
NO: 1 00% 
QUESTION 7: WHAT AVENUES OF RECOURSE ARE OPEN TO A FACULTY MEMBER 
WHO BELIEVES THAT HIS OR HER ARTISTIC OR CREATIVE ENDEAVORS IN YOUR 
INSTITUTION ARE BEING RESTRICTED? 
GRIEVANCE OR APPEALS PROCEDURE (OR COMMITTEE): 82% 
APPEAL TO DEPARTMENT CHAIR OR DEAN 18% 
Att a chment J 
Substitution: Fine Arts Recommendations 
2. Theatrical productions, artistic shows, all of the fine arts programs, 
produced by faculty members, whether or not they involve student 
participation, are academic endeavors. Thus, the responsibility for 
establishing academic standards for such activities resides within the 1J · 1J •/_ vv ;t,i r,a, t<.~ 
academic units housing said faculty members. 
Affairs, having no academic responsibilities, 












3. Delete three. 
W. Baron 
Att achment K 
FS 86-12-4 
Whereas, the Committee on Nontraditional Delivery of Off-Campus 
Courses has submitted to the President a Proposal for 
Implementation of the Clemson University, TELECAMPUS; and 
Whereas, this Proposal has been approved without sufficient 
input from departments and facult y ; and 
Whereas, this program is relatively new to Clemson University and 
requires changes in modes of teaching; and 
Whereas, curriculum committees are charged with the approval of 
all course offerings at Clemson University ; be it, therefore 
Resolved, that all courses offered in a non-traditional delivery 
system be considered new courses requiring the approval of 
college and university curriculum committees; and, be it 
further 
Resolved, that the Proposal be forwarded to all curriculum 
committees and appropriate commissions for their rev iew. 
FS 86-1 2-5 Attachment L 
R E SC)I_ LJT I ON 
W t-1 e- ..-- E= c:-"l. ~ , In the past years there hav e been many unnecessai- y 
duplications of educational programs within the South Carolina 
s y stem of higher education; and 
Wh E=-r- <'?a.~, The TELECAMPUS concept appec:1.rs to be a program which 
could potentially duplicate other programs wh i ch e x ist or wi l l e x i st 
i n the fu t ure at other campuses within the state; ther efore 
R~so 1 "'E=>c::I, That the administration of Clemson Uni v e r si ty 
coordinate TELECAMPUS with the Uni versity of South CaRlina and 
other campuses to a void unnecessary duplication of p r ograms. 
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UN!VERSrT"YOFFICE OF THE DEAN 
October 28, 1986 
MEMORANDUM 
To: President Max Lennon 
Via: (1) Dr. Arnold E. Schwartz 
Vice Provost and 
Dean of the Graduate 
(2) Dr. W. David Maxwell 
Provost 
From: Thomas H. Oswald QL,__.. -;{..cf).......,.. (I')
Associate Professor and 
TELECAMPUS Project Manager 
Subject: Proposal for Implementation of the Clemson University 
TELECAMPUS 
I am pleased to submit for your consideration a proposal for 
the implementation of the Clemson University TELECAMPUS. This 
program will bring Clemson into the ranks of many other leading 
universities who, for some time, have offered credit courses to 
off-campus students by means of instructional television and 
other electronic media. 
This proposal is the result of one year of investigation by 
the faculty Committee on Nontraditional Delivery of Off-Campus 
Credit Courses. We believe that the program details have been 
sufficiently covered to warrant our official proposal for its 
inauguration. Projections of the initial level of effort, as 
well as expense and revenue estimates, are based on our prelimi­
nary assessment of the market in the areas of business, educa­
tion, engineering, and nursing. Funding of the program will 
enable us to begin intensive market analysis by calling on 
otential client organizations with a firm ro ram of offerin s 
n s e proposa indicates, the TELECAMPUS program has 
the capability to be entirely self supporting, once it is well 
established. 
We request that this proposal be given immediate funding. 
Time is critical if we are to begin in the fall semester, 
1987. I will be glad to provide additional information at your 
request. 
. CLEMSON SOUTH CAROLINA 2'911..'l l • TFI FPMnNF """ '""'.._,..,,,, 
- ., . . f 
Copy to: Mr. David Larson 
Vice President for Business and Finance 
Members of the Committee on Nontraditional Delivery 
of Off-Campus Credit Courses 
A PROPOSAL 
FOR THE 
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY TELECAMPUS 
Submitted to 
President Max Lennon 
By: 
Thomas H. Oswald, P.E. 
Associate Professor and 
TELECAMPUS Project Manager 
Via: 
Arnold E. Schwartz, Ph.D. 
Vice Provost and 
Dean of the Graduate School 
w. David Maxwell, Ph.D. 
Provost 
October 27, 1986 
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It is proposed that Clemson University establish a system 
of nontraditional delivery of off-campus credit courses, to be 
known as the Clemson University TELECAMPUS. The program will 
provide offerings of credit courses to a statewide audience by 
such media as instructional television, computer networked 
instruction, "electronic blackboard", and possible combinations 
of these and other telecommunications methods. Implementation 
should proceed in order to commence delivery of the first 
courses in the fall semester, 1987. 
Background 
Over the past twelve months the University has been explor­
ing the delivery of credit courses by electronic media. Such 
delivery methods have been in use by other major universities 
for fifteen years or longer. 
The recent completion by the State of South Caroiina_o~ th~
-initial phase of the Instructional '.!'~~-~y is_ion ..E.ixed Sezyj.ce 
(ITFS) system makes possible the statewide transmission of 
instructional television to corporate and institutional subscrib­
ers. This development makes media-delivered courses easily 
accessible to companies, schools, hospitals, and other entities 
which have need for such courses, and for which it is impractica­
ble for people to commute or move to the campus. 
In a presentation to President Max Lennon and other senior 
administrators on May 22, 1986, the faculty Committee for 
Nontraditional Delivery of Off-Campus Credit Courses outlined 
the characteristics of the proposed system and received approval 
in principle to go ahead with its development. Since then, 
designs and estimates for physical resources have been assembled, 
certain basic policy obstacles have been removed, initial 
program offerings have been identified, and communication of the 
plan to the department heads and faculty has been initiated. 
For a fall 1987 start, budget allocations must now be 
made, and detailed tasking must be accomplished. The subsequent 
sections of this proposal will (1) describe the scope of the 
TELECAMPUS program, (2) list the essential tasks for its imple­
mentation, (3) provide a time schedule for the completion of 
these tasks, and (4) identify the resources needed to begin. 
2 
_Scope of TELECAMPUS Program 
In its initial stage the Clemson University TELECAMPUS 
program will consist of three primary methods of delivery: 
o Instructional television (ITV) using the state ITFS 
broadcast network. Initial offerings will be in the areas of 
engineering, nursing, business, and teacher certification. 
o Computer network based instruction of advanced place­
ment (AP) high school students, in mathematics and biology. The 
mathematics program, in addition to providing instruction for AP 
students, will include graduate credit courses for faculty 
development at schools having limited AP enrollment. Teacher 
training will use the same delivery system as that used for the 
AP students. 
o Compute r network based graduate semina rs, primarily in 
history. 
Instructor-student interaction 
The ITV systems will feature two-way audio communication 
between the field students and the classroom. The system 
proposed for the AP mathematics and biology courses will have 
not only two-way audio interaction, but also two-way transmission 
of dynamic fixed-frame computer images. The history seminars 
will provide computer communication via a central "electronic 
mailbox" system, but with the two-way communication possibly 
separated in time by hours or even days, depending on the 
response-time criteria set by the instructor. 
Academic program scope 
Except for the AP course delivery by computer, the TELECM1-
PUS program _will consist of reqular Clemson University graduate 
courses. G;r.a_duate degree progrctm=> ar~ -~- _.Lonq-term obJ ective, 
3 
but are not proposed in the initial phases of TELECAMPUS because 
of the need for Commission on Higher Education approval, and 
because of network broadcast time limitations. 
This proposal also is limited to the delivery of credit 
courses. Non-credit continuing education and other public 
service programming will be available, and its offering via 
TELECAMPUS will be permitted on a space-available basis, and 
subject to self-support financial arrangements yet to be develop­
ed. 
Origination of class sessions 
The major portion of ITV programming will be "live" broad­
casts of classes actually in progress on the campus. Tape-delay 
programming will be used only when the schedules of the field 
students so dictate, as in the case of nurses, and also o~ 
~!.!?- the a-E!::oval of the involved faculty. 
Except for possible non-credit programming purchased from 
external sources, all TELECAMPUS offerings are contemplated to 
have primary origination by Clemson University faculty and from 
the Clemson University campus. It is not our plan to import 
courses from other universities. 
Experimental program elements 
The technology and state of practice of instructional 
television are well developed, and this program will simply 
enable Clemson University to join numerous other institutions 
who have been delivering courses by this medium for a long 
period of time. On the other hand, the t wo types of computer 
based instruction included in this proposal are technologically 
proven but have been utilized only in a small number of pioneer­
ing programs. For this reason the AP mathematics and biology 
programs, and the grad~ate history seminars, will be undertaken 
largely on an ~xperimental basis. Market demand is believed to 
4 
exist, and this program will enable these faculty members to 
verify this demand and to develop the most effective ways to 
inaugurate the service. The College of Sciences has received a 
grant of $186,477 from the Commission on Higher Education, a 
significant portion of which is designated for the development 
and implementation of the electronic delivery system. 
Ancillary services 
Initiation of electronic course delivery will require that 
we provide extraordinary support to participating faculty. The 
next section describes an organization to provide these instruc­
tional support services. 
........ 
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Instructional Support Services 
Nontraditional, electronic instruction media impose extraor­
dinary requirements on instructors. If these constraints are not 
properly addressed, the result can be inefficient use of the 
media or, in the worst case, failure to achieve the learning 
objective and abandonment of the medium by discouraged instruc­
tors. 
Whereas in traditional classroom delivery the instructor is 
the medium, in the electronic classroom he or she must receive 
extra support in order to be able to concentrate on the develop­
ment and articulation of the subject matter. To fully exploit 
the potential of electronic delivery, the professor must be 
joined and supported by several other persons, each of whom has 
specific expertise and the time to apply it, which the professor 
usually does not have nor want to be responsible for. 
The instructional support team 
These "support team personnel" normally consist of the 
following: 
- The instructional designer. This person is expert in the 
overall formulation of an electronically delivered session: the 
interrelationship betw~en the straight lecture presentation and 
the inclusion of graphics; the performance of other technical 
input such as computer programs; etc. The instructional designer 
must be a professional who is knowledgeable of both instruction­
al objectives and media methods. 
- The graphics designer. This is the person who produces 
graphics assistance for the professor in the form of typography, 
charts and graphs, diagrams, cartoons, and other printed materi­
als. 
6 
- The computer programmer. Use of computer aided instruc­
tion, with or without electronic delivery, imposes serious time 
demands on the instructor for producing fully debugged programs. 
This need is more acute when electronic delivery is used, because 
of the need for high reliability in every part of a presentation. 
- The video producer-director. This person is the key 
individual in the technical staff which makes the electronic 
session possible. Interacting with the instructor and the _ 
instructional designer, the producer-director is responsible for 
the coordination and production of the electronic class session. 
These four individuals comprise the support team for most 
effective delivery of courses by nontradi~ional means. While 
their individual expertise lies in the technical area, there are 
other support functions which are administrative in nature, but 
contribute to the "painless" development and delivery of courses 
by the faculty. These essential faculty development services 
include: training in video teaching techniq_ues, ~tion of 
guidelines and operation procedures for the production team 
described above, for the field students and their organizations, 
ann for the university administration. They also include 
-
evaluation se_!Vice~, ~y the faculty and by others; courier 
service cooru~natiou for the delivery of handouts, examinations, 
homework, etc.; recruitment and orientation of new faculty; 
middleman services between field students/ organizations and 
university admissions offices and other administrators. 
Proposed TELECAMPUS support organization 
It is essential that the initial efforts on this campus be 
not only successful but singularly impressive. This perception 
of excellence is necessary for the initial cadre of field 
subscribers and students, because long established competing 
programs are commonly available, and will certainly be used in 
comparing Clemson's output to that of oth~r institutions. The 
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very purpose of electronic delivery is to make "viewing" possible 
in the client's office, and this in itself allows comparisons of 
numerous institutions also to be made without leaving the 
headquarters. 
As important as external perceptions of quality are the 
perceptions formed by initial faculty participants, and those who 
either ignore, resist, or strongly oppose the use of such media. 
Poor initial performance would be very difficult, if not impossi­
ble, to overcome. 
In order to ensure the most competent production of our 
initial offerings, a professional instruc~ional designer should 
be recruited for service at the beginning of the first full year 
of operation. Beginning with the second year of operation 
instructors should be accorded the support of a full time 
graphics designer. Computer programming services can be provided 
as needed by individual instructors, by the provision of funds 
for student wages, with the professor hiring students familiar 
with the specific courses being supported. 
This proposed staffing assumes that the video producer-di­
rector is a given asset, acquired by the Communications Center as 
a fundamental element of preparing to deliver instructional 
television. Administrative support would be provided by the 
Graduate School office, expanding to dedicated personnel posit­
ions only as warranted by the growth of the program. The 
existing TELECAMPUS project manager would provide oversight and 
direction of the early efforts on behalf of the administration. 
The budget in Appendix II reflects the hiring of the 
instructional design specialist, at a sala r y of $30,000, begin­
ning in FY 1987-88, followed by the graphics specialist, at 






p Implementation Tasks 
I 
I 
i The implementation of a major new program such as TELECANPUS 
I 
I requires coordinated action in a number of areas, moreso when 
~ the system is being put into place on an expedited schedule. The 
breakdown given here is divided into the areas of program 
development, facilities development, market development, SCETV/­
ITFS liaison, and program management, both administrative and 
technical. Systematic and thorough accomplishment of this work 
will ensure the success of initiating the TELECAMPUS program. 
Project Area Tasks 
Program Development Formulate concept and define scope. 
Identify policy issues. 
Present to Administration: 
University and college levels 
Department heads 
Faculty 
Identify initial courses. 
Recruit instructional designer. 
Recruit and train faculty. 
Facilities Development Upgrade Nursing ITV classroom. 
Install internal communication 
links (Comm. Ctr. to Nursing, 
and Nursing to IRM tower). 
Initiate equipment procurement. 
Install and test equipment. 
Assist SCETV in lobbying for 
authorization of the !TFS 
expansion phase, to provide 
four additional channels. 
Market Development Identify potential users. 
Identify client organi zations. 
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Disseminate program information: 
Printed brochures. 
Media announcements. 
Campus luncheon and presentation. 
Field visits and presentations. 
Determine network participation 
standards and requirements. 
Submit broadcast time request. 
Negotiate for maximum time alloca­
tion. 
Provide administrative staffing. 
Establish special admissions 
processing. 
Establish tuition and fee struc-
ture. 
Obtain Board of Trustees approval. 
Formulate contract language. 
Provide clients and students with 
detailed orientation. 
Establish logistics system. 
Write information and procedures 
manuals for clients, students, 
faculty, and technical person­
nel. 
Develop system for program 
evaluation. 
Establish standards for faculty 
incenti·,es. 
Establish class scheduling proced­
ures. 
Provide extra coordination for 
initial clents. 
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Technical Recruit and train technical 
personnel. 
Expand instructional support 
services. 
Appendix I provides a progress chart display of the tasks, 
and sets the time schedule for implementation. 
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Budget 
The budget for the implementation of TELECAMPUS consists of 
the following amounts: 
Remainder of FY 1986-87 $209,800 
FY 1987-88 (first full year 155,000 
of operation) 
Subsequent years (excluding 183,600 
capital expansion) 
Appendix II provides a budget breakdown and summaries by 
program element and expenditure category. 
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Financing of TELECAMPUS 
It is necessary that the Clemson University TELECAMPUS 
generate most or all of its budget support from tuition, nontra­
ditional delivery fees, and state supplemental funding resulting 
from the student credit hours delivered. 
Appendix III contains a projection of total revenue for 
six TELECAMPUS courses in a single semester, which is a reasona­
ble expectation for the first full year of operation. The fee 
structure used is similar to that used by several other leading 
institutions in the field of instructional television. It has 
the advantages of (1) preserving the identity of established 
university tuition rates, (2) providing for adjustment of the 
nontraditional delivery fee portion without changing the estab­
lished tuition rate, and (3) providing a total cost to client 
organizations that is proportional to their use of the system. 
It also recognizes the differences among fees which are reasona­
ble for corporate, for-profit organizations, as opposed to school 
districts, hospitals, and individual teachers and nurses who may 
enroll. 
Projected revenue 
In the analysis of Appendix III, enrollment estimates are 
made for each of four d~scipline areas: business, education, 
engineering, and nursing. 600 student credit hours are project­
ed, from a combination of the full time, on-campus enrollment 
and the part time remote students who will participate in 
classes simultaneously with the on-campus students. These 
numbers are extended by the applicable fee rates, and further by 
the average state supplemental funding per student credit hour 
of master's-level courses to arrive at the total revenue per 
course. The grand total of $212,520 represents the total 
anticipated revenue from a semester's operation of the TELECAMPUS 
program. Considering the summer session a semester with equal 
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enrollment, the annual revenue would therefore be approximately 
. $637,000. 
Revenue vs. expense 
The costs to be covered in a 12-month period of operation 
are as follows (from Appendix II): 
Operating expenses, year two and beyond $183,600 
Building capital investment amortization 5,820 
· (10 years, straight line) 
Equipment amortization (5 years) 24,060 
Total incremental program costs to be covered $213,480 
Add: Instructional salaries 
Six courses at $12,000, x 3 semesters 216,000 
Grand total of program costs $429,480 
The TELECAMPUS program therefore might reasonably be 
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APPENDIX II 
Clemson University TELECAMPUS 
Budget Summary 
October 27, 1986 
FY 1986-87 FY 1987-88 Subseg. Yrs. 
By Program Element 
Capital Investment $178,500 $ -o- $ (Variable) 
Video Production 6,400 60,700 69,700 
System Development and 24,900 52,100 51,600 
Marketing 
Instructional Support -o- 42,200 62,300 
Services 
PROGRAM TOTALS $209,800 $155,000 $183,600 
By Budget Category 
Capital Investment $178,500 $ -o- $ (Variable) 
Personnel (Salaries, 15,300 126,000 142,600 
fr. ben., wages} 
Travel 5,500 7,500 5,500 
Other Operating Expenses 10,500 21,500 35,500 








Clemson University TELECAMPUS 
Budget Estimate 
October 27, 1986 
Category and Item Estimate of Funding Required 
FY 1986-87 FY 1987-88 Subseg.
Yrs. 
I. CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
I 
I· 
I A. Physical Plant 
Upgrade studio-classroom 20,000$ -o- (Variable,
in College of Nursing for addnl. (30 student positions) classrooms) 
Furnishings 6,000 
-o- II 
Fiber optic path, P&AS Bldg. 16,000 
-o-
-o-
to Nursing Building 
Duplex microwave system, 16,200 
-o-
-o-Nursing to IRM tower 
B. Capital Equipment 
Video and recording equip., 87,000 
-o- (Variable,
for classroom and control room for addnl. 
classrooms) 
Audio system 9,000 
-o- II 









CAPITAL INVESTMENT $178,500 -o- (Var.) 
* A second OPTEL system is necessary for this program, and is 
being provided under the CHE grant. This grant also will fund 
approximately $44,000 in specialized computer modems and soft­
ware, which will be loaned by the University to participating 
high schools. 
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TELECAMPUS Budget Estimate 
FY 1986-87 FY 1987-88 Subseg. Yrs. 
II. VIDEO PRODUCTION (Communications Center) 
A. Personnel 
(Salary and 20% fringe benefits) 
Engineer (3 mos. first yr.) $ 5,400 $ 21,600 $ 21,600 
Producer-Director -o- 21,600 21,600 
Student wages -o- 3,500 3,500 
SUBTOTAL, 
PERSONNEL $ 5,400 $ 46,700 $ 46,700 
B. Operating Expense 
Maintenance, repair, -o- $ 5,000 10,000 
replacement 
Video tape -o- 8,000 12,000 
Printing 500 500 500 
Misc. supplies 500 500 500 
SUBTOTAL, 
OPERATING EXPENSE $ 1,000 $ 14,000 $ 23,000 
TOTAL, 
VIDEO PRODUCTION $ 6,400 $ 60,700 $ 69,700 
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TELECAMPUS Budget Estimate 
FY 1986-87 FY 1987-88 Subseg. Yrs. 















PERSONNEL $ 9,900 $ 39,600 $ 39,600 
B. Travel 
Visits to other programs 
Marketing visits within SC 












TRAVEL $ 5,500 $ 7,500 $ 5,500 
c. Other Operating Expenses 
Publications and Graphics $ 1,000 
services 







TELECAMPUS Budget Estimate 
Other Operating Expenses (cont'd.) 
supplies 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Minor equipment (portable 1,500 
-o- 1,500 
VCRs and monitors for office 
and field presentations) 
SUBTOTAL, 
OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES $ 9,500 $ 5,000 $ 6,500 
TOTAL, 
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND 
MARKETING $ 24,900 $ 52,100 $ 51,600 
II- 5 
• 
TELECAMPUS Budget Estimate 




Graphic Designer · 
Student programmer assts. 
SUBTOTAL, 
PERSONNEL 




















FY 1987-88 Subseg. Yrs. 
$ 35,700 $ 35,700 
-o- 16,600 
4,000 4,000 
$ 39,700 $ 56,300 
$ 1,000 $ 3,000 
1,000 2,000 
500 1,000 
. $ 2, 500 $ 6,000 
$ 42,200 $ 62,300 
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APPENDIX III • 
• 
Clemson University TELECAMPUS 
Revenue Projection, One Semester 
I. Assumed fee structure 
Fee Tuition Nontrad. del'y. fee 
categQIT & Univ. Fee % of Tuition ~ Total 
• 
A Corporations, other for-profit $68.00/cr. hr. 100% $68.00 $136.00 
organizations per hr. 
B Schools, hospitals, other not­ 68.00/cr. hr. 50% 34.00 102.00 
for-profit organizations, in­ per hr. 
dividuals w/o corporate sponsor 
C Full time, on-campus students 886.00/semester 74.00 
($74 pro rata per hr. 
per sem. hr.) 
II. State supplemental funding 
1986-87 state supplemental funding, University average, MS degrees: $247 per SCH 
III. Revenue 
Total Est. Enr. Tot. Fee Tuition and Fees State Total 
Courses No. Campus Remote SCH cat. Campus Remote Suppl. Rev. 
Business (MBA) 2 20 60 c $4,440 $14,820 $19,260 
40 120 A $16,320 29,640 45,960 
Education (In. Ed.) 1 10 30 c 2,220 7,410 9,630 
50 150 B 15,300 37,050 52,350 
Engineering 2 20 60 c 4,440 14,820 19,260 
40 120 A 16,320 29,640 45,960 
Nursing 1 10 30 c 2,220 7,410 9,630 
_lQ -1.Q B 3,060 7,410 10.470 
TOTALS 6 60 140 600 $212,520 
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